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War

Ringing of the New Year Bells

Havings

Going Wrat—10.30
Going Fast—6.10 a

W KA r

M

Ml

BUILDING

WEDNESDAY, JAN. 2- l ni versa I 5-act play.
THURSDAY, JAN. 3— William Farnum in “When a Man Sees Red.” Fox,
7 acta. Prices, 15 and 25 cent*.
FRIDAY, JAN. 4—Mabel Taliaferro in “Magdalene of the Hill*.”
Metro,
5 acts.

SATURDAY, JAN 5—Marguerite Clark in “The Valentine Girl.”
mount, 5 acta. One reel Current Events.
to

this theatre is
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Total

precipitation for year 1917,53.26 inches.

Hodgkins

Charles W.
Bath for the

at home

was

from

Clark, who has been employed for
past few weeks in Philadelphia, is at

29th Annual Sale

home.

will

be

Thursday
meeting
Jan. 10, with Mrs. G.

club

of the

neyt

T.

held

Corneai I.

AT

Johnson,

who

been

has

in

past three years, is visiting

Portland the

(

A.

P.

has

Wiswell

closed

her

home, and gone to New York

Ellsworth

for the winter.

Methodist society will
naJe of cooked food at their vestry

The ladies of the

C. L.

Morang Dept. Stores
ELliSWORTH,

have

See Large Bills

APPROVAL

All

or

Prepaid

Sent

ovei

Mahoney,

from Hancock

State

committeeman

county, left this morning

lo aih-nd
meeting of the
it* Augns a.

by

£.rceI Poet,

Win.

State
I

Hut relief corps*

11. 1»

afternoon

Thursday

at

cotn-

1

meet

2.30 with

Mrs.

wi

Weacott, El ii street; if stormy, the
pleasant day.
Mrs. Ada Johnson went to Hartford,

H. F.

---—

Conn., to

spend

Christmas with her

sons

Stanley and George Johnson, who has just
returned from England.

! GET RUSYj BOYS AND GIRLS

|

Capt.

N.

H.

Means

has

been confined

a week.
In stepping upon
slipped, striking his leg just
below the knee, and is quite lame.

to the house

ARN YOJR THRIFT STAMPS

be

sled

a

A supper for members of the parish only
ill be held at the Unitarian vestry this
evening. 8. B. Knobbs, field secretary of
w

Tin- American will

jjive

Thrift Card and

a

the

Stamp for every new paid-in-advance yearly
subscription to 'be American, $1.">0. If you
already have
Stamp will be
subscriber

dress,

and

plainly

Card, a
Thrift
Write name and address of
also your own name and ad-

send, will

present.

Tapley.

ton and Paul
The

money, to

day,

Junior Red Cross will meet SaturThanks is extended to those

Jan. 12.

who have contributed yarn for the juveniles. It is hoped now to secure the

THE AMERICAN,

loan of

sewing machine.
meeting of the Ellsworth teachers'

-

■

a

A
association will be held at the office of the
superintendent Friday evening at 7 30.

Ellsworth, Maine
..

Unitarian association, will

American

Among tb* young people who left yesterday to return to their schools were
Misses Hannah Prances Malone, Muriel
Byard, Dorothy Coughlin, Thelma Fuller-

Thrift

pur
sen.

be

C. C. BURRILL

o( the
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of this

and foreign

and
FOR

Shrub
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2 WATER ST.

Telephone.
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bonds

for

who have

obtain them

by calling

countries they

DRESSMAKING ROOMS
7-3 Manning Block Ellsworth, Maine
From Jan. 1 lo Mar. 1. 1»18
our

talk it

cuatomera
very low

at

a

*e

are

giv-

g<t good
Come in and

chance to

price*.

over.

Dretaea made for

Tailored Suita,
la.up Coals,
Separate skirts,
Separate Waists,

leaves

a

have

now
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at

in

full

ina>
the bank where

State,

union

report

an

assessors

jubi

increase in assessed

val-

difference between what

a

dancing party has been
arranged for Saturday afternoon, Jan. 5.
The public in cordially invited.

which

haB

been in the union with Ells-

worth under the former
he

will

in

plans by

unions,

Eastbroek, Han-

union with

a

which

Lamoine.

cock and

Hancock

2 00

week has

weather that

some

the usual discussion

II.i

seen

at his best

in

thu

ri“

about the “cold Fri-

A delightful song recital was given at
; Hhoi ock hall last Tbumdav evening bv
j dm* <‘Jrv< till*-'*, limit"- »*o nospice* «'f the
or*

>»s'

h -v'loicr

»*•»•-

s'

Miss Giles

ub.

••

ns at home for
the ho-i<ia>s from Ne v
York, where she is pursuing her studies
in vocal music under Robert Hosea, one of
the foremost instructors in the country.
Her many Ellsworth friends were glad of
this opportunity to hear her, and they
were pleased with her rendering of the
well-selected program. The improvement
in her voice and her handling of it was
marked.
Miss May Bonsoy acted most
v*

efficiently

accompanist.

as

recital, there

After

the

dancing with music by
Higgins’ orchestra. The proceeds from
the evening were for the benefit of the
Ellsworth boys in the service, and were
gratifying to the ciub, which acknowledges its indebtedness to Miss Giles, Miss
Bonsey, the orchestra, and all others who
contributed to the success of the enterwas

tainment.
EllsW. Fred Emerson, formerly of
worth, died Sunday at bis borne in Ban*
He bad been
•ror, aged seventy-six years.
failing in bealtb a
Ions: time. Mr.
Emerson was a native of Lee, Mhsh., but
came
to Ellsworth as a
boy with his
father, who conducted a tannery near
the site of the present creamery building
on

Church
He

veteran of the Civil war,
service with Co. C,

heavy artillery.
after

master of Esoteric
now

consolidated

and

was

active

department.
He

the

He

m

the

was a

moved

was a

He returned

war,
He

and

was

past
lodge, F. and A. M.,
with
L.vgonia lodge,

thirty years ago. A
Miss Ella Kelli her of
He

bis

of this busi-

severe

in local affairs.

prominent

him.

succeeded

management

was a

Ellsworth

citizen.

Fred

street.

in the

father
ness

THREATENING KIRK.

State Department of Educfttlon Aniiouum Hancock County Unions.

legislature passed
provid^oc expert supervision of
The Un

to

was a

voluuteer

Ellsworth,

brother of

who

unions to

all schools

combinations of
be

towns,
by the State

named

Under the former law, towns themselves
unions, and this left many

could form

without neighboring towns with
which unions could be formed. The State
department has preserved the old unious

towns

in many cases, but others
solved for the purpose of
could

towns

that

classed

otherwise.

come

not
The

operative July

been dis-

have

taking
be

in other

conveniently

new

unions

was

survives

the late H.H.

Ellsworth. He was a member
lodge, I O. O. F., and Orient
lodge, N. E. O. P of Baugor.

of Penobscot

The tire started
ney, and
was

a

evidently

from

a

chim-

the kitchen
of flames.
The horse and
saved, but a pig was burned.

when discovered

mass

surance.

be-

1 next.

Following are the unions in Hancock
county as announced by the State department:

Amherst, Aurora, Clifton, Mariaville,
Plantation, Otis, Waltham.
Deer Isle, Isle au Haut, Stonington.
Bucksport, Orland, Orringtou, Verona.
Dedham. Ellsworth, Surry.
Brooksville, Castine, Penobscot.
Bluehill, Brooklin, Sedgwick.
Eastbrook, Franklin,
Hancock, La-

No. 21

moine.

Uouldsboro, Sorrento, Sullivan, Winter
Harbor.

Eden, Trenton.
Cranberry Isles, Mount Desert, South-

Harbor,

west

Tremont.

Ellsworth

I-uslness

Blocks

Slightly Oamiigeil.

act to

an

of education.

department

Two
A

threatening fire in the busin ?ss center
Ellsworth
Friday forenoon, was

ot

promptly stopped by the firemen. and
with comparatively Blight daning-i.
The
buildings damaged were the three-story
block at

brick

the

of Mam

corner

Water streets, occupied by E. G.

M

and
ore's

drugstore,

and the Greely hull.ng on
street, occupied by Harvard t
Jor-

Main

dan, jeweler.
These two builnngs are
practically one, an open attic extending
over botn, and the same stairway
giving
access to the second and third doors of

buildings.

both

The tire started in the part of tne attic
above tht drug store, where a tic )er came
in contact with a chimney.
It had evi-

dently been smouldering for some time,
confined by the slate roof, and ail
opening to the attic being closed.
Whe. the
fire showed

itself, the timbers of the attic
and the dense smoke made
it a hard fire for the firemen to reaih.
They succeeded in stopping the fire there,
and'by the sparing use of waf-r. r-ewere

well

vented

serious

damage

belli".

a»ores

,y
store, and w

the" drug
Hiure

afire,

w

a*

preiiy

v»eii

bis stock bad been

to stocaenv

le

1

r-

hite .Mr. J
uowq.

mci

removed

to

s

LUOi

uf

te;y

or

si

protected by rubber blankets, so that
was
comparatively slight.
The fire burned through the cei
.ng at
the rear of the office of County
Agent
George N. Worden on the third door of
was

Fund.
But a short time remains before the
closing of the campaign in this section,
for the Knights of Columbus war camp
K. of C. War

his loss

the

corner building,
but even here the
damage was comparatively slight, as most
ot
bis
office furnishings, records and
this fund will do so during tne coming
hooks were in the Irout part of the office.
week. The treasurer, Frank J. Dunleavy,
The offices of Miss Alice H. Scott on the
acknowledges receipt of the followering
second floor escaped damage.
subscriptions to date.
The corner building ia owned
jointly by
Previously reported, |309.42.
Benefit holiday party, Frank E. Guern- Congressman Peters, Judge A. W. King

fund.

local

The

committee

earnestly

hopes that all who wish to contribute to

Morang, $5 each.
E. F. Small, John Ha.rimau, Montelle
W. Abbott, |2 each.
D. J. Kelliher, Lamoine, Edward E.
Doyle, Lewis M. Smith, Sarah Royal,
Sibyl Fields, Hazel Giles, fl each.
David Friend.
Total receipts, $33t> ,92.
sey, C. L.

E. G. Moore.
The damage to this
is about fSOO, and the
damage to
occupants slight. The losses ar- covere*
The other building is
by insurance.
owned by Mrs. A. W. Greely.
The damand

building

age

on

this

was

adjusted

Jordan’s damage
for *105.

on

of railroads

eration

government op-

is the curtailment

of

passenger service to free the lines for the
speeding up of freight service. Many
traiu9 have

already

been withdrawn from

competing lines.
The only change affecting Maine so far
decided upon is the withdrawal of the
“State

of

land and

Maine

Express”

New’ York.

Maine Central

and

Bangoi

&

on

the

Aroostook

will doubtless follow.

KmburgO'

The Ho<.-k In i.d- Blue mil and RockiandBar Harbor route* ot the Eastern skoam*
ship Co. art- Mocked with ice. and trip»4
bavebetn

di ><oiiunued

until

conditions

improve.
een

Officer* of the company have
instructed to take no freight for

place*

on

those lines

until

notice.

further

COMING KYKNis.

between Port-

Curtailment

fl61. acd Mr.
was adjusted

_

An Ire
Curtailment of Train Service.
One immediate effect of

for

stock

Saturday afternoon. Jail. 5. at Knights
of tolumi’u-* b«li
Dancing party. Admission, !0 cents.
—

tire

highly-esteemed
Bangor some

widow,

the State, by

such
ex-

has started

day” and “old-fashioned winters”. From
Friday night to Tuesday noon local ther-

for

Farnum will be

one

County Savings Bank

RW SCHOOL UNIONS.

M

of

Ellsworth during the past

perienced

The feature of the wtek

will be

puts

Ells worth

Surry. This
Franklin,

Ellsworth of 187,1*70, the figures
Eire nt East Surry.
beim* |2,326,843 in 1917, against 2,238.873
The valuation of Hancick county
in 1916.
The farm buildings of Capt. M. D.
shows an increase of |483,501.
Cbatto at East Surry were burned Sunday
The holiday party for the juveniles, evening, with practically all contents, the
of the household saving only
which was held at Society ball Dec. 27, members
the clothing they had on.
was so much enjoyed by those present
that another

person needs ami

a

effective July 1 next.

be

at the Pijou cows were
The buildings were in good repair, Capt.
Thursday, matinee and even0.00
ing, tbe seven-act produition, “When* Chatto in the past lew years having addtd
#4.00 o.oo Man Sees Red,” taken from Larry Evans’ many improvements and conveniences.
1.00 2.00 story, “Tbe Painted Lady.” Willimi. The loss is only partially covered by in-

*4.00

1.00

There is often quite

what he wants. Prudent economy, plus regular deposits,
Your account is invited
on a strong financial footing.

of towns

Emerson of

obtained them.
of the State

Needs and Wants.

Famous

Cherokee

&?tt>rrii3rmrm«r

Halfbreed.

Sequoyuh. inventor of the Cherokee
alphabet, was one of the great men of
the Indian race. He was a halfbreed
whose
English name was George
His father was n white man
Guess.
and his mother a full-blood Indian
woman.

uation of

ALICE M. HOOPER’S

ing

banks

distribution.

issued shows

work

Service

nigbl. Fo.-d car to
or witboat driver.

the

these iHinda

The

Home-Made Marmalad

He

year.

union with Dedham and

a

to

received the first and second liberty loan

FIRE AND AUTOMOBILE INSURANCE
some

in

encampment, 1. O. O. F.. has
as
follows: H. B. Fstey,
C. P.; George 8. hagertby, H. P.; L E.
Treadwell, 8. W.; F. 8. Call, scribe; H. F.
Wescott, treasurer; L*. W. Jordan, J. W.
Both

IhtalMieil I8(i7-

iepresenting

a

being designated by the State department
of education, Ellsworth has been placed

havi g seen
First Maine

Wivurna

SON

&

than

Under the law passed by the last legislature providing for expert supervision of

Harold Allan, of the State department of
education, will address the teachers.
elected officers

|

q/-Ellsworth, Maine

Pierre, N. D.

of

I tK

next

i

two

below.

T. F.

Amount of"

Purchases to

more

afternoon.

winter.

may share iu

6.30.

mometers did not get above zero. Saturday morning it was 18 to 20 below ; Sunday
Herbert L. Salisbury, who has been em- morning, 28 to 36 below, and 10 to 13 beployed at Cbrystal Lake, N. H., arrived low at noon; Monday morning, 24 to 30
home Monday for a visit.
below, w'ith a gale blowing. The same
were recorded from all
The next meeting of the woman’s club low temperatures
30 below being reached at
will be held Tuesday afternoon, Jan. 15, over the county,
The thermometer at the
the seacoast.
at 3 o’clock, with Mrs. C. H. Burrill.
power house, from which the official
Arthur
H.
of
24th
Sergeant
Ashmore,
record printed eaoh week in The AmeriCo., Portland, Fort McKinley, spent part can is
taken,
ranges several degrees
of Christmas week in this city with his
higher than those about town, being
family.
tempered by its nearness to a large body
Congressman and Mrs. John A. Peters of water. The lowest point touched there
left last night for
Washington. Mrs. was 16 below.
This morning Ellsworth
Cushman left yesterday for Boston for the thermometers again
dropped to 25 and 30
a

Saturday

MAINE

GOODS St NT ON

been ill

widow,

Charles Tower.
Mrs.

at

that you

Vernon H. BoriBey, formerly of Ellsworth, died December 18 in Philadelphia,
at the age of fifty-eight years.
He had

the towns themselves formed the

Marshall

IOW ON

per will be served

so

Union TitusT Company

Sturier, Y\ U.: Fred P. Haynes, secretary; W. A. Alexander, treasurer. Officers will be installed Friday evening by
District Deputy Neal A. Raymond. Sup-

will

The

May we not enroll you as a depositor
year’s distributions of interest?

this

A. I.

all schools of the

holidays.

Karl
the

j

Betsey Torrey, and Mrs. Susan Murch of
Ellsworth, and Mrs. Mary Austin of
Sparks, Nev., and three brothers—Roland
C. and Alexander, of Ellsworth, and Fred,

temperature for Dec., 1917,19.6°

Average

you to withdraw them.

leaving
colleges. Music was furnished by
Misses Hazel and Erva Giles, Christina
Doyle and Richard Harvey. About thirty
couples were present.
L< jok
lodge, I. O. O. F., has elected
officers as follows: C. E. Alexander, N. G.;

daughters and a son; also
four sisters—Mrs. Charlotte Clement, Mrs.

snow

snow

held

and

Midnifhl TuotMlny,
Kndlni;
Jan. 1, 1918
taken at the power
| From observations
station of the Bar Harbor A Union Kivei
Power Co., iu Ellsworth.
Precipitation is
given in inches for the twenty four hours
ending at midnight.J
Weather
Precipi tat Ion
condition*
Temperature

BIJOU THEATRE

was

in honor
this week for their schools

of those

postedtee

KLL.HV

IN

will

installation.

An enj9yarla dancing party
Monday evening at Socit ty hall

5.80 p m.
3.4ft p m.
at

Refreshments

The worthy
matron requests ail cUlcers-elect to be
present at a practice meeting this evening
at 7.30.

AT POSTOFFICB

m;

This amount was distributed among dor 4,500 deposit 'rs in tiiia department, whose aggregate deposits now amount to more than
91,000,000.
mV,
Very likely YOT have an account with Wnov.,
'i.-.f
suggest that yon consider the advisability of opeidntr me.
arson
tip by our large capital and surplus, also die iV.legi.tj and iep
which this bank has always enjoyed, yourjfuuds are safe beyond
question and Immediately available should it become necessary for

Irene chapter, O. E. 8., will be
Friday evening by D. D. G. M.

Margaret H. Jordan.

m;

a

this bank paid to depositors in its Savings- (>; intuit nt 1\ credits ro
their accounts, the sum of 933.022.25, being the year's interest ou
their deposits.

Officers of
installed

POdTOFMCK.

IlVelr Day*.
From West—6.41, 11.46 a in; 4.24 pm.
From East— 11.10 a m; 6.22 p m.
CLOAK

Trust

army.

MAILS ftRCKITKC.

MAILS

During the Year 1917

the

as

Yor’s, has been appointed to
the American military commission to
Russia, with ran t of major in the U. S.

be served after

F*«r W**efc

genehl admission

now

Co. of New

e/Tent, D*c. 7, 7*>77.

/n

Ellsworth,

of

domiciled in Petrograd
representative of the Guaranty

sale— Townof Bucksp irt
—PI of Lons Island
stamps

Registered mail should be
an hour before mail closes.

The

Henry C. Emery, formerly
but

tax

RLLSWORTH

• T

atrnntisrm ems.

three-piece orcbstra will
psicsa, 15 and 25

A

niufif.

No. 1.

cents, for this j. cture.

WKEK

SCHEDULE OP MAI18

Kilip out the old year and ring in the
new. As yon review the past twelve months,
you may see where yon could have saved
more money.
Firmly resolve to start the
Now Year right by starting an account with
the Burrill National Bank—it will help you
to accumulate a substantial reserve fund.

FALLOWS

furnish

Bijou theatre
Union Trust Co
C L Morans—Annual Vale
Alice Hooper Dressmaking
David Friend—Repair woik

BURRILL NATIONAL BANK

ODD

production.

) 1KT KRBD AS SBCCND 0I.A8B M ATT•» B
AT TUB ■LLffWOXtTH POBTOPVtrR

1918.

I make

»

specialty

of
at low put-; wcik
kiuda of citaniug.

iepairing

a

suit

or

•elected *
them over

Hear in

repairing fur g^: meota
f<u:»

anteeu

(

hi

all

pressing, cleaus'-:* and

that whe
ou ueed
overcoat 1 hi*ve a sinal: but well
o. k. and
it will pay you t*>
look
before you decide.
mud

DAVID
Mail-1 street

FRIEND
Ella

.s,c

rth

Shoe and Harness Repairs
by Parcel Post
Mail

charges paid one way.
P.ornpt Delivery.

Mark your addresscarefully.
Best ..f Stock and
Workmans!.:;..

Bluehill Shoe and Harness
Established

Ed. G. Williams,

»

Vears

Hospitc

Bluehill,

Local Agent for Stage and Express

I

Me.

*

ADbtrtiUrmnus

SUNDAY SCHOOL

ThU column !■ devoted UltheOrinM.f**
Hancock coun.y
pecielly to the greuge* ol
for the
rhc column la open to all grenger.
a nr
ii*cn.eion of topic* ol generml internet.
letter*
Make
lor reporta ol grange meeting..
mnat
■hurt and concire. All|communic*tion*
eibe algned, but name* will not be printed
All comwriter.
pept by permission ol the
munication* wiil be subject to approval by
without
the editor, but cone will be rejected

ATTENTION!

Lesson I—First Quarter, Januarj
6. 1918.

^1 Ir

a

_

INTERNATIONAL SERIES

THE

rood

Mark 1:1-11—
of the Lesson
Gold
2
Memory Verses, Luke 10:1,
en
Text, John 1 *29—Commentary

Prepared by

Rev. -D

M. Stearns.

ib

CA$CARAE£ QUININE

441.

The oU iimijr remedy —in tablet
form We, tare, rtijr tottkc. No
no t after elTeets.
opiate* -no uinapletw
24 hour*—Grip >n J
CurescoldS
days. Um-y back! fit fail*. Oet the
genuine bo* with
Red Too and Mr.
Hill‘a picture cm it
24 Tablets for 25c.

to

requested

Any Drug St ora

At

The granite held a regular session Dec.
18, a it h Overseer Lorenzo Kinsman iu
(he

business and

evening
grange hail.

1

i

Why

Not

Try

All classes
good work,to the extent
that a spirit of comradeship, unselfishness
and sacrifice has prevailed as never before.
in

KDITKl) BY

loneliness,

h«ve united

“SCUT MAIHilt”

Dear
The purposes of this column are succlnc y
Mated 1» the title and motto—It la for Ok* mut -l
oeoeiit, and almB to oe helpful and hopeful
Being for the common good. It l» for the com
dkjh use—a public servant, a purveyor of laformation and suggestion, a medium for the In
terel.ange o (Ideas. In this capacity It solicit*
communications, and lta ouccese dependslargely
Comon the support given It In this respect
munications must he signed, but the name of
writer will not lie printed except (»> permission
Communications will be aubject to approval or
r«jeatioD by tbc editor of the column, but none
will oe rejected without good reason. Address
ail com iuuii lead jus to

.•

Tub

AMKK1CAB.

fe.ll-worth. Me.

TUR Oku

jStanza* from

VKAM
a

AKl) THE NKW.

by Edmund

longer poem
Cook ]

ance

The poor Old Year is dead. Uia work ia done.
Hia course is aped. Hie iaat, disloyal Bun
Fled down ihetie.d, with shield upon his
hack.
And left the night u pall him in its black.
His old-time friend. December, turned aaide
And hardly stayed tc mark that he had died.
And all the .Weeks, t-’ho served .his banner,

sped
.To

serve

ike

New, And cried, “The Old is

fee,even each disdainin' little Day
tue hour he owed aud shrieked

i£uuug him

away.
•*‘Xbe New!” And why the New?
Ho, stand
you forth,
Yu*.' little Near-come.
Bay, why is your

.Kuug.to the zenith with its wave on wave?
We.Jlndjou seated on a new-made grave,
.Which holds

our

friend, the Old Year.

He

tiharek.m ny joys together, home there be
Whichstill invoke the memory and make
That Ut rogue, Laughter, hold his sides and
■shake.
these are stronger ties, for be it said,
We sometimes ate together hitter bread.
Oh, smiling one, too new of life to know
What friendship roots irithiu a common woe!
Ajoti

'*#♦•»*
Ah, little New Year!
To hear the canuous
Because you name

’Tie

a

pretty

tiring
siug

roar ami u*itr,e,
to

]&

*rtn.

to

hear your

Aunt

(or the

the

"Helpful and Hopeful.”

Motto:

in distress.

or

in

Madge
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preserved ginger will add Just the j
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be
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in

newly-elected officers

Wilbur;

overseer,

are:

L.

1

SUBSTITUTE FOR OLIVE OIL
There's Song in Speech.
speech, even the commonest
speech, has something of th£ song In
it; not a parish in the world but has
Its parish accent—the ryhthin or tune
to which the people sing what they

>

AH

I

have to say.
Accent is a kind of
chanting; all men have accent of their
own. though they only notice that of
others. Observe, too. how all passionate language does of
itself become
musical—with a finer music than mere
accent.
The speech of a man in zealous anger becomes a chant, a
song.
All deep things are song. Poetry therefore we will call musical thought. The
poet is he who thinks in that manner.
It is a man’s sincerity and depth
of vision that makes him a poet. See
deep enough, and you see musically,
the heart of nature being everywhere
music*, if you can only reach it.—

Carlyle.
Cake Annoyed Him.
who is just beginning to
learn he should not eat cake before
his meal, was seated at the table when
suddenly he saw* a cake on the buffet
and remarked:
"Oh, my! Tover up
dat take till I eat my tatoes.”

OUR 4ITNKY orrKK-Thl* and lie.
DON’T Miss THIS. <'u« out this slip, enwith 5c sad mall it to Foley & Co
close
I
III., writing
2*86 Sheffield Ave. Chicago
You will
name and address clearly.
eceive in return b trial package containing
Foley’s
Honey tnd Tar Comu**u d. for
coughs, colds aud croup; Foley Kidney Pills,
sb*« • and back, rheumatism,
for pain in
and bladder ailments:
backache, kirisiy
and Foley C*fh? rtic Tablets, s wholesome,
and thorough
cleansing cathartic far eon
stipation. biliousness, headache ami slug
guh bowels.—Moore’s Drug Store.

|
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The newly-elected officers are: Bertl a
Colson, master; Emsgene Bickford, overGrace
lecturer; LeU
seer;
f>yi vaster,
Coaito. s.eward; Henna Sylvester, easts*
tuit t-tea-era; Luia Can ta/e, chaplain;
Etta Hodgkins, treasurer; Flora Hodgdon,
secretary; Mary Littletleld, gatekeeper;
Vietia Duly, Ores; Estelle lienrickaou,
Fomos.a;
Mary Leighton. Flora; Rate

hall.

»an

All the

Thw loss is

building*

on

an

1

estimated at
Hide if
Masonic

the «wteru

Rockland,

Mala street.

MB40P.UL

m-OLlTlOS*.

Whereat, Clod in ..is infinite wisdom, has
fit to remove from our midst our sister.
Martha s.vhKtr. therefore be it,
ifrsolv'W, Tbit in tLe ueath of our sister
Masaapaqua grange h*» lost a faithful and
h n red c-iarter member and officer.
R-toled. That we will hold our sister in
loving remembrance, and that we extend our
syrup it) y to th.» bereaved ones.
Ae*oir*d, That our ch irter be draped for
a period of thirty days.
Renolved. That we send a copy of these
resolutions to tbe f.tmiiy, a copy he put on
our records, and a copy sent to Tub Ells
worth Awaaicau and Bangor Commercial for
seen

publication.
Kmaobne Bickford,
Vibtta Duffy,
EftlBLlB HkN HICKSON.
Committee.

SOUTH DEER I8LE.
C. C. Warren is at home from Bath for
the holidays.
Lawrence McOu'ev was home from
Wbitinsville for Christmas.
Mias Rosie Steele was married Dec. JO o
Hollis WiUoo of N »rth Sullivan. They
will make their borne in Bu livao.

Jour

Djc. 24.

Tbep.

Woman loves a clear, rosy com plexion.
Burdock Blen d Bitters is spienol \ f.
purify
log the blood, clearing the skin, restoring
a*»um| digestion. All druggists sell It. Price,
tl

temple

and

blocks

ou

between

Li me rock

Bradbury's shoe store.
Dillingham, Bangor's oldest

mercbant, bas been dected treasurer of tit.
M. for tbe
Andrews lodge. F, and A.

fift.V'Siztb conseeutve time. This is perhaps a world record'or elective office in a
masonic lodge, art is a tribute to Mr
Dillingham b mt inty, constancy and
regularity of habiK Although well alone
in bis eighties, heslill attends to buxinesmuch as usual, retting to bis Hammond,
street booksti re u ea ly as seven o’clock
He ba**
some morning'’, ;ven in winter.
been in bu«im* in one place on Han.
mond street nowfor severny years, and is
tbe oldest statieier in tbe United Slate*
dive service.
in point of
Tbe garage or he Show began (taregc
Co., with its cohints, including thirty*
four automobile*.fwan burned Saturday,
with a loss eetiifeted at
The
|30,00D.
building was o>4ed by Tuttle Bros.,
proprietor* of tfe? 8k«»w began bouse.
Tbe hotel located fit bin forty feet of the
garage eecaped dfebage.

cons^1

Artificial Lfetbs Long Known.

legmnd arms were. It If
b«Uev«l. used If Egypt as early as 700B. 0. They wei mude by the priests,
who were the ljysicians of that early
Artificial

time.

THK HI
HAD* TMK
life P TMIIKK Wf RS.
With January cS>e« la grippe. I. ngering
colds aeeiu to sets in the system. caoaii g
one U> ache all «>ve| feel feverish atd » hilly,
r*. Liaxie Tyie«.
tired, heavy and dipping
"M* daughter h dl
Heoderaon, Kv %*t»e»
I had tbe doctor
la grippe f« »b eifweeka.
and noue of it did
ana bought medic
y
ev’s Honey an-> Tar tui
good.
I gave her
Ht.
I have told all » y
n *w she \> an
a
bent
it
Insist
on
f* tends
ifet- genn ne
Foley1’• Honey .*n Tar. Moort?** Drug Htore

an T'ISl ,)IKHi

rhf: MATISM
Physician llelkfim (ieuuint* Remedy
For the

blJw*

Has iSeeu Found.

Kheuma, Mil wonderful rbeumaiit-m
remedy sole MIL', fc. Alexander aud all
druggists, g vebuieker and more lasting
relief than othf remedies coating many
times

as mm

Kheuma

l*.!

pa its

the

intr^he

secret iona

deadly poisonous

boa

t

la

and

kidneys,

(ruin which thf are quickly thrown of!
in m natural,
wuy.
Kea«i what if reputable physician says
about Kheutof
“l have made a moat
careful inventation of the formula employed in tb! manufacture of Kboimi.
and 1
it as a remedy
of rheumatism.
for all
1 find
Kheuma far I advance of the methods
in the treatment of
generally
d altogether different ii>
rheumatism
composition om lbe remedies usually

bjltby

heartiljjecommend
fornj
euupjed

prescribed.”-^. Lyons.

Thia shou
rbeumatian •

Sylvester, lady a«oi<>tam steward.

Eugene,

I___

sea

morning deFire at Calais Saturday
stroyed the candy factory, store and bottling workspf Beckett A Co., wholesaler*
and retailer*, the plant of the Calais Advertiser and the Knights of Pythias and

Edward F.
KAKTRKOOK.

j

Work

Years

will

■

on, toil on. y«es»jou, my little one.
Truck Gardener In Colorado Gets Rich
And when there I*iks the iaat i/eceuiber sub.
Oil From Seeda of Canrefund
baptize fern, Baying that he Then, when ati men zaun from u to acciaim
>
had jgreater need u l>e baptized by j Another, and a uesn. Ji.e»Jovr
taloupes.
j
name,
Jeans, but Jesus htaaaelf baptized not '/Ten you may hwethe mevuxe of
aij praiae
Note
war
Lord's
Ford.
Colo.—An American
.As
have
Rooky
(John 4:2).
you
reply.
wi*«iy •peal>« ur wealth uf days,
substitute for olive oil Is believed to
Ills stsoknd recorded utterance us the
-Ar<«***uby ii h S.
have been discovered here by D. V.
Bon of Alary: "Suffer ftt to be so now,
Burrell, a truck gurdoner. Burrell has
for thus It beeometb ur to fnltlli all Dmr M. B. Friend*
found that a clear, rich oil is in the
rlghteou>«,“ss (Matt. 3:0. He alone
A.wrdial New Year’» greeting toyou all.
seeds of cantaloupes and has submitted
of all uie* was always righteous, and May the uew dab of UH&
bring lbe daw uHe had no sins to in? of a belter era, aud iu«? dark shadows a quantity of it to government chemdid rightMH ialy.
ists at Washington, who Informed him
confess, but submitted to ail things for o'JncJj ttt-t over ihe wuili be
dispelled.
that their experiments Indicate a new
our sakes, Chat he might bepnade unto
Tbe paat year o a been tilled with
upIts wisdom, righteousness. <sunctltiea- heaval ud changes of customs »ucb as table oil of the same color and texture
as olive oil is apparent, without any
tlon redemption (! (jor. 1:9ta: II Cor. could .ot have been i
uagined tive year*
The government
4:21). If we age ever about this busi- ago. If there have been the awful ravage*
refining process.
chemists are continuing their experiness. us he way about hU father's, of war aud aa exhibition of the cruel
pa»ments with the substance.
we will gladly suffer niauy thl*gs for
ptoua of men.lb*re have aloo been tbe
open
ids sake which may seem to us w holly 1 hand and heart a bub h»ve ueen ready to
l,uk» .3:21 says titst us *»ive great aud uogtole sympathy and
unnecessary.
he was baptized he eyas praying. Al- help in every way teat would give courage,
Proof of Power of Advertising.
ways In conscious c/jibui union with and cheer, and eomwort t<» those io need.
“Advertising is a great art,” said
his Father and always pleasing Ids
one tradesman to another a
day or so
Father (John 8:29). This Is the seeago. “Let im* give you an Illustration:
WAS f KKL >'«• AI.L K > IXUVV.
ond tliue that we hud In Scripture tlvt
Who should be 1he be^t-kuown son of
Symptoms of on*<*oniii kfrinev trouble Hewords "the heavens opened." and the aeive prompt aiieatfon, g hr neglect invites
Jacob? Reuben, of course. But which
serious
illness.
l.ouis
Hu* k< er Somerset. do you rend of him)
seven events in connection with which
remember most
Va, w.ites:
‘*1 wo lee in* u ! run down;
we find these words form s truly glm
P*in* f > «»y belt
Why Joseph : because he udAfter taking easily?
»r«d’ E'A*
Folev
Kidi
rious study, each event concerning Backache, ey Fill 1 fei like * in w man.” venised.
lie wore a coat of umny
rheums tc i»al» a. * ift »ints. so e
In inusells. ► wol ieu n nk e*, p> ffi .ess Junder we* colors, whilst the rest of the family
him and hi* people on earth.
*ud
sjeap-disturbi* a b> d*ter ail er»U vield Went n 1>«>tif in the ordinary kind—
Kzek. 1 ;1, 2d. he is seen us a man or
quicks u» this time-tried remedy
v b< on to
the throne controlling his own ye
***** *UeU *U<S wuu,en*—-»<K>r*,“ Drug whatever they may have been. So we
Store*
hear of Joseph and his brethren. Surti
deemed and all their uffulra; here hr
is tin* power of advertising.”
Is the Word nntde flesh, submitting tc
all things for our sakes that we may ir
«V| in tt r* tmr
Croup .1 .Hutu ifli
due time share with him bis kingdom
"A .ew nights ag one of my patrons h d a
Mark well the Father'!
and glory.
small chi'd lake*
wPh croup about mid
F?r Infants and Children
night," writes M.T. Pavia, earsville, W. V*.
testimony uud the Spirit's resting
They csine to my-tore and got a bottle of
place, for he is the true and only arl In
Folev’a Honey and Tar. B>f>r* rimming the
For Over 30
chi d was entirely rec< v* red
The father's
of sufety. on whom alone the Splrii
name is C.
craven
Ian*t it unwiae to exAlways nears
———
can fully rest.
Compare the Father'i
periment with u> k own cough medicines
when yo
can get the genuine
Foley’- Honev
loHtlmouy ;:t the transfiguration il Signature of
a
d Tar?
B**st for coughs, colds, croup and
la grippe —Moore’s Drug Store.
Jo.rk 9:7.

CASTORIA

year

right tang to many kinds of !
canned fruits and other desserts.
steward, Bessie,Y\ l ur.
A little sirup from a jar of Caurcm i
Officers will tie installed Jan. 12, by P^st
ginger will give a delirious flavor to an
Master F. A. DeMeyer.
icing for < ake. Squares of candied ginDear Au»' Madge a ad M. B.'t:
i wish y< u ail a Merry Christmas and a
ger mn;. be used to decorate the top of
BAY VIEW 267, SALISBURY COVE.
Happy New Year. 1 intended to do lots for the rake. A whipped cream filling for
Filiy-one members were pr sent Dec. 26.
Christmas, but the most 1 hare.done* is to n b»* er cake flavored in the same way
The fourth degree was conferred on a clan*
Head a few cards.
is delirious.
of tbrte, after which supper was served.
Oh, by the way, Susan-by tbe-sea, sen*,
A
Ginger
Jelly
dessert
la
simple
Miss Mary Shand of Bar H.rb r. who is
your hard soap lecipe so we can make some.
made with gelatin.
I'se the regular
soft
in
the
father
utade
soap
My
always
attending Simmons college, Boston, suu
formula which comet with the packspring, aud tbeu iht'y always made hulledMaxwell Leland, who is in the camp at
age of eeiathi and add several spooncorn while they
had lye. How I would like
were amoog
the members
ful- of fntn< ed preserved ginger and Ayer. Mass.,
Mine now.
was
al.^ the sirup. Minced nut meats may present. An interesting program
The middlings I use in gems. There is no
out. Officers will be lm-talled Jan.
more waste to it thau dour.
They all like the alko be added. An English re«ii>e for carried
2.
L on L. Smith, past master, has been
cakes made with it. 1 he other day 1 made a
mustard Is flavored In the same way.
invited to insult them.
baked-app'e putluing aud made some miDelicious ginger b tnbous can be made
Iasses sauce for It.
at home.
Bhreddf J ginger preserve f
GOOD WILL, 376, AMHERST.
Hoping you will have a lot of letters for the
mixed with fondant aiid covered with
Pansy.
M B. O the coming year.
Good Will grange tact in regular seschocolate is one possibility, or the ginThanks to you Alexin and Pansy for
sion Deer22, w 1th a better attendance than
j
ger may be used for stuffing dates or
letters and
Christmas
usual. The following officers were chosen:
remembrances,
prunes.
and to all the other M. B.’s I am grateful
Beulah Kenniaton; overseer, W
Ginger Sandwiches.—Appetizing sand- Master,
for the cards and kind thoughts and good
H Dunham; steward, Horace Ritchie; aswiches may l»e made with minced
wishes expressed.
Martin Ritchie; lecturer,
dates and ginger or nut meats and a sistant steward,
If more of you have not heard directly
Abbie Patterson; treasurer, Harry Silsby;
ginger as a filling. Lady fingers or
from me this season, it was simply for
Vara L lias lam; chaplain, Ruth
slices of sponge cake are sometimes secretary.
lack of time, or else 1 did not get about
J Bits by; gate-keeper, David Kennislon;
used in place of bread.
A novelty la
my Christinas work early enough, but
made of shredded ginger and cream Ceres, Clara Nickerson; Pomona, Burnette
iioue of you has be* n forgotten, though
H Willey; Flora, Miry Dunham; lady as• hec.-e iri
srpn.r te layers on thin slice*
have
not
received proof to the
sistant steward, Bernice t larke. Installay«»u
•»f white bn* ;d.
coiniMiy.
Even bread may be flavored with tion will he held Saturday evening, Jan. 5.
Hulled corn and milk will be served.
fruit Juice to tempt the spring appetite
RECIPES.
Molasses sauce—One-half cup molassGinger Nuts.—One-half cupful butter
ARBUTUS, 460, HURRY.
es with a
heaping teaspoon of corn- one-half cupful molaases. three cupfuls
The final
Dec. 29, forty were, present.
starch and a little salt mixed well toflour, a cupful brown sugar, two teadegrees were conferred and clam chowder
gether, then add 1*4 cups of hot water, spoon fula powdered ginger, a squeeze
The literary program was in
was served.
•>f lemon Juice. Melt the molasses and
let boil until it thickens, then add a little
the hands of Charles Trew orgy, captain of
nutmeg, a small piece of butter and a butter together in a saucepan, add the
lemon Juice. Sift the flour, sugar and the “boys” team. It was as follows: Recilittle vinegar if you like.
Pansy.
Harvard Young, A. W. Trew orgy
ginger into a bowl and pour the mo- tations,
Ginger Snaps. (From an old cook
lasses on to them, stirring Into a stiff and Act 1 of the farce, “Joining the Tinand
book,
good)—One cup molasses, %
2 will be given Jan. 12.
Roll out and cut into small panites.” Act
paste.
cup boiling water, 4 tablespoons batter,
Installation of officers will be on Jan. 6.
rounds.
Bake in a hot oven until
one of ginger and one of soda.
1 used
F. T. Jellisou will be tbe installing officer.
! crisp.
and recommend scant
spice to taste,
The program for Jan. 5 will be given by
measure of bodtt.
the “girls” team, Mma Lord, captain.
Aunt Madge.

to

Use

L.

.M A88 \»“A
work

ere

Master,
J. Wilbur;
lecturer, Mertie Wilbur; steward, Virgn
Wilbur; assistant steward, P. J. Wilbur;
rbaplaiu, L. D. Puller; treasurer, G. 4.
Googitis; secretary, Vernon G. Hastam;
Ceres, t'barlissia Wilbur; Pomona, Bertha
Butler; Flora, Minnie Joy; lady a-sistant
The

P.

On

every lip. together with the claim
Of all yoaxhap>>> wortu. Uui theie is
beyond tkia holiday, you .may uoi slura.

coining

GREENWOOD, 363.

Cupboard I

I have been a silent member of the M. B.
C. for a iouRtime. I would like to “do rny
bit” to he'p out Auut Madge aa much as
would like to
but caonot do aa I
ever,
always. Some time, perhaps I can be more
helpful. I wish you all a joyous Christmas
Alexia.
aud a Happy New Year.

*

all*day session Jan. 12.

rITGHFN

Winter Harbor.
a ad M. B. Sister*:

apples

on

Luntrock street, two business
street, were burned
NEW CENTURY, “256, DEDHAM.
Sunday. The total Iona la estimated at
Applications (or membership were re- fSO.OOP. Among the places burned out
Dec. 22. were tbe
ceived from two candidates
newspaper office of the Rockland
Readings were given by Gtrtrude Pond Opinion, * fetch has been visited by fire
aud Mary Burr ill; songs, Christinas carols twice within a year, tba Melinda Kimball
and “Silent Night” were sung by a chorus, estate block, L. F. Chase’s block, Frye
and a tine report of the State grange was block, John fc Leach estate block.
Wight
given by the master, Gerald Thompson, grocery, Bradbury’s *boe store and W. A.
who, with his wife, attended. Officers McClain’s shoe store. Tbe lie started in

LYDIA E.PINKHAM MEDICINE CO. LYNN.MASC.

JButua Benefit Column.

and

com in is >1011

fisheries.

f50,000.

ba Is

of (he

mem hern

ahore

Cotumt

a

Wil-

D. Crle of C -tine, k*. W. Gould of Kockland and ft-rry C. Wilbur of Portland a*

dialogue by the

was

played, and corn
supplied to all.

EYDIA E. PINKHAMS
VEGETABLE COMPOUND

not

pleasantly spent

nominated

aa

lis J2 Parsons of Koxcroflas coumii.-stoner
of inland fisheries and game; and Horatio

Jordan Kiver school, in which Santa Claus
and helpers went on a strike. (James were

taining numbers

i

for his coming again tty preaching repentance and remission of sins in his
according to
mime In all the world,
Luke 24 :40-4S; Acts 1 :S John's clothing was peculiar, and this food peculiar. and he pointed all people no the
coming One whose shoes' latchet he

was

Alter opening and
closing the grange, the childreu and their
friends were ad in it ten. The children gave
One of the most entera fine program.
at the

Jts

tithe was taken up with
degree work.

c'hristmaa

<

were

The

present.

t

thirty-five

and about

cLair

CARIIKM

KITTKRY TO

bring something.

Governor Mil iken

to
own personal Savior,; according
John 1:12; 3-16, 18: I John 5:12. That
life
being settled, then our whole
should be one of loyal service, with
the perfect servant as our only pattern, according to Bleb. 12:1-3; I PeL
2:21.
As John the Baptist wits his meshim
senger, preparing the way: before
at his coming in humiliation, so the
real Elijah will prepane the way before
him at his coming in glory (Matt.
17:11; Mai. 4:5, 6). Meantime all believers should be preparing the way

do not wonOw Unit at nrsi Julia

very

LAMOINK, J#4.

our

A.

*

ol the State grange.

M AKI A V 1I.1.K.

uphold
"Behold my servant .whom
mioe eleet In whom e.v soul delightwill
bring
eth,” and also, "Itches '■ 1
forth my servant th- .Branch” (Isa.
Lf’.we would say
42:1; Zech., 3:SL
serve”
truly “Whose I ain.uwU'whom 1
and faithfully serve the llvln;: and
the
true God, bearing m daily Hie
fruit he desires, we must consider
him who was the onlyfpeitect servant,
is
and abide as branches In him who
do
the True Vine, But tins we cannot
till we have truly t«*wv«l the good
Son of God,
news of Jesus Chiast, the
(He
or as it is written in Bom. 1:1-3.
Son
good news of God concerning his
We cannot
Jesus Christ our Lord.
reserve the Lord till we have been
deemed by receiving Jesus Christ as

masrbe.

*{Sj>

Mariaville grange No. 411 will instill
They
officers Saturday evening, Jan. 5
will have a harvest feast. Every member

I

wortiij to stoop ticmn ano unloose. He claimed nothing for himself
-.except that he was a voice,-something
to be heard but not seen, pointing to
the one he came to honoc .conceretng
whom he cried: “Behold fibe Lamb of
God!” When told that Jes»s had more
.followers than he had. he said that be
"Was glad and added, “lie must increase, I must decrease” CKohn:3'39,
30). As to a more full recount of
John's preaching see Mate. .3:7*10,;
Lake 3 :7-14: He told them <of awa«this'? greater than baptism with w.a
ter, »even a baptism of the Ho|y Spirit
whfc h Jesus would give them, and be
pointed them on wand to the en£ of the
age’When the wheat would be gathered,Unto the garner, but the chaff
burned up with anquenchable fire
(Matt. 3:11, 1-’). Tie future tor all
will h* the Kingdom uc the luke of firy,
and e*£R between dear h und reanrrection lt,Js conscious happiness or torment: £$U‘V. 20:15; Luke 16:25). If
this \y*< really belleaed by all the
preaclKs^- and teaches*. they would
lore earnest ka proclaiming
surely
the Gospel of God coneen&iug his Son,
the only savior of sinners 4Acts 4:12)..
The rtnraining verses cff our lesson
tell of tie*^baptism of Jeans by Joha
at the JogfcApn. and the <eve»t is more
fully reeuoHfcd by Matthew ;and Luke.
In Luke-S:#* it is written thai he was
about thirty >-ars of age, and we must
remember dha.se thirty years at Nazareth. the buinble home, the carpenter's shop, the submission and obedi.eii e and patent waiting of at! those
years in thut.iawly life in which he no
doubt glorified f|he Father as inurii as
This is a greatly
It his public ttte
needed lesson far, all of us: not doing
some great thing but Just filling the
playe he assigns ns, however lowly it

22, I be wort by maeter geve

interesting report

Jesti'
The record <of tie* life of
Christ, which we now beglu to study,
sersets Him before us as the perfect
of Matvant, rather than as the King
Of
thew’s gospel* or the Son of Man
We
Luke or the Son-of (rod in John.
words,
do well to keep in *«xl H e

was

BLUSH ILL. 2fi2.

F.AHT

Dec.

Save Health

V«>v'

reason.

Text

Kill That
Cold and

give any
sufferer from
ifldehce to try Kheuma.

Bettr Than

W/rm 'Tablets.”
pe<fe

Some
cr wbcutt c
try to get

who are troubled with worms,
dreu sometime* suffer that way,
d of the trouble by using worm

tablets,
lozenges or wui m'caudy. ’» hey
fail to xefhe quick results that can be ootained wit >r. Tru
Etixir, ?t»e fuialiy laxative aua
m expeller.
'a fact tjTrue’s Elixir, a liquid medicine,
in poaitiv
better lhau any w>irm tablets,
worm
Son ;es or worm candy
Tuere is no
remedy tl can compare with Dr. True’*
Elixir for ickiy expelling worm*, whether
they me a uaeh woims or pin worms.
Besides zt, vour ntomacb is toned up and
normal sc n of the bowels is restored when
It i* a doctor’*
ake r. True's Elixir.
you
p epuraiti
origiuated by Dr. True aud on
the runrkt uore than 60 years.
Dr. Ti u 1 Elixir, the Family Laxative and
Worm Ex liar, pleasaot'y, easily aud quickly expeis rmi aud makes you feel much
better.
member this when you or your
Don’t
children e tr ubled with worm-.
take ib<tf worm lozenges tablets or taudy
thai mayjpset you. but use Dr. True’s Elixir
tha* tni'J and so. tlies stomach and bowels
a.id ex pa worms.
Lots ofcopic have worms aud don’t know
4tf
HI »||
.. II O
afr *7*
(*,
w!«ns
Write us

t/As»Sor». Mab*ss

ruf >ni8

S PILLS
JHCHESTER
u,ni,,NU

J JX

bkam>.
tub
Ladiesf Ask y*sr Ur*a*tsl t r*
('iUbo-terll »l*nis«*a Brand,
UaId
fills in K*4 snd

a

vc>l«d filh B'«w RiUwn.
} !•'
I TSUS.'S&IKJttSftEH
»«.

f

yeswkawoienBckt.Saw^Abrtjr^HsMe

S010 BY DRUGGISTS EVERYWHERE

COUNTYSsEWJS

Hate! Weston
borne for the holid
Red Croat

chapel Monday evening
The chapel

success.

appreciative

Mias

A

*r«o«e

bit

mother,

Ivan

HanKon

Guptill is
Mr*. 0. K. Guptill.
Frans.

are

the

ltt<$ Ht«,e

H. (). Sm.llid**
«t Lewiston.

!*cn

auxiliai|

audience

and

with

an

the children

parts well. The trees held gifts
for all, Mrs. Schiefflet sending gifts for
every child in Ashville.
Dec. 31.
PHflCBE.

Lf;

are

visiting

bi» parent* at South* rbor.
Mi** Ada Bailey i* t ir at Sorrento
lor two week*.
ved

recently pA-d

into

the

of Nathan

Bunker.
Mi** Alice Dyer, thA school assist

I

ESCAPED FROM GERMANY
T

1

0IER1 OS YEARS
OF SUCCESS
1

Foreign Gentleman on Aber*
deen Express.

C. L. Morang of Ellsworth has many

The Christmas enu nont at Hammond hall last Frida ing, given by
was excelthe juoior high acb
lent. At the close, gi rere played and
weather prea social hour enjoyed
vented the patronagilved.
Dec. 24.
HUJLUVAf WOK.
M is* Irene Counerf of M.
Mis* Ruth Allen iJ»me
pole, Mass., for the

ing meetings here, the past few evenings.
Charles

Pyle

received

word

last

Hatur*

brother Hadley of Bangor
typhoid fever.
Mrs. J. L. Salisbury and son Carroll, and
her father, Samuel Frost, spedt Christ-

day that his
was

inas

ill

in

of

James Jordan

Mrs.

was

a

delegate

the State grange. Sbe will visit her
in Boston before her return.

to

Miss Beatrice

servatory,

was

Gorltbe

homi jie

R. Con ary lost bis work horse last

A.

Everett Pert spent the
sister, Kubie Conary.
Dec. 24.

N. E.

con-

holidays.

in
teaching
Arnooud Joy,
Wmterport, is «pe| the holidays at
home.
M

nbridge, Mass.,

Alice fcmwy
guest of Mrs

me

Cummings

over

Christmas.

rother Fred, of

Miss Ida Bennis

High River, Alberti., are
mother, Mrs. i piinid.

visiting

their

C.

Christmas

Cecil Gray, with wife and son Ronald,
spent Christmas w ith his parents, B. A.
Gray and wife.
Crumbs.
Dec. 31.

LAMOLNE.
wife and little son
spent Christmas with relatives here.
Stanley Hubert son and wife entertained
Lester

Salisbury,

party of neighbors Saturday evening.
Grafton Covey was at home for Christman.
He returned to Portland that night,

a

received

call fur examination for

having
the aviation corps.
a

Hodgkins spent Christmas day
parents, -John H. Hodgkins and
He is employed with
Dr. A. W.

Arthur

'Miss Marion Pr of ('ambridge.
Mass., is spending l 11 days with her
mother' Mrs. Kugei
Judson Gor< d three daughall fax to make
arrived
rood Gray.
their home with M
Mrs.

ters have

Miss Abbie Clari Leroy Tracy of
Aahville were mat bristmas night
in Franklin, by Re\ Cowell. Frieuds

Tracy

extend best wishes

Cbatto spent
Brooklin.

Carrie

Dr. Uenry Hawkij Boston is visitHaw kins,
mg his mother, Mq

was a

holidays with

his

has

with his
wife.

Cleaves, Franklin R.»ad.
The Jordan Kiver school had a Christmas tree Monday afternoon, with a wellrendered program, enjoyed by relatives
and friends.

R.

Dec. 31.

en-

listed and left for T
Instead of the uAristinas tree at
church, a comn Christ mas social
Christm »bt
was held
at District
hotel. It proved a e«*»ant occasion
Dec. SI.
H.

the

Rheumatism Yields
Only rheumatic sufferers know
the agony of its darting pains,
aching joints or twisting cords.
But

ASH

some

few have not known that

Miss Frances At v pent last week
here.
Mrs.
child

in

SoJaieffeUn jfifts
Aahville.

for every

C. E. society
nged its meeting to Sunday eveni
Mr. and Mrs. Set t Ml of Gardiner
are apending the hoi t Mr. Johnson’s
The

former home.

Dec. *4.
Mr.

Phckbk.

and

been ill of

1

Mrs.

measles,

Carroll Clark of

fill, who have
b

improved.

B< pent the holi-

days here.
Villa Orcutt
spend the winterl
Orcutt.
Miss

to

to
r*.

Minturn
Laurence

News was received the safe arriFraoce of Ki kbertaon, who
enlisted to drive one
pupply trucks.

scorn
EMULSION

has been correcting this trouble
when other treatments have
utterly failed.
Scott’s is essentially blood-food
in such rich, concentrated form
that its oil gets into the blood to
alleviate this stubborn malady.
Get a bottle of Scott’* Emu/•
sion or advise an ailing
friend. No alcohol.

val in

The Norwegian cod liver oil in
Scott’s Emulsion 1.4 now refined in our
own American laboratories which
makes it pure and palatable.
Scott & Bowne. Bloomfield. N. J. 17-23

Rev. Mr. Bparks hoi
Sunday ser^^-at-East Hullivan | afternoon at

atmrrtisrmmtB.

;

soothing,,healing, pain
destroying ingredients

tne accent gave no cme.
sne pumpea
him perseveringty.
A few stop# from Edinburgh the
train stopped on the Forth bridge.
From the trains one looks down upon
n naval base of first-rote consequence.
A spy, making rapid summary of the
capital ships In full view, might pick
up Important Information.

foreign gentleman stood up,
filling the window, shutting out the
view, and annoyed the old lady, who
The

also wanted to have a look. Moreover, she saw him go through a long
fumbling procedure which puzzled her
extremely. What on earth was he up
to? The only thing she saw wns the
last swift movement which emptied
the bulgy part of his overcoat. And
she caught the glimpse of a wing. Now
the whole thing was clear; there must
have been a message scribbled rapidly,
folded and made fast and then sudden release of a carrier pigeon.
The Old Lady's Specialty.
And then the foreigner flashed
round to see if the Indy had noticed
She
No, evidently not.
anything.
looked
vacant,
nodding and half

asleep.

scribed ifck&ia

She paid for her bundle of papers
and walked back to the carriage.
The spy seemed unsuspicious, sitting where she had left him, much
The
obliged for the newspaper.
plucky old lady sat opposite to her
spy and entertained him until they
reached Montrose.

Is Done

mi’Htnu'

Colds,
Sore

Liniment

Throat,

amusing

your-

f—you

of the

or cheap omaEasy to lightchimney or shade

So-CO-fiy Kerosene.
OIL CO. of NEW YORK
Principal Orbcns
Albany

Boaaa

No Stranger.
Then came to their compartment a
British officer with an armed guard
and a detective, who greeted the spy
at once like a long-lost brother.

“Why,” said he, “I’ve been searching
for you for months."
The spy looked out through the
window eastward and saw an armed
sentry watting on the metals In case
he attempted escape. Then he looked
at the lady—the artful old lady—and
sighed.
Later the old lady received an official communication of warm congratulation on her patriotism, courage and
high intelligence, begging her to accept the inolosure, memento of a fine
deed done for her country.
It Is believed that, to an enormous
extent, the bed of the ocean is covered with lava and pumice stone.

more

claim

expensive liniment
produce, but

BroncLhis,
Sprans,
Straits,

as

Bums,

much

to

no

Tonsil) ds,

truthfully

Most

you

Chills
Asthm i,

the market

than oaher liniments.

costs.,

Crampr,

Can any other
liniment on

pre-

practice.

It contains many

Bruises,

more.

Etc.
Full value to humanity
rather than an inferior
article for large profits.

25c. & 50c.
All dealers.

Just Now, We Recommend
SUPERBA

and Dandelion*.

Fancy Spinach

They are good for

He
mascot of

American camp in France.

officially adopted

a»

you.

Have Teal food value.
Our SUPERBA Beets, Beans, Peas, As par ague, Compete*
Wholesome, Superior.
are equally Distinctive,
Eat heartily ef SUPERBA vegetables;
they_ are euperb in^ every

Gen go, a young French boy who escaped from Germany, where he was
held .prisoner, and drifted into an

sold
SUPERBA Taaa. Coffee and Canned
generally—becauae quality products.
MILLIKEN-TOMU1NSON CO.
__

was

the

f

!l

niiii II ■ .m

M_i

■

Dismbutors,

m

PoltUnd> Mau~

force In training there.

WOMAN GUARDS A CROSSING
Takes

Man’s Job

as

Watchman

for

Railway Company and Likes
tho Work.
South Bend.—Women are filling
men’s positions in Europe and some
the United
are already doing it in
States. Among the women here who
are doing men’s work is Mrs. Helen
Staekman, watchman at the Vernon
street crossing of the New York Central railroad. Mrs. Staekman is enthusiastic over her new job and says,
while she believes woman's place Is in
the home, she feels perfectly at home
In her little watch house. She has two
small children who spend most of the
day in school and the rest of the time
with their mother at the crossing.
Many persons who live In the neighborhood of the crossing believe that
Sirs. Staekman earns her monthly salary every day In heart ease for the
mother, whose children must cross the
railroud to and from school. The little watch house provides the children
with a sort of half-way place between
home and school, and already this year
they have taken advantage of the opportunity to stop and warm themselves.
“Ttlfre really is not much work to it
even if it is supposed to be a man’s
Job,” said Mrs. Staekman; “everyone
is so nice in obeying signals that it is
really no trouble whatever. The real
object of my being here is to look out
for the schoolchildren and see that they
get across the tracks' all right. I spend
much of my time knitting.”

“I looked stupid,” she said afterward, "but that’s my specialty.”
She must have done some very swift
thinking before he had time to turn
round. Her first Impulse was to run
along the corridor and find the guard
or rouse the first soldier she saw. But
then the foreigner would see by her
first movement he was in danger, and
she did not want to be strangled,
and
thrown out of the window,
drowned in the Forth estuary. She became affable, wondering what had delayed the train so long. He expressed
n«hle sentiments concerning the allies
/ind contempt for Germany.
But as the train pulled into Dundee !
the old lady expressed her conviction
JUDGE UPHOLDS UNJUST WILL
that the morning papers would be for
sale by this time at the bookstalls. She
felt that a little run on the platform
Rules Law, Does Not Require Equity
would ease her limbs after the cramped
In Testaments in Case in New
York Court.
compartment. She would buy a paper
for the foreign gentleman also.
New York.—While admitting that
Halfway to the bookstall she met
the will of George A. Williams of the
It would be natural to ask
a portpr.
Arm of George A. Williams & Sons is
him how long the train stopped.
“Don't be seen speaking,” she said, unjust, because he cuts off two sons
who are heads of families and have
“There's a
as she passed the porter.
slender Incomes, and adding that the
spy in my carriage. Send the station
“natural character” of Mr. Williams
master to me at the bookstall.”
was unjust, Justice Blackmar of the
When the station master came beappellate division in Brooklyn upheld
hind the lady spoke Into an open newsthe testament on the* ground that the
paper Just as though she were reading
law does not force a man to will his
aloud. “Don’t be seen speaking with
me,” she said. “There's a spy in my property Justly.
the
entire
estate,
Accordingly,
The train stops at Montcarriage.
Well, wire Mont- amounting to $90,000, will go to a
rose
next, eh?
daughter, Mrs. Laura A. Buchanan,
!”
rose

Day’s Work

and

Looking Stupid Is Her Specialty, and
When Officers Grab the Spy He
Looks at Old Lady
and Sighs.

deen, 600 miles from town.
Northward from Edinburgh there are stops
a
while on the Forth bridge, from
whence you look down onto the decks
of first-class battleships, and at Dundee, and Montrose.
The old lady boarded the train at
Edinburgh and tlie porter shoved her
Into a non-smoking compartment of
the day coach. The other passenger
was a foreign gentleman—of what nationality It would be hard to say, but
As to the lady, she seemed
foreign.
a harmless old thing some fifty-three
The point Is that one
years of age.
of the two was really a German spy,
and anyone’s first suspicion would
point to the old lady. She owned up
fjankly that she enjoyed a gossip, and
found the foreign gentleman quite a
good fellow. As to his nationality.

week.

family

physician*

sens

the winter.

a

POES SOME SWIFT THINKING
j

Bangor.

Mrs.
Wal-

AttuantE

for ittfaTOniaa well
for external use

Originated by

with her sister in
from

Coughs,

JOHNSON’S

Grippe,

employed cutting cord wood here.
Mr. Meriam, evangelist, has been hold-

in

w as

For

; men

Eugeue Conary has bought the Hascell
Herrick field.

town last week.

Ot
«£

London.—The best spy story In a
at
ant, i* spending
long time conies from a medical offiW. D. Moore and wife Saturday visited
her home in Charleat<
! cer, one of the big guns of his corps
his aired mother who is very low. Her
and profession.
It Is ail about the
Hale and supper at Baptist vestry
granddaughter, Mrs. H. P. Grover, is with Aberdeen
Express, one of the world's
last Wednesday was attended, the her.
quickest long-distance runs. Yoikleaw
proceeds being shout
Davis.
Dec. 24.
! London after the theater, go to bed
»___
Mr*. El wood Sar and daughter
fn the train, have a cup of tea In bed
BLUEH1LL FALLS.
Ellen, and Mrs. Wi Bickford were
at Edinburgh, and breakfast in AberMil bridge.
recent guests of relat
M. A. Candage has gone to Bangor for
two s’ vacation

That’s

Curiosity Aroused by Actions of

OTL-J.

Christma* vacation in
Mr. and Mr*. Henry

bou*« he

decided

was a

filled

formed

M. I*. Guptill and fi havejfooe to
Bangor for the winter.
spending the
Mr. and Mr*. Karl

Morrison I

was

took their

here.

Harry

SPY OUTWITTED
BY OLDWOMAN

The Sunday school concert and tree at

pR-

WINTER t

the grange ball the same day that be conducts the morning service at Ashville.

GET BUSY, BOYS AND GIRLS
EARN YOUR THRIFT STAMPS
The American will

dress, and send, with

THE

Los Angeles, Cal.—Ginger, a Boston
ball, is back home In Los Angeles.
After a three weeks’ career as mascot
In the Canadian army, he has returned
to his old haunts around "T-bone" Riley's place at No. 742 South Hill street,
and Is happy again.
The dog is owned by John Hamilton,
a Los Angeles resident of 15 years’
standing, who recently enlisted In the
Canadian forces. He took Ginger along,
but the dog did not take to the mili-

tary life.
In fact he was wasting away, until
Hamilton decided to send him back to
On his arrival he ate
Los Angeles.
six meals in three hours and now has
a Joyous bark for all his old friends.

money, to

AMERICAN,
Ellsworth, Maine

Butter

Paper

Printed At

The American Office
Best quality Bed Lion water-proof and grease-proof vegetable parchment paper, printed with especially-made butter paper ink to comply
with new law. There is cheaper paper on the market; none better.

Price, including paper and special printing:
500 sheets

pound size, $2.00 ; half-pound size, $1.75

1000

3.00;

2.75

Plain printed butter paper, blank for name, pound size, 35 cents a
pound. Orders for four pounds or more 3ent postpaid: under four
ponnds add Sc^a pound for postage.

COUNTY NEWS

when the will was executed and was
addicted to excessive and continuous
use of alcohol.

Returns to Old Haunts After Three
Weeks' Career as Mascot In
Canadian Army.

Thrift Card and

a

already have your Thrift Card, a Thrift
Stamp will be sent. Write name and address of
subscriber plainly ; also your own name and ad-

Brooklyn.
The testimony showed that the elder
Williams was eighty-two years old

DOG DIDN’T LIKE ARMY LIFE

give

Stamp for every new paid-in-advance yearly
subscription to The American, $1.50. If you

SOUTH

services

son

PENOBSCOT.

Miss Beulah Wight has finished her
Castine and returned home.

were

B. Merrill of Brookline, Mass.,
with her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. F.S. Beale.

Everything

spending Christmas

Mr. and Mrs. T. S. Qrindle of Westboro, Mass., and Miss Nan J. Qrindle of
Brookline, Mass are here for the holi-

days.
community is proud of its own
the
service; four of them in
France went “over the top,” and in the
Ked Cross drive for new members, fiftyfive were reported from the Cove parish.
This

boys

in

Dec. 24.

L.

TRENTON.

McDougal and wife are receiving congratulations on the birth of a son.
The sad news of the death at a hospital
in Bath of Thomas Edward McDonald,
aged ten years, came Dec. 21. The body
was brought here, accompanied by
his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Thomas McDonald,
and his grandfather, B. F. Jordan, who
Allison

went to

Bath to be with him.

Funeral

Mrs. McDonald’s
H.

John-

George

Bar Harbor, a cousin sang two
Edward had been a great suf-

hymns.

Mrs. A.

at

Ren wick of

school at

is

held

Sunday afternoon, Rev. B.
of Ellsworth officiating.

home

ferer

from

pneumonia, for three weeks.
was

done

for him

but to

no

avail. The many beautiful flowers showed
the love and esteem in which he was held.

He leaves two little brothers, Harry and
Arthur, both unable to come, being ill.
The bearers were boy friends and a cousin.
Deep sympathy is extended to the
bereaved

family.

Dec. 31.

X.

CAPE ROSIER.
Hobart Blake has enlisted in the engineer corps.
Van Black will build a weir on Mrs.

Mary

Blake’s shore in the

spring.

Norris Gray and Elwin Dyer, who are
working in a ship yard in Bath, spent
Christmas here.
The head farmer on Holbrook’s island,
Daniel McEachern,
has resigned and
moved to Boston.
Roy Babson succeeds
him.

Dec. 24.

O.

gkkuam propaganda.

$hc tCllsiDortb American

Insidious Attacks Designed to Hindei
Work of Red Cross.
James Jackson, manager for the N«w
England division of the American Ked
Uroaa, issues the following statement:

;,o< Al. AND POLITICAL JOURNAL
POBLTSHSD
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KLLSWORTH, MAINS,
to
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Single copies
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at
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rate

m

to

oe

Kll>-worth. Metre
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WEDNESDAY,

2, 191S.

Gall Ibis cold? Up
Dawson,
Alaska, the thermometer has been 50
to 80 below for a whole month, an d at
toe mouth of the Pelley river on ihe
at

Oh,
86 below.
well; fortnnately not many of ns have
business at Pelley river just now
Yukon it

dropped

work

great

the

entrusted to the American Red Cross by the United States government in this war.
“This present attack ia one with tb^
recent attempt to discredit the Red Cross

*' drc^"'p*m
»'h>
U»l.‘.Nil l'tl»L!SHlN»i

r. w: -*<
-•
nod ail che- «•
! Kk li.Uf cn i.
jo

in

interest

to

A shipment of arms and munitions
from the Russian Bolsheviki, seized
at a Pacific port and believed to have
been intended for tbe I. W. W.

been

has

which

of •- pei

will
i-dvenlalrg Kates— Are reasonable and
made known on application
flfPlncssn,

and

and

dence

»*-

A1‘

< «nt*.

the

attack

Cross by so-called anti-vivi
others, is only anothei
form of the insidious pro-German propaganda designed to weaken public confi-

auuHcrlptloc Price-fMW » ye»r;
mo«thn; » cent? for three months, Jf raw
centa
MoietW In advance. $1 W. 75 and 38
m-blh

present

Red

sectionists

H. Tirus, Editor and Manager.

W

the

convinced that

am

the

on

PUBLISHINB OO

BAN! (.OR OOUNTY

FROM

nary

War emergency and the necessity of cooperation by all railroad
lines may make railroad operation
by the government desirable now,
but how soou after the war is over
would the highly systematized technical machinery of railroad mandeteriorate

into political
machinery? Government operation
of railroads is, therefore, an ext eriment to be watched
closely.

agement

COUNTY GOSSIP.

War

Savings.

•‘War savings stamps mark an epoch in
life.’ —Secretary
national
of the
Treasury McAdoo.
Many a successful business man has
said that the

first dollar

the most

act of his

that
and

it marked the
a course

tnbated his

beginning

of

a

was

habit

of conduct to which he at- ;

Something very analogous to this, it is
believed, is going to be the effect on tne
American nation of the war savings campaiK

ll.

.«Dl

UU1J

BIC

UIUIHU-

UIU1IUUB

going to begin to save, but
this habit ot economy and saving is going
to be a collective movement, a movement
ual citizens

hot of individuals alone but of
The habit of saving formed

has

campaign

an

epoch in

our

the station aud

up funny, marching around camp.
We had a good orchestra, six pieces, to
dance by in our barracks. None of the
other batteries had such a time as we did.”

rigged

w as

German Ships In !'. 9. Service.
Sailing under American names in the
109
States are
service of the United
German ships damaged by their crews
prior to their seixore by the government
when war was declared. They add more
tbau 500,000 grusa tonnage to the transport and cargo fleets in war service for
the United Stales.
There is evidence that a German
central authority gave orders for damage

different places, at
grabbed hold of it
the same time holding our handkerchiefs,
towels

blankets

or

over

our

noses.

The

problems
internal

victory

mean

staff

at

building

around

iwo a ms, ana

may

the sav-

mean

in this war, just as much as
by the U. S army medical

Panama

meant

of

Panama

the

weak sentimentalists

the

who

victorious

Canal.
value

the streets of

the

side

we

were

seemed to

be very queer.
In some
places the side of the hill shot up perfectly straight, and again it seemed to be
dug out in the center, the top hanging
Then
away out almost over the tracks.
on

thousands of human lives, and may

of

ran

Only
lightly

there

A.

places where the hill seemed
separate;'that is, it seemed as if a
wide path had been dug out, separating
one part of the hill from the other.
Ail
along the line w^ saw bonfires on the
banks of the river, and the conductor told

responsibilities of American citizenship, can be influenced by such cheap and
palpable German propaganda at such a
time.”

were

that they
“Tuesday

me

YOIK IMCU35K TAX.

were

built

by

morning

were

came
we

there

states

were

were

we

mostly

left to

saw

some

cotton fields.

see

were

all the

now

Each

government

get

income

tax slackers.
There’s
chant

or

business man, merhardly
professional man who won’t have
a

to make return of income.
class, will have to pay the
to do is for every
total income of $1,000 or

Farmers,
tax.

as a

The safe

person who has

$2,000,

as

the

a

case

be, aod who is not sure about what
deductions the law allows him, to be safe
by calling on the income tax man.
may

The

in the field

will have forms
and persons who expect to
call on him need not trouble themselves to
write for forms.
for

a

national

man

everybody,

KKFKKFJI>l M PKTITION8.
[iovernor I urns Down all
Four
Measures from Last Legislature.
Not

o! tbe four measures passed by
legislature upon which referendum petitions were circulated will be submitted to a popular vote. This was the
decision announced by Gov. Carl E. Milone

Lhe last

j

1

*

the

younger

son

of

to his brother

of tbe aviation

fields, but were not allowed on it. As we
were marching along I t»aw ibe band coming toward us, and 1 recognized Harry
Joubert aud Harry Eaton, but as they

keep

in formation and 1 was, too, 1 bad t<
on going.
We were all examined be-

fore

we were

were

shown

to

bunks, and as
inspection, Harry

our

mXing

liken

Thursday.

In

a

is

CHRISTMAS

IS CAMP.

How Hoys at Camp Deveus Observed
the Day.
An Ellsworth boy at Camp Dtvens,
Ayer, Mass., in a letter home, tells haw
the day was observed by the boys of Battery F, 303d Field Artillery. Be says in
part:

h* Bar Harbor
Ttm«s; ja
Dear Isle and Htoningtoc
Messenger; in all other
e-date* Tk« &LIMWOBTH AOTWICAN.
Is hereby given under
tk.
pi«Tius of chapter 18S of the pnblic i*.!
1917. that
of thelU’t Maine
named®*®* have been appointed **«.?
lor*. j|ip*iratora. guardians of
con*er**»- respectively. In the heretnafte.
*r
haft*

estien
inllfcf

PI/SLIoDc*

adaltaaali

,Vew York, deceased.
Klizsb-ii
lillbrook. New York, appoints
the last will and testament of
date of qualification Deoembe|*ot being a r* sident or the sttfc
has appointed Percy L. Alkea
* said county of Hancock
ine, as her agent in said State «•
law directa.
.arsball, late of Trenton, in t&id
Howard A. Marshall of
Leased.
dd county,
appointed admin1st rat or w tbe «vH annexed of the estate of
date of qualification December
said d
Petera. late of Bluehill, in said
Fonest B. Snow of
of the las' wjg
said dcc*a»ed'
cAtlon December 4. a d. 191?.
sen. late of Ellsworth, in M14
,sed. Kdmond J Walsh of *■•<•
pointed administrator withtfc*
of the estate of said deceased
ication December It, a d. 1917.
.handler, late of Bucksport, it
deceased. Louis H. Chandler.
rt. appointed administrator of
said deceased; date of qnaii.
uber 11. a. d. 1917.
Jrrtpdle, l*t« of Bluehill, in said
f.sed. Elizabeth D. Gnndie.of
appointed administratris of tbe
jdeceased; date of qualificatiot
1817.
a d
leach, late of Penobscot, in said
Albert P. Leach, of «n«j
j«ed.
ppointed administrator of tbe
deceased; date of qualificatiot
k d. 1917.
Isworth, in aaid county, this
;tUy of December, a. d. 1917.
Box C. Haims*. Register.

sailing

names,

j*»«ed.

are

yo nteo executor
t and codicil of

troop and cargo ships.
t completely
to

as

for

return*voyage

Cared
Catarrhal
Dsainr**
Cannot B«*
by local applications, as they cannot reach
the diseased portion of the ear. There is
onlv one way to cure catarrhal deafness,
and that
U by a constitutional
remedy.
Catarrhal deafness is caused by an inflamed
of the
condition of the muoous lining
Eustachian Tube. When this tube is inflamed you have a rumbling sound or imperfect bearing, and when it is entirelyclosed. Deafness is the result. Unless the
inflammation can be reduced and this tube
restored to its norms! condition, hearing
will be destroyed forever
Many cases of
deafness are caused by catarrh, which is an
inflamed condition of the mucous surfaces.
thru
the
acts
Hall’s Catarrh
Medicine
blood on the mucous surfaces of the system.
W’e will give One Hundred Doi'ars for any
be
case of Catarrhal Deafness that cannot
cured by Hall’a Catarrh Medicine- Circulars
free. All Druggists. 75c.
F. J. CHENEt A CO. Toledo. O.

and
pink
Write for

prices. Miss Hattie E. Davis, Hurry. Me.
OLEIQBH-Soas rare bargains in recordM. R. Carlisle, at the
O hand sleighs.
old Osgood stables, Ellsworth.
boose and six acres of
H. Wasson, East

Surry Tillage,
AT land
bargain. —G.

Harry. Me

Uii}-

SEND

Thrift
Stamp* ami Help
Save Vonr Country.
for ou/circular on wood-sawiag out-

Thorndike
fits.
Portland. Maine.

far Salt

Machine

ax

Cownsv,

to Ett.

ROOM house and stable, citv water, on
Fifth street. Apple to John W. Kkazim*
Ellsworth, or Hamcbl W Mooaa, 13 Franklin
street, Fiaminghatn. Mass.

SIX

.ftmalr Jjctp CiCisuoArlJ.
llfOMEN and
girls wanted for best
V? hotels in Maine. Waitresses, chambermaids, kitchen, dish, laundry, pastry and
all-around cooks. Otrl* for housework. Apply
at once and always it» Mains Hotel Ackncv,
i»* Main street. Raugor. Me., for reliable hotel

positions.

Special >:otifra.
,

j

NOTICE TO ftTOCKHOLDKltS.
annual
of the stockholders of
of Elleworth
at
rooms of the company in Ellsworth on Tuesday. January 8,
1918. at 3 p. m., for the transaction of the fol-

meeting
the Union Trust Company
THE
the banking
will be held
lowing

j

bast ness:

t. To cboose a board of directors of the
company for the ensuing year.
3.
To chooae an executive board of the company for the ensuing year.
I.
To transact any other business that may
legally come before said meeting.
Okas W. Tapley. ClerkEllsworth. Maine. Dec. 26 1317.

CARD OF THANKS.
the deepest appreciation of true
friendship we wish u> thank the many
rriends for their kindness and expressions of
during our late sorrow in the
sympathy
deainofour beloved wife and mother; also
lor the beautiful lowers,
Vbbtkand D. Smith.
Mb. and Mr*.Curtis Young.
Ma. and Mas. Hollis smith
ALBKKT Smith.

WITH

(AITKIN

ATE or

T!

1|m

of^Bffidcnt

«

s

ou

of
the year tfol 'u* lint of taxes on resl estate
of nor"iil«nt owner* in the town or
fthe year 1817, committed i0*™*
f«»r said town, on the fourteenth
17, remain• unpaid; and notice
wo that If said taxea. interest
a-e not previously D*id. so much
jate taxed as is sufficient to pay
ae therefor, including interest
HI be mrtd at public auction
in aald town, (the same being
annual
here the last preorU'.njt
on the
■f of said town was held,'
of February, 19W, at 9 o’clock

THB

NOTICK

laers, descripal

estate.

V
Acre*.

Value. Tax

dey.
|*cr«s bought
Suing ha in. it
or

un-

an d Con*
homestead

M

JUgal 30110ft.
OF MAINE.
of Salt of Land* of
Metident Owner*.
Unpaid taxes on lands situated in the town
o: Buck* port. in the county of Hancock, for
the year 1917.
following list of taxes on real estate of
resident owners in the town of Bucksport aforesaid, tor the year 1917. committed to
me for collection for said town on the 20th
day of June. 1917. remains unpat.; and
notice is hereby given that if sain taxes, with
interest and charges, are not previously paid,
so much of the real estate taxed as is sufficient
and necessary to pay the amount dae therefor, including interest and charges, will be
sold at public auction at Alamo Theatre, in
said town, on the first Monday in February.
1919, at nine o’clock a. m.
Amt of
tax due
Name of owner, description of
tncld int
A chgs
property,
Albion W Rowden, heirs, lot of land
owned
Albion
formerly
by
Bowden,
-A.
lot 166, 10 a, valj
4 2 66
Mary W Carter, house, stable and lot
of W F Treworgy. Pine st. val 6609,
Wm R Gifford, % lot of land of W W
Collins, formerly E W Rogers and R
Stuobs heirs, lot 115. range 2, 30 a,
val $60.
Mrs Frederick Grant, house, stable and
lot, P»ne st, val 6400; field formerly
Lampher and Chaae. 8 a, val $100,
Austin E Kimball, house, barn and
land of Lafayette Kimball, lot 61,
range 7, 61 a. val $600; lot of land
formerly Caroline Kimball, lot 82,
range 7. 16 a, vai $100; lot of land
formerly Kimball heirs, lot 61, range
7,6 a. val $80; lot of land formerly H
Hopkins, val $40,
Ansel Libber, land of Mary E Lowell,
formerly Witham H Lowell, range I.
8 a, val $100.
Wm A McKenney, house and lot, formerly Charles A Williams, val $200,
Penobscot Bay River Co, Colby Wharf
(so called) and land, val $1,000,
3MI
Margaret A Leach est. bouse, stable
and lot. corner Ftanklin and Pine
street, val $700,
r 1$
Mrs Doris Fox est, store and lot. Main
street, store and lot adg, formerly
James Emery, val $2,300.
53 li
Loots H. Chandle*. Collector
of taxes of the town of
Bucxsport.
Dec. 30,1917.

NOTICE or sale.
.»uda situated in the t©"°
the county of Hancock, for

rOL(|fi*K
Unpaid J»t

TITHEREAS wv wifr, Effle R. Howard, bat
left uiy bed and board without ju.it
f?
cause, Ibis is to warn all pet sons against barboring or trusting her at my expense after
this date.
Okorov W. Howard.
KUsworth. Me., Dec 26. 1917.

i»a weal of Co
F inded by Co

STATK

CtiUctor

MAINE.

erti$*ment of Sale of L<India/
R r* Reiidmt Owner*.
land* aituated io the town
r>n
Unpaid
In the county of Ha acock,
of Hroffcs
for th®tsi9i fHE tor. Ins list Of t*5s»a on real e*tat*
owner* in the town of
tht year 1917, comBrook>?iiU
milted to »or collection for ssid town on
the Mth d*}*f April, I9t". remains unpaid;
lun
siven that if sai
and
with intSrfr mi charge* are not previoaslv
»uf the real estate taxed at i«
liv the amount doe therefor, inileit and charge*. will be sold
liir notice at public auction at
in said town, on the li.it alo^19U, at 9 o’clock a m
Ant of
tax d-it
iacio int
Name of: oe.er. description of
k ch*»
fpoperty.
lor unknown, pier* of
Sreen'a
Point, North
I 3 98
eitate. or unknowu,
S3
and at Brookaville.
eat., or unknown,
iat at Houth Brooka13 B
f Knifht eat., or an
;e ana land at South
»>*
or unknown, bouse
13®
•fit Brookaville,
Ik heirs, or unknown.
S*
isBrooaaeille.
Hrjrnts or unknow:
the Frauk'Bateman place at Cape
HI T
Rosier.
John Vausr. or unknowu. hoo»e
lot at >out
irookeville,
Komond Tot: Mack, or nnknowa, the
Sewell Hen-) place and the IjauchiMB
lin Davia p wso at W Brookaville.
Robert Day.
unknowu. collate at
M M
Cape Border
31 D C’hatte or unknown, one undivided quarter Hiri or Inland near
1015
South Br*»©bavtllFranklin Kurt, or uni.nowo. one un
divided quarter Harbor island near
19®
Houtl HroohurviMa.
Cha* K Gibson,or tintaeru, on* uudivideo quart* Bar. oi ii aud Urar
W#
South Brookwillr.
James Jone«. ur uot. »wn. one undivided .quarter Harbor island near
IO®
South Brooksri.'le.
Mrs Paul T»pr«J, or i: auown. house
and lot at A«-4t Hr Kivill* known
X> M
as the J T Urd house.
Union Trapt to., or nnkuown, wood
lot at Wku Brooksviile known ae
J<W
Samuel
lot.
W. H Stove*. Collector
■jKsof the town of Brookaville
Decern A11917.

Collector*}

DOtftsliereby

S»l»-B*bj'l C»ble Knitted

at a

thS flig®

of

nam*4H’4'
Kraoais Hodgkins. late of Ellsworth i*
said f*n deceased. Harry L. Crabtrti,*
s«id Kite th. appoiv t*d executor of thr
last v*til ■testament of aaid deceased; dtu
ol qn tilfl<°n December 4. a. d. 1917.
moot, late of the city,
D»n»l
coonti

convertible

For

Charles of Astoria, N. V.,
there. He is now a
First U. S. infantry.
published in a New York

we were finishing our
lengthy opinion
Joubert and a fellow named Davis from
“Christ mas eve we marched to headquarupon each of the four questions he decides
Shrewsbury came up to the crowd. 1 saw ters and sang songs arid cheered before
that not in any case did
10,000 legal electhem before they recognized
me, and the colonel, and of course Battery V was
tors petition for a popular vote.
called them over to me, so they came away ahead of all the other batteries.
On the “Act to Provide a Police
Comover and were mighty glad to see me, and
misson for the city of Lewiston and
| Then we marched to the Y. M. C. A. and
to
the beginning of a new era in American
had a Christmas tree. Cake and candy
Promote the Efficiency of the Police De- we had a long talk.
era
of
sense
‘and
j “After we were inspected we were taken and
life, an
economy, good
a few little presente were given us all,
partment thereof”, the petitions filed conpatriotism.
j
tamed signatures aggregating 13,220. Gov. to the field kitchen and fed. After our i and they were good ones, too. Had
■farms sb4
Milliken finds that actually only 9,279 mess, and it was mess in afecjr sense of plenty of apples, also, and an entertainthe word, hut everything tastes good now*,
ment. Then we went bach to the barracks
■That country children are found to be electors affixed their names to these eig<
we were taken to the tents where w e are to
and had songs and cider, doughnuts and
more unhealthy,” aayB the State departnatures, and that even this number might
stay until we are assigned to a regular fruit. Tapa weren’t sounded until 11.
ment of public health, “than city children be still further reduced.
“Christmas
morning we had races,
On the “Act to Establish a State Paper” ; squadron.
is one of the surprises of recent days.
“A squadron is made upof 125 men— boxing,
etc., prizes being given the
When the farmer has plenty of .fresh the number of names on the petitions was
electricians, plumbers, steamfitters, tin- winners. We had the barracks fixed
air to bteathe and a good opportunity tc 11,484, and this is reduced to 9,475.
On the “Act to Abolish the Commis- smiths, carpeuters and all lines of trades- np great, and, say, such s dinner! Here
exercise in the open it is hard to realize
men and clerks.
These men take care of is the bill of tare:
that almoat four times as many children sioner of Sea and Shore Fisheries and to
the airplane hangers,
Iced Grapefruit
repair the machines,
found with
lung Create the Commissioners of Sea and
in the country are
and do all tbe
Cream of Celery, au Crutons
necessary work of the com- 1
diseases, heart diseasea, mental defects Shore Fisheries” the petitions bore names
Dave
and
1
Lettuce
Sweet
pany.
a
tent
were
into
Gherkins
put
Celery
and ear troubles as city children. Nearly and this number is reduced from 12,300 to
Roast Vermont Turkey, Cranberry Sauce
that had four Southerners in it, and all
three times ss many have spinal curvature 9,672
8tuffed Spring Chicken, Giblet Sauce
fine men, too. Their talk is not much
In the referendum petitions on tbe “Act
and enlarged glands. Almost twice as
Roast Prime Ribs of Beef, au Jus
different, a sort of drawl and hard to folhave defective teeth and eyes, to Abolish t he Commissioners of Inland
many
Boiled Oniona
Hubbard Squash
low at times, but we are fast
getting used
Fisheries and Game and to Establish a
Mashed New Potatoes
adenoids, nasal troubles, etc.
1 to it.
Mince Pie
••Too often fresh air, in spite of its Commissioner of Inland Fisheries and
Ice-cream
Harlequin
“We arrived in camp on Wednesday, and
Assorted Cake
has been shut out of the Game,” the cumber of names on the peabundance,
on Thursday at 7.30 the
in
63
fellows
Mixed Nute
line,
Lack of bathing titions is reduced from 11,660 to 9,269.
Malaga Grapes
farmer's dwelling.
that came in when X
Sweet QMer
Black Coffee
did, with a few other
facilities and general uncleanliness, while
men in .the same
on
were
sent
out
line,
“Ladies were invited from all around
Magazine and Book Notes.
not confined to one type of living, have
guard
for
duty
twenty-lour hours, begin- and there were a lot to dinner and sapper
While many magazines are retrenching,
nevertheless bsen found in many farm
The willingness to over- Cosmopolitan continues to offer an all- oiog.Thursday morning at 9 o’clock and with ns. At dinner we had great cheers,
communitte
ending
Friday
morning at 9 o’clock. We singing, speeches, clog
dsncing, snd
look all defects of teeth, eyeB, nose, and star program. The January number ii worked in three
reliefs, first relief from everything else to go with it, sod
become full of good things. “Penrod
conditions
the
until
throat
Jasbber,”
plenty
9
to
second
not
a
from
11
little
11,
to
from
1
to
contributed
new
third
a
serial oy Booth Tarkington, pre1,
of cider, too. After dinner we
unbearable has
began dancsents the well-beloved Penrod Schofield it
3, then the first relief over again, and so
to the situation.
in one of our squad rooms, which
ing
the interesting role of a detective. Th«
reasons
on through the
•There are undoubtedly other
twenty-four hours.
made a good dance hall, all fixed
in the country, number is filled with interesting fictioc
up
for the physical defects
“Friday the fellows who had been on prettily with
and special articles. Herbert Kaufm&c
conditions.
all
the
lights, etc. We danced unbut practically
were not obliged
guard
a
contributes
beautiful
Christmas
than
so
we
article
had
to(drill,
til supper, when we had another
the
rural population lees healthy
feed.
big
! “The Carol of the Guns.”
things fairly easy until about 4.30, when
be remedied.
“After supper there was more
the city people can
I
dancing,

It is not only going to be a thing of
tremendous benefit to millions of citizens,
it is going to be a thiug of tremendous
advantage to the nation as a whole, and
affect our whole national life. It marks
life.

tilted

liners,

American

Booties In all sizes; colors,
BOOTIES
white, blue and white and white.

of his army life
sergeant in Co. L,

in

j

one

distinctly

Jar Silt.

August

j

marched around

in service.

German

ad',lt’’”'

iSmroch not Ice« In estate* 0a
MMBMertUl.n win be published

Green Dye.
The Juice of the stalk and leaves of
nettle* Is used to dye woolen stuffs a
brilliant and permanent green.

the cotton

chance for further advancement.
one saw* an aeroplane, and we all leaned
We bad about 200 German prisoners over
out of the windows to look at it. A
here, taken from the Gorma^gunboat Gier.
little further along
we
saw
another She has been interned here since October,
machine fiying, and more leaving the 1914. When war broke out with the U. 8.
field, so after watching them a little the sailors were taken prisoners, i was in
while we got acquainted with them, and charge of these prisoners for two months.
now we never notice them.
They never They were sent to Fori Douglas. Utah.
September 3. Most of them would like to
fly at night.
“I he.ve never seen any of the aviators ! become American citizens.
I am also on the machine gun section, and
get hurt, and it seems wonderful, as there attend the
bombing school/ There are about
are fifteen or
twenty machines in the twenty officers aud forty non-commissioned
air all the time. They tell me that only officers
taking tbe course. We have school
one fellow has been killed here, and that
all day long.
he was to blame himself, in a way. He
Last night at 10.43 we made a “raid” on the
trenches that were occupied by students of
was making his last trip before receiving
the
officers’ training camp. The “attack” was
bis commission, and going too high, he
made juat as attacks are made in Europe. It
iainiea aua
10
me
leu
earin, oeiug
was to show us bow the greuades are used,
killed instantly.
and we sure used them.
“After being unloaded from tbe care, we
were

be

f*inn Coo».

rnth or Eiicotou
**'nr

Notiq®

t

February

after all

could

WAT* or IIAINt.

H»N09c»

service.

corn,
All

The army life ia fine; it ia the beat exIt will be well for every unmarried per- morning at 3.20. As we were all asleep
j when we landed in San
Antonio, we were perience a young follow cau get. You abould
whose net income for 1917 is $1,000 or
allowed to stay in the train until 5o'clock. see bow these fellows gaiu weight after a tew
over, and every married person living
We had to get up then and clean up and ! m utbe here. There are also good chance*
with wife or husband whose net income
for advancement. You know they need lots
to leave the train.
for 1917 is $2,000 or over, to call on the get ready
“We were taken to the camp at 8 o’clock, of officers tor the national army. I’ve been
income tax man and learn w'hetber or not
and as we were coming into camp some- a sergeant for some time, and have a fine
have
tax to
The

will

were

equipped hospital ship

son

The

than

former

under

ago. at the age of seventeen years, and
is now with (he troops in Hawaii, writes

Be Here to Assist

any
pay.
person
to tax who doesn't make return in
the time prescribed is going to regret it.

none

less

in

ships

The

Holz of this city, who enlisted in the
United States army nearly three years

on

they
subject

that

so

eighteen months,
and documentary proof that the enemy
believed much of the damage to be irreparable. In less than eight months

and
our
Oklahoma,
was
next stop
Income Tax Man Who Will
|
Muscogee. Here we got our first treat. His letter, as
You.
Women from the Red Cross met us and paper, is in part as follows:
It will require a small army of men to i
The soldiering here isn't eery bard and
us apples, cookies and postal card*.
take the income tax returns of persons gave
When the train started we sure did cheer there isn't enough sport for the average
subject to the new law.
are about 12,000 soldier boys
the lady who gave them to us, and we soldier. There
Collector of Internal Revenue Seth W. i
..over here, and we are all very anxious to go
her smile that she knew
Jones has announced that over thirty could tell by
to France. I guess we will get our chance
we
appreciated what she and the some one of these days. The soldiers of the
officers w ill start from his headquarters on that
Red Cross bad done.
first infantry bought #150.000 worth of liberty
January 1, and on January 2 every one
“We crossed the Red river and arrived bonds. We are doing our bit over here, but;
of them will be on the job in the county
in Denison, Texas, at 11.30, and hiked now we want to see some real fighting.
assigned him, to meet the people and
These islands are very pretty, and the
around until 12, every hike being in
help them make out their income tax
formation. Then we started again. We climate ia wonderful- You can aee a rainbow
returns. One of these men will be in
most any time.
At times you can see rain- j
passed through Texas, arriving at our
Bar Ha<bor January 26 to January 30, and
bows at night.
Most of the people in the
destination, San Antonio,
Wednesday states don’t believe that.
in Ellsworth
31 to
9.
Call

ships,

to these

operated

Hoi/.’ Son Says It is I>ull There,
and WanU to Go to France.

William,

tramps.

we

hard

WITH ARMY IK HAWAII.

almost

the

dust

“For mess we have to get iu line and
march to the cook tent, where we have
Our mess thrown into our dishes; then we
sit down along the main road and eat it.
Just as we are eating it seems that all the
auto trucks in Texas have to pass along
the road, stirring up the dust, so naturally
we get it.
We are eating our country, as
well as fighting for it. I am not complain- j
ing one bit. There are some parts of
this life that are hard, but in all we are !
having a great time.”

formation.
“We left St. Louis about 2.15 and passed
through St. Charles and Sedalia. 1 stood
on the rear platform part of the
time, and
saw some pretty queer sights in the line
of scenery. The river seems to run down

the work done

deeper incentive than ordinary. We are
saving now not alone for selfish reasons,
we are saving now from patriotism, saving
not alone for ourselves but for our country. The combination of patriotism and
thrift is, indeed, going to make the war
savings

from the

ing

the.nation.
now

would lose

bushes.

St. Louis in column

solved;

of lethal gases, and surgical
resulting from new poisonB and

life; thing

success.

of my ow n people.
“All kinds of things were going on during the day. There were whole batteries

some

at

that

biggest railroad terminals I have ever
We stayed in the cars a long time
before we were called out for exercise, and
then we got out of the cara, went out of

be

prophylactic problems arising

“Such research work

our

saving of his
important single

war.

January

D. Lawrie of Lamoine, one of
Hancock county’s sma.t old ladies, was
seventy-niue on Christmas day, and celebrated it by spinning. Sbe spun one
skein' and when it was doubled and
twisted it would go through a common
“’nger ring.
Mrs. M.

we

i*3a' J-’oticu.

more

my first experience in a sandstorm, and I have heard since that it was
the worst one in this part of the country
in ten years. We all got into the tent and
‘‘That

but

the

suppuration.

Government operations of railroads
for the duration of the war may
furnish a valuable if not conclusive

for fear

down

ing them
them.

southwestern

passed through Illinois, and
stopped at St. Louis, Mo.
some place, and it has one of

we

train

seen.

conditions
There are extraordi-

in sanitation to be

our

St. Louis is

medical

the unusual

problems

can

“Monday
then

fl00,000 required

the

use

The same notice was served on the
owners of 200 cords of wood in Farmington. Dealers were stopped from
delivering coal to two residences in
Portland where investigation showed
there was a supply on hand.

out.

wisely

incident to this

government.

argument as to how government
ownership of railroads would work

the American army,

to use

to meet

a

thority of the federal

from

fever

trusted

reasonable price,
its possession
or he will commandeer it under auat

Trip from Ayer, Muss.,toSan Antonio,
Tex**— A Snnd Storm In Camp.
Bernard Cook, son of Mr. and Mrs. C.
F. Cook of Worcester, Mass., formerly of
Ellsworth, now at Camp Kelley, San Antonio, Texas. in a letter to bis mother,
writes interestingly of his trip there from
inCamp Devens, at Ayer, Mass., and of
cidents of training camp life. The following extracts are from bis letter, published
in a Worcester paper:
“We arrived here about 8 o’clock Wednesday morning, after a wonderful trip.
We left Ayer at 2.25 Saturday afternoon,
going through Fitchburg. Shortly before
gnimr'to bed we passed through Scben-

the battery Cbriatmas tree, when
we
presents were distributed. Then
daneed until late. I had a great time, and
there was nothing missing here except
and then

something happened that I shall never
forget. We were called out for retreat,
and the wind was blowing so hard that it
raised dust so thick we cou*d hardly see
Ketreat did not take long,
in front of us.
and we were soon back in our tents, hold-

into our tent, no matter how
tried to stop it, and before long
I everything whs covered *ith a good quar| ter inch of clay dust.
Co.
the
Electric
near
General
that
tcUply,
by means or rumors to the effect
“W’hile 1 was on duty after supper I
We
and it sure is some plant.
sweaters were being sold to the soldiers plant,
beard an awful bowl from off in the disafter
and
this
about
That
10.30,
place
passed
and sailors of the United States.
like a cat and dog
1 got ready to go to bed. Not tance. It sounded
falsehood persisted for a time, and many passing it
but the cal was meowing louder
fighting,
and
on
the
used
train,
no
But
being
person
to.sleeping
good people believed it.
1 found
ever beard before.
that a
because of the steady rumble, I could not tban any cat I
was ever found who could prove
out afterward that it wa* the howl of the
a
to
much
sold
beeu
sleep.
get
Red Cross sweater had
which can tight
a
“Sunday morning, when we awoke, we coyote, wild, hungry dog
soldier or sailor by any one connected
if necessary, but they stayed over on the
were in the middle of New York state.
with the Red Cross
Here we got hill where they belonged, and 1 under“Now the fact that the war council We stopped at Salamanca.
and get a little stand that they never come near the camp.
of the American Red Cross gave f100,000 off the train to run around
“When we were passing through the
was being filled
to the medical staff of the United 9tates exercise while the engine
Then we passed through western states we saw nothing but big
in
with water.
army in France, to aid that body
fields of corn, and it seemed as if every
its research work, is being used for a Jamestown, N. Y., and into Pennsylvania.
“Our next stop was at Kent, p., where bit of available ground had been used for
weaken
similar
public
purpose -to
corn.
Home was standing, ready
the whole
great work we took on more water and repaired the raising
confidence in
for harvest, some was in bundles, and in
which the American Red Cross is doing. generators on one of the cars so that the
some fields there was nothing left but the
That money was given at the request of fellows could have lights, as the lights
stubs. When we got into the middle
the madical staff of the United States were out in all the cars except the first one
we saw mostly grass lands,
nearly all tha way. We stopped at Marion, western states
army in France.
long fields, some that would
“Personally, I feel that a medical staff O., Sunday night and waited an hour for great, big,
hold Lake View very easily. Through the
with a record like that of the U. 8. A. gas, out could not get any.

to
agitators in this country, seems
furnish the long suspected connecting link in the chain which binds to- medical staff—which ha.® cleared Cuba
gether the German government, the and the Panama jungle of yellow fever;
Germanized Lenine government of
kept the bubonic plague out of the
Russia, the Trish agitators and rev
United States; cleared Serbia and Maceo utionists, and the I. W. \V.
donia of typhus; kept Asiatic cholera out
oi the Philippines, and abolished typhoid

State Fuel Administrator James C
Hunlen is taking hold of the fuel
situation with a strong hand. Monday he notified a manufacturing concern in Fairfield that it must sell 250
tons of coal and 200 cords of wood in

CAMP KELLEY.
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HANCOCK COUNTY.
REPORT OF TREAP'tt^ AND
OOUNTY COMMISSIONERS.
FINANCIAL STANDING FOB PAST YEAR
—SUMMARY OF EXPENDITURES—

of

deeds,

205 00

ONE

34 40

Road notices,
Indexes,
Brookaville bridge,
Caretaker, Mt. Desert bridge,
Repairs, Mt. Desert bridge,

9
25

76
00

CAN

BE TOO

Always Well to Remember the World
Is Apt to Take a Man at His

8 30

Humility Is called

25 00

unless

95 00

j

j

Patten,

Keubeu W Cousin*,

NLOrindell,

2106

Stinson Hooper,
J A

returned to high school in Bangor, after
Minnie Spurting
a two weeks’ vacation.

381 67

Hill,

accompanied

3 60
14 16

$2,632 96

Turnkey:
County roads,
State aid in plantations,
Judge W Hancock mun court,
W C

Conary,

rent of office

Maine Registers,
Ice for county buildings,
examination of the blind,
Sheriff’s incidental expenses,

She has

employment

Bangor, but had been home for the
week-end with her parents, George H.
Spurting and wife.
in

60 96

IK Saunders,

them.

614 00

61313
1,898 77
86 50
10 00
10 00

10 00
30 00
140 35

attorn tBmwH*

Cross
the town, includmembers.
former
ing the forty-nine
Three new members are from Baker’s
island, ten from Sutton, twenty-six from
Cranberry and seventy-two from Islesford
Much entbusiam was shown, many children desiringjmembership instead of the
usual Christmas gift. The oldest member
is eighty-five years of age and the youngest one was less than two hours old, the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. William FaulkAs

a

result

are now

of the Red

drive there

160 members in

fllr.

Mrs. Palmer Seavey visited at
Seal Harbor and Otter Creek Christmas
and

week.

YOU ARE PARTLY
MADE OF IRON
That Is, Iron is an essential constituent of pure, healthy blood.
Peptlron, the new Iron tonic, combines pepsin, iron, nux, celery and

other blood and stomach tonics that

physicians prescribe.
It is

a

wonderful corrective of

anemia, paleness, languor, nervousness—whether caused by hard work,

worries—over-use of salts and other

blood-depleting cathartics that are
doing so much harm to many people
just now—or any other cause. Peptiron will restore the iron strength

that yon must have for cheerful performance of daily duties.
Peptiron is in convenient pill form,
chocolate-coated and pleaaant to take.
Get it today.

been

housed in the

William Burnham ice house, much earlier
than usual.

Mrs. Ridges of Old Town came Saturday
teach the winter term. She will board
with Mrs. Wilbert Rich.

to

Rice has been spending a weak
with his grandfather, while Mrs. Sadie
Steele is visiting in Boston.
Warren

The schooner Herbert Loring arrived
from Portland last Monday, but lowing
has not yet been
to the extreme cold
able to

discharge

all the

freight.
Tot.

Dec. 31.
BAYSIDE.

8-

School began Monday in No. 13,
DEER ISLE.
Ernest L. Scott
day

on

W.

was

in

Ellsworth Mon-

business.

R. Powers, who is teaching in Lin-

coln. is at home tor the holidays.
P. 8. Knowlton has been confined to
his house the past two weeks with a severe attack of sciatica.
With thermometers registering twentyone degrees below zero and a field of ice
closing the harbor to all navigation, it is
not necessary to consult Robert B. Thomas
“winter has begun.”
Harbor View chapter, O. !E. 8., sent a
Christmas box to each of the sixteen Deer
Borne
Isle boys in Uncle Barn’s army.
were directed to training camps, others to
Those sent to
“somewhere in France.”
Camp Devens have been received and
gratefully acknowledged.
8.
Dec. 31.
to know

Westfield, Mass.—Back in the service again, although sacrificing a pension to re-enter it. Fred H. I-enois of
Westfield has been assigned to the
Twenty-fifth engineers. Lends served
two full enlistments with the regulars
and did service In the Philippines and
Cuba. He was at one time an orderly1
for the late Mnj. Gen. Frederick Funston.

He has tried to enlist at recruiting
stations several times, but has been
turned down because of his permanent
disability discharge, received as a result of trouble with one of his ears.
Not dismayed by repeated failures to
get back In the service, through Attorney H. E. Howard he applied to Washington for an opportunity to pass a
physical examination at least, claiming
that he was in better health than ever.
The permission came, he passed the
examination, was assigned for service
and lost his pension.

FAMOUS RED CROSS DOG

Gladys Jordan

Miss

teacher.

Lester Bowden left Dec. 25 for Skinner
employment in the woods.

where he has

Capt. Albert Closson of State patrol
boat Virginia spent Christmas a* home.
Jan. 1.

C.

A. C.

The Final Melody.
It Is not so much by what we attain in this life that we are to be made
happy, as by the enlivening hope of
what we shall reach in the wrorld to
While a man Is stringing a
harp, he tries the strings, not for
muHic. but for construction. When it
is finished it shall be played for meloGod is fashioning the human
dies.
heart for future Joy. He only sounds a
string here and there to see how far
W.
has progressed.—H.
his work
come.

Beecher.

aijbmismmt#.

KAIili8.

Moss Ethel Crocker, who has been visiting her mother, returned to Bangor Monday.
Miss Clara

iting

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD
In Effect

McPherson of Bangor ia visLlewellyn Kincaid

Sept. 30, 19t

her grandparents,

7

and wife.

Raymond H. Haalam
over Monday night

Mrs.

here

was

home from

bar harbor

Waltham

of

her

on

Bar Harbor..lv
Sorrento
Su’livan

way

visit in Macbias.

a

Harold Grossman, who have
working in the woods for Nahum
Jordan, have returned home.
Alfred and

Mt Desert Fy
Waukeaft.S Fy

been

Hancock.
Pranklln Road.

Wash'gt’n June

Mr. and Mrs. Leo B. Betts are receiving
congratulations on the birth of a boy
baby, born Sunday morning.
Miss Alice Cowan, teacher of the grammar school, has returned from a vacation

EHsworrb.
Ellsworth Fails
Nicolin.
Green Lake
Phillips Lake
McKenzies
Holden
Brewer June
...

spent at her home in Newport.
John J. Whitney, Robert Haynes and
Eben Whitcomb have

returned

Bangor.ar
Portland.ari..

to Bow-

Boston via
Portsmouth
Boston via.

Whitcomb to (J. of M.

doin and Keuel

The condition of Mrs. M. W. Tucker is

showing gradual improvement, and
many friends hope for her complete

re-

covery.

BANGOR TO BAR HARBOR.

Evelyn, youngest daughter of Herbert
Flood and wife, was operated upon last
Tuesday for adenoids by Drs. Hodgkins
and

I
New York...
Boston via
Portsmouth lv
Boston via
Dover lv

Knowlton.

Mias Alice Butler is

Bangor, training for
Miss Mildred
of Miss

in

a

Ward well

Doris

Leach

in

hospital
the

w*as

Penobscot

in

Mrs.

W.

Christmas

with

...

her

Bridges spent
parents, Capt. and
8.

Miss

returned

to her

Mrs.

Donald

school in South

employment.

DANA C. DOUGLASS,
General Mannger.
id. L. HARRIS.
General Passenger Agent.
Portland, Maine,

I

G.

Following

are

retail

PLUMBING,
Hot Water Heating, Furnace

MAKKKTS.

KLLS WORTH

05(

PM

Stops on signal or on notice to conductor.
Daily. Sundays included, f Daily, except
Sunday.

with her

Dec. 31.

t?40...
ttt lol...
18 45 f6

f

husband, is at tbe home of her p.rents.
Percy Wardweli and family are in Bluehill, at the home of his wife’s parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Alphonso Emerton, where
he has

4 19
4 24
4 37
!i 45
4 64
4 6"
*r, 06

*

Murchison has closed her

Orrington, and,

f7 03
7 11
7 14,
7 20

I

AM

Sedgwick. Grace Wardweli takes
place at W. E. Ordway’s.

home in
her

..

Sullivan.. ..1.
Sorrento. .i.
Bar Harbor.. ar..

Mrs. Edwin

Ordway.
Tillie Gray has

6 34
6 41
6 66

...

guest
last

week.

Mr.* and

f8 00

Brewer June.
Holden.
McKenziesPhillips LakeGreen LakeNicolin..
Ellsworth Falls
Ellsworth
I
Wash’gt’n June
Franklin Road
Hancock.
Waukeag, £ Fy
Mt Desert Fy lv...

a nurse.

W

112 26 til OS
f5 30 ts w
5 37
3 26a
6 67 3 45
f6 02
f6 041 f3 51
18
3 5»
f6 22 t4 07

Bangor.lv

vis-

are

Bangor.

in

•7

Portland.lv

Misses Eliza and Adele Wescott

iting

ar:..

New York

her

NORTH CASTINE.

Work and

Jobbing.

prices in Ellsworth
rIONEST WORK:

to-day:

HONEST

PRICES

COUNTRY PRODUCE.

Dairy butter,

ft.

46

dor.
Fowl, H».
Chickens, lb.

60

Fresh

eggs,

Hay, loose,

tou.

26
28
$10

3*12

Twenty Years' Experience.
Personal attention to all details.
Telephone
or mail orders promptly attended to.

EDWARD F. BRADY,
Grant St., Ellsworth, Me.
Telephone 173-2.

VEGETABLES.

Mrs. Leo F. F. Wanner and her
famed Red Cross dog “Felix,” who has
saved the lives of many French wounded on the battlefront.
“Felix” was the center of attraction
at the police, army and scout dog show
held at the Madison Square Garden,
New York.

RED CROSS SHIPS SUPPLIES
of War Relief Material Sent Out In Three
Months.

Appnoximately 33,000

Tons

Potatoes, pk.
Cabbage, ft.

45

Beets, ft.
Onions, ft
Carrots, ft
Squash, ft.
Turnips, ft.
Pumpkins, each.

03
05 306
02
04 a05
C2

America’s entrance In the war.
The widening scope of Red Cross
work In Europe and the fact that cold
weather is bringing with It pressing
needs were responsible for the Increased shipments. The Red Cross Is supplying not only war hospitals but also
Infirmaries, recuperating stations, canteens, dispensaries, homes for nurses
and the many other things which it established In France to help save American lives and the lives of allied soldiers and civilian sufferers as well.

350
04

We

Bananas.
A

10
14
20

340

Tea, ft.
Molasses, gal.

35

380

32

360
35
3 34

Flour, bbl. *11.553*14
4 30
Corn, bag (wnole, cracked or meal,)

Shorts.,.
Mixed feed and middlings.
bu.
Oats, bag,

2.50

Permitted.

Portland, Ore.—Company G, Second
Washington state Infantry of Aberdeen.
If allowed to do bo will take a mascot
to France that will raise the hair on
the heads of the allied troops as well
The mascot
as those of the Teutons.
is a bullsnake.
The snake has been a pet with the
company outposts in the Cascade
mountains. One soldier discovered the
snake In deadly battle with a large
rattler.
It killed the rattler, and a
few minutes later, when attacked,
killed a second rattler. The soldiers
thought Its lighting ability should be
recognized and captured It.

Europe.
Washington.—As an American transport carrying United States marines to
Europe was leaving port, somewhere,
some time, the marine bngler aboard
sounded ‘"Taps.” which Is the military
way of saying “Good night.”
Now the commanding officer of the
transport didn’t think It was “Good
night” for his packet and saw no humor In the marine bugler's premature
surrender to the “tin lizzies of the
sea.” Nor could the young sea soldier
see the point when he was given “three
days bread and water” to ponder ever
his wheeze.

American

sent to any address for teu cents.
C. H. MACK AY, STATE SUPERVISOR
The Inner Circle.

Bridgton,

KO

BOW MAN-MCDONALD—At Amsterdam, N
Y, Dec 27. by Rev Fr Brown, Miss Irene
Bowman of Amsterdam to Arthur R McDonald of Springfield, Mass, formerly of
Ellsworth.
CHIPMAN—AREY-At Bucksport, Dec 27. by
Rev Henry W Webb, Miss Anna H Chipman to Charles A Arey, both of Bucksport.
JOY—AREY—At Wiuter Harbor, Dec 25, by
Rev Gideon Mayo, Miss Pearl Florence Joy
of Winter Harbor to Allan Higgins Arey of
West Brooksville.
JOY-PERRY-At Winter Harbor. Dec 25. by
Rev Gideon Mayo, Miss Madge Eunice Joy
of Winter Harbor to Ralph Lomau Perry of
Steuben.
SARGENT—MORRISON
At West Gouldsboro, Dec 24. by Rev George P Sparks, Miss
Ruby May Sargent of West Gouldshoro to
Clyde M Morrison of New Haven, Conn.
SPRINGER-WOODSUM-At Auburn, Dec 25,
Miss Marcia L Springer of East Franklin
to Gerald R Woodsum of Portland.
8ULLIVAN—EATON—At Stoniugton, Dec 22,
by Rev George B Davis, Miss Luella M Sullivan to Ralph L Eaton, both of Stouington.
SYLVESTER
BOWDOIN
At Bucksport,
Dec 29. by Rev Henry W Webb, Mrs Lena B
Sylvester of Ellsworth to Fred W Rowdoin
of Prospect.

Ellsworth Steam Laundry
NAPHTHA CLEANING
Goods called

Special

for and delivered
parcel post work

attention to

H. B ESTEY & CO.,

State Street.

Proprietors

Ellsworth, Me

AUTOMOBILE
STORAGE

BATTERIES

REPAIRED

RECHARGED

Batteries stored and given
proper care through winter
A. P. ROYAL,
68 STATE ST.
Next to Court House, Klluwortb

Albert N. Cushman

Electrician andContractor
Electric Supplies
Estey Building

and Fixtures

Ellsworth

■

Telephone

38-11

NURSE
Hiss /*1. Elizabeth

Googins,

24 Pine St., Ellsworth

Telephone,|65-2
Professional Cards.

DIED.
BONSEY-At Philadelphia, Pa, Dec 18, Vernon H Bonsey, formerly of Ellsworth, aged
58 years, 5 months, 9 days.
BURNS-At Brooklin, Dec 28, Warren 8
Burns, aged 57 years, 9 months, 4 days.
GRAY—At North Brooksville, Dec 28. Sylvester Gray, agtd 70 years, 8 months, 4 days.

StbrniBnutru*
Granite and
Marble
Memorials at

H. W. DUNN'S

Maine.

All Kinds of Laundry Work.

BETTS—At Ellsworth Falls, Dec 30, to Mr
and Mrs Leo B Betts, a sou.
KINCAID—At Ellsworth, Dec 20, to Mr and
Mrs Howard W Kiucaid, a daughter.
SMITH—At Hancock, Dec 28. to Mr and Mrs
Loon C Smith, a son.
STAPLES —At Brooklin, Dec 20, to Mr aud
Mrs Austin L Staples, a son.
[Arnold Lin-

Sounded "Good Night” as Transport
Leaves United States for

INNER CIRCLE
OF

—

BUGLER IN BRIG FOR “TAPS”

for

National College of
MODERN DANCING
Home Office 562 Fifth Ave., N. Y.
Authoritative
instruction
bv correModern and Glide Dancing
spondence.
Direction for One-Step or Fox-Trot, together with useful Leaflet of Instruction,

The

$2 60 3*2 70
$2 70 3*2 80

BORN.

3! A Kill

THE

22 338

45

market

Ellsworth Hardwood Co.

70385

30350
20 340
25340
40

the

office or address

at our

10

Coffee, ft.

in

Birch, Yellow Birch,
Rock Maple,
also Poplar.
Good Prices, according to
quality of dock. Please call

FEW STAPLES.

Sugar, granulated,ft.
powdered.
yellow.

are

White

45
30 a 60
36

HAVE SNAKE FOR A MASCOT
Washington Company Will Take It to
France, if They Are

Wood Wanted

10

FRUIT.

Lemons, doz -.*..
Oranges, doz.

Washington.—Ocean carriers, plying
MEATS AND PROVISIONS.
between American and European ports,
transported in a period a little over Beef, roasts ft
steak ft.
three months approximately 33,000
ft.
tons of war relief material, shipped by Veal,
Lamb, ft.
the American Red Cross through its
Hams.
house.
national clearing
Bacon.
More hospital supplies, anaesthetics, Salt pork, ft.
are
surgical dressings and foodstuffs
Lard, ft.
being sent than at any other time since
FLOUR, FEED AND GRAIN.

■

Twelve-inch ice has

ner.

Dec. 31.

Who Served Under Funaton
Make* Sacrifice to Re-Enter
the Service.

14712

a virtue.
It la so
carried too far.
A man Is
—JAIL STATEMENT.
usually taken at his own value. If he
25 00
Premium, sheriff’s bond,
makes too little of himself, he Is like13 06
Expenses, Hntchinson case,
Tbe annual report of the county comly to be thought of little worth. The
commissioners' bill of costs:
miMioaera— M. L. Allen, W. 8. Treworgy County
Criminal actions,
unduly humble man will lack the
804 04
and Howard B. Moor—with reports of I
Medical examiners and inquests
strength of character needed for suc408 53
County Treasurer Wescott and Sheriff
82 31 I cees. He will have little Inflence In soAgents cruelty to animals,
Wescott ban been completed.
**
,4
140 82 j ciety and will not be fitted to hold rechildren,
The report shows a net increase in reSalaries of officers:
sponsible positions. While too great
sources of fl,271.93 against a decrease in
Judge of probate,
1.100 00 opinion of one's self stands i.i the way
1916 of »2,758.64.
Register of probate,
10,00 00 "f progress, too great humility Is
Tbe total expenditures for tbe year, not
worse.
Conceit receives nmny knocks
Clerk hire,
520 00
including a temporary loan negotiated
In life and may be taken out of a
Register of deeds.
1,300 00
and paid during the year, were |30,272.30.
Clerk hire,
1,369 15 man; too much humility seldom reTbe e xpenditures in 1918 were |36,602.13.
Clerk of courts,
ceives tse needed encouragement. Con2,100 00
Tne casb balance this year is |10,897 33.
Clerk hire,
ceit In a child is soon corrected, when
600 00
Tbe balanca for tbe preceding year was
he comes to mingling with other chilSheriff,
1,600 00
A
larger balance, by about
f 10,537 01.
500 00
dren in schools.
Too great humility
County treasurer,
fl.000, would be shown but for tbe fact
2,250 00 gives his schoolmates a chance to put
County commissioners,
that tbe commissioners, to provide against
600 00
Judge Ellsworth man court,
upon him and treat him ns an Inferior
coal shortage, have purchased and paid
Recorder Ellsworth mun court,
400 00
—a chance which will seldom be negfor a year’s supply.
500 00
Judge W Hancock man court,
lected. A child may become crippled
COUNTY TAX.
Recorder W Han mun court,
100 00
In spirit for life In this way. Even
Wescott’s
report
County-Treasurer
Judge Bar Harbor mun court,
1,000 00
teachers sometimes fail to see what Is
shows all the county tax collected except
Recorder Bar Harbor mun court, 600 00 the trouble with the child and to give
that of Long Ialaod plantation. The total
Hancocic county bar association,
500 00
him the encouragement he needs. Beassessment was as follows?
634 24
Supreme court bills of cost,
ware of breaking down a child’s self456
85
121
36
Or
land,.
Amherst,
f
Grand jurors,
731 51
confidence.
Irreparable injury may
02
80
61
77
Aurora,
Otis,
Traverse jurors,
1,817 86
thus be done him. Train him to feel
f
393
01
84
Penobscot,
Uiuehiil,
1,023
175 35
Constables, serving venires,
that he Is of value and is able to do
397 34 Bedgwick, 396 17 Court
Brooklib,
474 36
;
expenses paid by sheriff,
what there Is for him to do. Think
218 48
436 22 Borrento,
Brookeviile,
506 79
i Auditors and referees,
well of yourself If you would have
1,200 79 8 W Harbor,684 61 A A Lord, service rendered judges,
Bucksport,
15 00
others think well of you.—Milwaukee
j
735 11 Btonington, 805 71
Castine,
109 64
Expenses of court stenographers,
Journal.
613 24
Cranberry Isles, 361 66 Sullivan,
Stenographers at equity hearings, 145 20
287 99 I
666 52 Burry,
Deer isle,
465 06
Indexing records,
SPORT ONLY FOR STRENUOUS
268 65 Court
176 91 8wan’s 1,
Dedham.
30 00
surveyor,
460 68 Tremont
Last brook,
115 74 Ttemont,
990 00
bridge,
Harpooning Devilfish Differs Some193 57
7
Eden,
7,994 17 Trenton,
Temporary loan and interest paid 8,087 21
what From Pastime So Much Be118 24
2,813 01 Verona,
Ellsworth,
Total expenditures
loved by Ordinary Fishermen.
44,272 £0
482 28
Waltham, 11237
Franklin,
Cash in treasury,
10,897 33
Winter Har 585 21
620 80
Uouldsboro,
The extraordinary shape, huge size,
tiancocK.
468 44 Long 1 Plan, 47 44
55,169 63
and vast power of the big devil Halt, or
244 00
No 21 Plan, 68 67
Lamoine,
RESOURCES AND LIABILITIES.
marita, give him an evil reputation,
91 31
No 33 Plan, 80 56
Mariaville,
Resourcea.
which Is heightened by his black colorMl Desert,
3,123 27
Cash in treasury, Dec. 31, 1917,
$10,897.33 ing. A queer peculiarity of this col127,010 26 Unpaid taxes in townships,
528 97
oring is that the black pigment comes
Amount assessed on towns
Due for stenographers in prooff on anything touching it. Kneeling
as above,
27,010 26
bate court,
55 47
on one of the devilfish when it was
Amount assessed on unin*
Due from State account supreme
drawn up on the sand I arose with my
85
1,406
places,
corporated
53 14
knee completely blackened. The skin
judges’ expenses,
Timber and grass on reDue from Mt. Desert bridge
is not only very tough, but is also very
30 91
served lands.
147.12
diat.,
rough, being covered, like that of an
Due from State, acct. State-aid
old shark, with dermal denticles which
|28,450 01
778 44
roads,
scarify the skfn If a naked arm or leg
FINANCIAL.
Is drawn across It.
The big mouth Is
Total resources,
Following is a summary of the county
f12,460 47
practically toothless, entirely so as retreasurer’s and commissioners’ reports.
Liabilities.
gards the upper Jaw, while the lower
Due on bills of costs alKeceipti.
jaw has a small dental plate which
lowed by S J court,
$2*>41
Balance in treasury, Dec. 30, 1917 f 10,537 01
differs In the two sexes. In spite of
Due
on
bills
of
cost
al26,962 75
Municipal tax, 1917,
its size the manta is in no way duulowed
comby
road
county
Plantation
taxes.
1.338 72
gerous to man unless attacked; but
16
56
missioners,
!
Fines and coats,
1,311 24
when harpooned its furious energy,
Fees of county officers:
Total liabilities,
$78 57
tenacity of life and enormous strength
306 00
Register of probale,
render it formidable; for it can easily
$12,381 90
Register of deeds,
1,732 75 Net resources, Dec. 31, 1917,
smash or overturn a boat which is
Dec. 30. 1916,
Clerk of courts.
352 72 I
11,109 97
clumsily hundled, and if the ropes foul
Interest ou deposits,
161 97
Net increase in 1917,
$1,271 93 an accident is apt to occur.—From
Tax on unincorporated placet,
The report of Sheriff Wescott, as ap"Harpooning Devilfish,” by Theodore
8.00000
Temporary loan,
proved by the county commissioners, is Roocevelt, in Scribner’s Magazine.
183 81
State treasurer, 3 J Court,
as follows:
Number of weeks’ board of
2 75
E E Cbaae, telephone,
Saving Czar’s Aurochs.
prisoners for 1917, 141.81 against 317 17-60
W W Wescott. sale beds,
4 00
in 1916.
Number of prisoners committed
Kartsoff, former muster of the hunt
2 10
K C Haines, telephone,
for Emperor Nicholas, who now adthe year, 20, a* against 36 in 1916.
1 67 during
W H Sherman,
The various offenses for which they w'ere ministers the formerly imperial do300
T F Mahoney, sale tin boxes,
mains at Gatchina, the residence of
committed were:
W W WeacoU, telephone,
17 06
*
the Dowager Empress Marie, has taken
sale uiloxicatiug liquor,
1
1,1*20 33 Illegal
State, improvement roads.
measures to prevent the destruction oi
7
Larceny,
seven surviving aurochs, the only Eu5
155,189 63 Intoxication,
3
Breaking and entering,
ropean bison now known with certainExpenditures.
1
ty to exist in Russia. Until lately a
Assault,
25
on
court
bouse,
1122
Repairs
1
large'herd wus maintained In Nicholas’
Kapt,
92 89
at jail.
1
vast forest at Bleloviesh, White Russtolen goods,
Court house furniture and supplies, 398 73 Receiving
1
Indecent exposure,
sia, ten from which were sent to
Jail furniture and supplies.
335 04
When the
Gatchina before the wnr.
Board of prisoners.
407 05
20
Germans occupied Bleloviesh
they
3
for
75
Clothing
prisoners,
killed and canned hundreds of aurochs.
Recent Knllstments.
Medical attendance for prisoners.
14 00
is not known if any survive at RieAmong recent enlistments in the navy It
130 89
Lighting court house and jail.
lovlesh, but before the killing two
24 10 are the following Hancock county men:
Water supply court house and jail,
were presented to the Stockholm SkanOwen L. Higgins and Everett K. MerWood for court house and jail,
90 07
sen park.
After the revolution, the
Coal for court house,
1,691 06 rill, Green Lake; George E. McFarland,
Coal for jail.
Bucksport; Henry A. Trask, Southwest Gatchina populace organized an au563 96
the beasts
Harbor; Robert L. Mowry, Ellsworth; rochs’ hunt, considering
350 57
Telephone service,
“imperial" and therefore fair game.
622 50 Arthur L. Jordan, Waltham.
Janitors,
They killed three. M. Kartsoffs measRecent enlistments in the army include
Stable repairs,
2 00
William E. Spencer, Ellsworth; Charles ures aim at preserving the remainder.
184 82
Express, postage and telegrams,
D. Lonng, George Fraser and Leslie
Printing, binding and blank
Brewer, Bar Harbor; Russell D. ManchesSUTTON.
invalidation violation of liquor law: ter, Northeast Harbor.
Ethel and Harry Bunker have returned
915 00
Ucorge E Clark,
to Southwest Harbor.
ISLES FORD.
Chandler W Wilaon
333 00
Mrs. Georgia Spurting visited her moth*
Mrs. Everett Stanley and daughter
Paul W Scott,
322 32
Alice were guests of Mrs. Walter Hadiock er at Islesford last week.
John J Carter,
216 20
last week.
Philip Bunker is at home from Boston
S A Bragdou.
72 00
Russel Hadiock and Earl Spurling have university (or the winter vacation.
Bred A
283 00

Measuring roads,
Premium, treasurer’s bond,

Man

Own Value.

150 00

KM SWOIM H

HUMBLE ENLISTS AND LOSES PENSION

*

Water Street

ALICE

SCOTT

TYPEWRITING, ACCOUNTING AND
GENERAL CLERICAL WORK.

AgentUuion Safe Deposit A Trust Co., 01 Portsod, lor furnishing Probate and Surety Bond
Agent Oliver Typewriter; typewriter supplies
Cor. Main and Water !Ue. (over Moore's Drug
Store), BMewortn. Me,
When the mailorder house finds a
town whose local merchants do not advertise, it fattens its catalogue mailing

list.

ELLSNtRTH, MAINE
Artistic Designs, First-class Work, Lowes
Prices. Liberal discount on mail orders.

H.

SPECIALTY MADE OF

The merchant who does not advertisetn
a

dull season makes it

more

those who do advertise.

profitable for

I

atmrutarornH.

AMERICAN ARMY
YEARS NOW 1,360,000

TWO LONG
HE SUFFERED

R.

rents.

Congratulations

extended to

are

Mr.

Mrs. Arthur Jeilison on the birth of a
daughter (Alice Gertrude), and to Mr.
and Mrs. Alexander Moon on the birth of

as

and

a son.

Une Amie.

$L

Albert Withee is home.

Sperry spent last week in

Bar Harbor.
A

hard

pine

high school

floor

bas

been laid in the

room.

Mrs. Mary Campbell is visiting her
mother, Mrs. Luther Goodwin.
vir. Mot»e8aud wife
bib wile

s o

other.

have

been

visiting

Mrs. Howard Clough.

John A. Wolviu, w bo has been visiting
mother, Mrs. Mary Osgood, left Saturday.
uw

bid win

and

Linscott

week with relatives in

wife

Bangor and Ells-

worth.
J. A. Wolvin, who has been visiting his
mother, Mrs. Mary Osgood, has returned
to

Detroit, Mich.,

where he is

employed.

Miss Florence Herrick has returned to
BrookliD, after visiting her sister, Mrs.
R

tlph

Carter.
L.

Dec. 31.

SOUTH BLUE HILL.
Miss

Johnson is

Frances

visiting

in

Brooklin.

pounder

of

a

8.

MEMORIAL RESOLt’TIOir*.

Resolved, That James A. GarfleW relief
corps, i\’o-34, has met with a great loss, iu
the death of our dear sister, who was ever
interested fa the noble cause for which
we are banded together, and always willing
to lend a helping hand t>* the sick and needy.
Resotred. That we extend onr sympathy
to the bereaved husband and family.
That our charter be draped in
mourning for thirty days for our departed
sister; also that a copy .of these resolutions
placed on record, a co»y sent to The
Etwworth American for publication* and
atpy

sent to

Dec. 29.

Harvey Bennett is cutting pulp wood
E. Tracy.

Monday
On

account
not

It loolcsnow
as

Mrs. J

the

K.

of

school.

severe

told,

two miles from i^cbool.

D*c.

th*

31.

Day

left last waek for

s^end

and Alfred

running moving pictures
J. Crockett of Stockton.

M.

M,

moved here

Penobscot. She is occupying
Sarah Wardwetl's house for tbe

Mrs.

winter.
Woodcock If-

Dec. 24.

GOTT’S ISLASD.
Miss Viola Staples and Mias Kuth Moon
an

spending

their vacation At home.

Mr and Mrs. Amos Staples and Charles
Gott have gene to Katahdin Iron Works
tor the winter.

Alexander's Pharmacy, C. K.

School ciosed Dec. 15 after a successful
term taught by Miss Ha sal Milan son of
Manset. Pupils perfect in aHendance:
;
Russell, Marion and Flavilla Qott.

the

winter

enjoyable social given by

ladies of the town

j
j
j

The

pajamas.

squares. 24sixteen

war

relief work is

as

shirts, 2 baby dresses, 48
petticoats. There being only

women

on

this

pretty good showingDec. 24.

island, thi9 is
Mrs. Chips

Robbias
town

are

far W.

[
!

the yonnpheld in the grange

in.

MT. DESERT FERRY.

Otto and A-bby Trundy of West Sorry
spent last weak with their aunt, Laura

I. L. Ward well and wife spent Christmas
their nephew, Irving Newcomb, i®

Thursday evening.
Newell, sob of Julies,' Emery, who is
od the coast jBtrol boat Cherokee, spent
Christinas with his
was

NORTH SULLIVAN.
began Manday morning, after
two-weeks recess.
Schools

a

Staples and Jerry Warren have
Jay tO'Work.
Lysander Hooper and J. B. Havey, who
ire employed in North Jay, spent ChristHollis

parents.

observed in

C.

Dec. Jl.

quiet way.
appropriate

a

A tree for the children and
exercise* were held in the grange hall.

rone t« North

mas

Can-yon doubt the evidence of On. iaj.

a

Galea Dow,, who spent last week at
h ok*, returned to Seal Harbor Saturday.

hall

Christmas
P.

w as

worm citizen T

Von can verify Ellsworth endorsement.
Head this;
J. H. Dostovan, pro pi of reatauraat,
WaterSt.. EMawort h, say#: “I haveuaed
Doan
Kidney P'lls for the past lire yetis
wbene-nf 1 heve found that mv kidneys
needed attention. 1 have to aland on my
feet a g»eat deal when working snd i amexposed to draughts. I know thst tbit ie
what etuaes the trouble. .-1a times, my
bick hat pained severely and my legs bite
crsmpcd. I also have suffered from (liny

spells.
As

at home.

Wymad
some

and

Jerry Warren

have

from Bar Harbor and Seal

returned
Harbor,

they have been since last spring.
H.
Dec. 31.

jvhere

0<hr-

The 768 men of the machine gun
battalion and the 5.068 men of the field
artillery brigade must have machine
guns and three-inch guns In numbers
that would stagger an artillerist even
of so recent a period as the war with

Spain.
Two hundred and seventy-five thousand troops were made ready to fight
Spain in 1898. though only 60,000 of
them were actually engaged.

LOGS KEPT FOR A CENTURY

loghouse

j

j
mingled with Christmas I structed by his wife’s grandparents,
|
chime? on Christmas eve, when Miss
Mr. and Mrs. Preston J. Conaway, more
j
Alice U. Eaton and Frank H. Gould of
than 100 years ago on the bank of ;
Hllsworth were married at the home of
South Fork torn down and has sold
Miss Eaton by the Rev. Roy Trafton of
most of the large logs.
The house was ;
immediate
Bloehill. Only the
family constructed of large black walnut logs
Mrs. Gould is a
was present.
general
and they were almost as sound as when j
favorite, and has the best wishes of her
they were cut from trees. Mr. and
many friends.
Mrs. Preston J. Conaway were early :
Dec. 31.
O.
settlers in southwestern Indiana, and
the wealthiest farmers and stock raisEASTBROOK.
ers In the Laugherty Creek valley.
Cora Kingman, who has been working
The old house, which stood sentinelhas
returned
io Ellsworth,
homt.
like for more than a century, was given the name of Gray Gables, and a
David Wilbur is working for Clark &
number of years It was used as a dance
Russell at Waltham this winter.
hall, conducted by Deloss J. Elker and
Ernest Abbott, who is in camp at Ayer,
had an orchestra of old-fashioned fidMass., spent Christmas with his parents.
dlers.
Mrs. Belle Googins, who has been visiting at the home of her son, Q. S. Googins,
has returned to her home in Trenton.
Gem.
Dec. 27.
HUMBLE PRUNE TAKES
bell6

j

WEST

THE PLACE OF SUGAR

SURRY.

Miss Abbie and Otto Trundy went to
Mount Desert to Bpend Christmas.

Gay Carlisle

was

home for Chiatmas.
L.

Dec. 24.

gpcfecrtisaitfiftts.
FREE OF CHARGE.
Any adult suffering from eougb, col<
or bronchitis, is invited to call at Alexan
der’s Pharmacy and get, absolutely free,
sample bottle of Boschee’s German Sy

r«p, a soothing and healing remedy fo:
all lung trouble, which has a successfu
record of fifty years. Gives the patient

good night’s rest free from coughing, wit!
free expectoration in the morning.
Regular siaes, 25 and 75 cents. For sal
in all civilized countries.

Derby, Conn.—The sometimes
despised and often ridiculed
prune has come into Its own
here. When the sngar famine
struck the town someone discovered that the sugar In a dried
prune was sufficient to give a
semblance of sweetening to a
cupful of tea or coffee. The
prune dropped In a cupful of coffee Is soou rendered soft by the
heat and the sugar and sffeet Is
extracted In 6 short time. It is
claimed that the caffeine In the
coffee offsets the taste of the
prune so that the process Is not
objectionable In any way. It Is
being extensively tried here by
many persons.

As Goal Grows Scarcer X°°need
Kerosene

have no {emx of Uck of hc»t- so-co-ny
just as easy to set as it always was—and the
price has remained practically constant during all these days of rising costs.
SO-CO-NY is the Standard Oil Company of New York’s best grade of kerosene oil. It
lights easily and
bums with a steady, even flame.
No fuss or muss, smoke or smell.
Insure yourself against cold, disagreeable rooms by using SO-CO-NY Kerosene in a
Perfection Heater. Every
*
gallon gives you eight fall hours of comforting heat, just where you want tt any time
you want it
Be sure and say SO-CO-NY when ordering from your grocer.

STANDARD
New York

OIL

is

COMPANY

OF

Principal Offices
Buffalo

Albany

I haw

noticed any of theft
have

1

s

box

KBkcii's

HAIR BALSAM

O.

Wedding

soon as

el
lot
symptoms coming on. 1
Doan’s Kidbev PUIs at K 11. Meore’adn*
fixed
me
op til
store and ttieyjbave soon
right. I willingly endorse Doaa's Kidney
Pills."
Price 60c, at all dealers. Don't simply
ask lor a kidney remedy -get Doan s KidMr. Donovan bad.
ney Pills—the sametbat
Foster-Milburn Co., Props, Buffalo. N V.

cannon.

B, Bowden and family spent Christ- j
House Torn Down In Indiana Shows
mas
with their
daughter at North
Timbers to Be in Perfect
Brook lin.
Condition.
W. J. Johnson, wife and little daughter
are
Harriet
visiting Mrs. Johnson’s
Aurora, Ind.—Newton J. MeKim has
sister in Milton, Mass.
that was eonhad an old

Alexander,

Prop.,. Ellsworth.

The Red Cross auxiliary has made 4
helmets, 31 pairs of socks, 4 sweaters, 12
scarfs, 12 pairs wristlets, 12surgical shirts,

Brewer.

August Maxwell Leland, who is train*
In nearly every house the Red Cross |
ing at Ayer, Mass., has been spending
service flag may be seen. Over 200 have \ tbe
past week at home. His many friends
joined and more are coming.
were pleased to welcome him.
R.
The mercury ranged from 22 to 36 degrees
Dec. 2».

|

has

HutchHis

Lilia

from West

teacher.
M.

SALISBURY COVE.

was

cold has clewed the

Wilson

Mrs.

nu

down so I could not do my housework
I had doctored for years and tried
everything under the sun. A friend
told me about Vinol. I asked ra,
doctor about it, and he replied. 1r
certainly is the best medicine that cao
I couldn’t give yo»
be had today.
any better.’ I took it, and today I
am as well and strong as any woman
could wish to be. and it was Vinol
that saved me."—Mrs. Frank A. Hot.
key. Ash St., Bedford, Ohio.
We guarantee this famous cod liver i
and iron tonki Ux all Kiel* condition*

Mass.

opened Monday, Dec. 31, taught Colby.
School reopen to-day after a week's vaCunningham of Bar Harbor. G.
B. Bridges will transport pupals who live cation, with Mies Mason of Bluebill as

An

if steamboat service

severe

Chicopee Falla,

in

Alice

over

His Patient

DeimajClensent and nephew, lv«wBridges, are spending the bMtdays

School

with her children.

!

employment with

Gertrude McFarland, Grace Bridges and
Harvey McLaughlin, after two weekaP vacation, have returned to Ells worth high

£9r Boat an

Opinion Doctor Gav,

Bedford, Ohio.—"I was in a
condition. weak, nervous and

Miss
rence

Marshall of Poland Springs
visiting here.

by

Honest

of Caatine spent
days last week with her parents,
Mr. amt Mrs. A. E. Vefnum.
few

Mi*a Zelma
is

to-day.

open
as

fit).
Harry Macomber

about

with

ths

Dorchester*. Mass., to
Frank

has

Butler.

of last week.

schools did
over,

Brown

Jesae

Henry

218.

was

The sale and entertainment Dec. 1» for
Cross netted
Red
the benefit of the

follows: 6 men’s

foe A.

SEDGWICK.
’eft

town

and 48

Same L. Snovman,
L. Gwrtbldb Stover
Haj’sah E. .Sambst,
Committee.

Bridges

H.

WEST HANCOCK.

*he;family.

Aivsie

large Ch iatmas tree,

a

Distribution of presents from the tree
followed.
Everyone enjoyed a pleasant
evening.

Sylvester?

a

Mrs. Palmira Pray and her pupils gave
pleasing Christ mas concert at the schoolbouse Friday eveuing, Dec. 21.
The
schoolroom was prettily decorated, and in
stood

The Red Cross campaign brought 131
The allotment for the
members.

new

a

a

one corner

i

DOCTOR SAYS
VINOl IS THE
BEST TOOK

PENOBSCOT.
h««
re-opened bil
Alrery Bo t'doin
blacksmith shop here.
Clerk high school will open for tbe wiwter term Dec. 31, with tbe Mine teachers.

Mrs.

INDIAN POINT.

tastefully trimmed and loaded with gifts.
Special credit is given to the pupils and
teacher for the carefully*selected recitation* and songs, also a dialogue and a
pretty tableau, "The Christmas Story.*’

Whereat, Death has again entered onr
little band and borne from our midst one
of our most worthy members, Mrs. Martha

as

The first thing to be done for the*
new army was to provide them with!
and
food
shelter
and
clothing,
That large undertaking Is
warmth.
all but accomplished.
Equally great
is the task of providing arms. To arm
an Infantry division in the Civil war
meant to provide as many muskets and
as many bayonets as there were men
In the command.
In the present war
the Job is more complicated. There are
rifles and bayonets to be furnished
now as formerly, bnt there are also
grenades and gasmasks and helmets
and trench mortars to be seen to. Each
of the four Infantry regiments in a dij vision must have 480 trench knives,
102 automatic rifles and three one-

last

spent

Philadelphia.
Diversity of Equipment.

summer

Dec. 31.

=

SURRY.
Miss Lena A.

big

the

of Bluehiil.

The whole military establishment,
with the marines and the auxiliary
forces thrown in, numbers a million
pud a half. The expansion that has
taken place is as If Grand Rapids had
grown in eight months to be virtually

Marion Mattocks, who is teaching
Jiangeley, and Eben Mattocks of New
York, spent the holidays with their pa-

in

was

daughter and a son,
two sisters, Miss Abbie E. Wood of Bluehill and Mrs. Clara Chute of Dedham,
Mass., and one brother, Henry H. Wood,
She leaves

1916.

lars in experience, many of them,
thanks to our neighbor of the South.
After the Gnard come the 600,000 men
of the new National army.

Miss

Btuebill

visit to

NEWS

home.

assistant at tne

spending
Immediately upon her marriage to Mr. days with J. L. Fogg and wife at West
Piters they went to California, where Eden, rifce will return to teach the next
they made their home Mrs. Peters’last term of school, which begins December 31.

Washington.—The latest official fig-

Springer, who is working at
North Jay, and Peter Milne, who is employed at Waterville, spent Const mas at

high school, has returned
from her home in South Portland.
Eloc.
Dec. 31.

Howard, who was home for
Christmas, returned to Barh Saturday.
Quartermaster Alvra D. Gray was one of
the nun selected for special training at
the naval school at Harvard university.
He will receive the rank of ensign.

ures

H.

W. J. Oikraan, princ'pal of the high
school, returned home with his family
broken Saturday from Marshfield, Mas1*., where
they spent the holidays. Miss Thomson,

Maurice

Previous War.

vaca.ion.

weeas

Harvey H. McIntyre had his arm
last week by a kick from his horse.

j

tenant.

j

|

two

ever

was

News has been received by Mr. and Mrs.
George Harding that their son Henry,
who is with the troops in France, has
been promoted from second to flrBt lieu-

tJbrruarmrmt

COUNTY NEWS

30.

Mrs Ellen Higgins, w ho has been seriSarah \V., widow of Henry F. Peters, j octal y ill the past few weeks, is improving
died at the homo of her daughter. Mrs. slowly.
John Stephens, in Oakland, Cal., DecemLeroy Walls, who has been in Portsber 21, after a short illness from heart mouth the past fire months, is at home
|
trouble. Mrs. Peters was a daughter of for the w inter.
^
Johnson and Hannah Wood of this town.
Mrs. John Pray is
the holi-

put the number of enlisted men in
the armies of the United States at 1,1160,000. This is the force that has
grown In eight months out of an arrny
which on April 1 numbered only 110,DAN McLEAN.
a box, 6 for
$2.50, trial size, 25c. 000 men.
Most of them are still In the trainuBwas or sent
postpaid by J? ruit••Ww Limited, Ogdensburg, N.Y,
j mg camps. Many of them are not yet
disciplined troops, fully equipped and
j armed for battle. But there they are
1.300.000 of them, already one of the
| biggest factors Hindenburg Is reckonj ing with for the campaign of 1018. To
WEST SULLIVAN.
lead them there are over 80,000 offiM s. O. J. Hy>om has gone to Wood- I cers. When the graduates of the secI ond training camp get their first ors’
N. B., to visit her daughter.
Mrs. B. K. Joy has returned from Win- I ders the number will be over 100.000—
as many officers as there were privates
te’pnrt. where she has been visiting.
nine months ago.
1 rs.
Aquilla Bean of Unionvilie is vis- ;
Over 300,000 Regulars.
her daughter, Mrs. R. H. Springer.
i n
Of the new American force over 300,A
nad Joy, principal of the high
000 men are regulars. In all the world
s hool at Winterport, is at home for two
I only two regular armies remain—the
weeks.
American and the Japanese. The othFran'; Hooper of
Hallowell recently
ers have all been swept away In the
visited his sisters, Lena Hooper and Mrs.
j flood of war. When the first American
Arthur Abe!.
t onslaught takes place German LandMrs. Charles Joy of Yinal Haven was
wehr and Landsturm troops will find
expert here by the illness of her brother,
themselves opposed to an army of proI>. T. Patchen.
fessional soldiers.
Mise AgDes Holt has return »d to CoBehind the regulars are the 400,000
burn Classical institute, Waterville, after
soldiers of the National Guard, regu-

COUNTY

Nr rv

Ernest E. McIntyre and Gale Hinckley
Monday.
The schools remained closed Monday,
on account of the continued cold.

Officer Personnel Numbers More Than
80,000—Equipment of Men Much
More Diverse Than In Any

Eruit-a-tives
year sign which read
jn^kc you feel like walking on air.”
The-' appealed to me, so I decided to
try a box.’ In a very short time, I
began to feel better, and now I feelfine.
I have a good appetite, relish everything
1 eat. and the Headaches are gone
entirely. I recommend this pleasant
frwii medicine to all my friends

zero on

went to Boston

OVER 301?, 000 ARE REGULARS

Orillia, Nov. 23th. 1914.
*‘Fer over two y -..rj, I was troubled
with Constipation, Drowsiness, Lack oj
etffietite and Headaches. One day I saw

below
Sunday morning, Dec.
> E\\> I It
known here.
the coldest

BLC3HUJL.

Grows in Few Short Months From
Force Numbering Only
110,000 Men.

“Fnlt-a-tives” Made Him Fee!
As If Walking On Air

T
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We. MxS f l.tt At

Etnal 3foiucft.
‘-TATK OF MAINE.
Collector'* Adrerlinemen! of Sale of Land* of
Non-Resident Owner*.
Unpaid taxes on lands -United in the town
ot 7ronton, in the county of Hancock, for
the year t«17.
following lift of taxes on real estate
«>f non-resident owners in the town ot
A
Trenton af« resaid, for the year 19|?, committed to me for collection for said town on
the 28tb day of Ma\. 1917, remains unpaid; and
notice i% hereby given *.bat if said taxe* with
iult rest and charge s are not previously paid,
•o much of the real estate taxed
as is
suffi
dent to pay tne amount due therefor, Including interest and charges, will be sold without
fui. her
at
notice
public auction at town
house, in aaid t »wn on the flrrt Monday in
February, 1918, at 9 o’clock a. m

«TATK OK
ol Hair of Laniit of
I'nllicUx’t AdfO'ofmo.l Ownrrn.
ffon-mtdrnt
in ibr town oi
.id t.x.on l.nd,
ib« «»»'»■ o' “««*k ,or th«
Kir lflif
t»! f»Ute
roilowlng li*t oi t»if> onibe
town ol
owner, iu
„f non rodent
J .tore,.Id, 'or Ibe ). nr I»l7, commUlel
lor »»i.i town on the «ec«ud
'”?n..ol June. ISITi ren.ln. unp.id; with
b.rebv Ifiven tta.l II »»id la«e«
ch.rge. »re not previously p,id.
,„d
tolerest
j estate t»»fd n* is .ntfUleot
<"*« ther.lor.
n.lndi,.*
Or .old without
Wll
ch.'g
,id
mletew
public liurti n *i the town
p
lurltier notice town, on tt.e »r,t Moud.y
Mouu.v in
.1
in Mid'
nUe o'clock .m

V0?l«*i. *»

rT

f.uKlt

•'ffi,

Kb,uirj ’»>»•*>
_

niiriL.u.

bounded
S.imofJ
of

0 8 Gross,
ami
Mrs Marcta. heir* of. cottage
lauc ol Kb*,
at Aismoosook.

,oi
k

6 40

chardson.I O. heirs of. former home-

cad of I O Kiebardson. the William
Harris lot,
lbonaa, land of former home•trad ol J L) ttwaaey, b un id n >rita
brook.
e-iv anil easterly by Hotbole
lot No. bft,
,o-, ailed, southerly by
Hue and Dead
rly by range

\

22 00

« 40

See'I'pe,

William, former homt stead
GO
of A.oeri Atalus'-n including lot 9ft.
F-etooscot Bay fc.1 ci ic Co, electric
piant at hast OrUod. value #->3.000.
homestead of a P Mason,
hornier
Pole lire about four
va’ue fftOu.
1,27000
nuler at #800 per mile # .000.
jancock County Havings Bank, one
uudivided half of land bounded
northerly by town line, east by land
of H W White, soutntrly by laud of
(oletnan Gray, westerly by land of
Matk W Ginu and the Coulter lot so
1*.20
called,
C. B- Kipluy. Collector of tax s
Orland.
the
town
of
of
1917.
Dec. 12,
COI LKCTOR’S

NUTICK OK SALK.

or
Unpaid taxis on land situated ill the towulor
Penobscot, in the county of Hancock,

year 1917.
of
rpHK following Ha* of taxes on real eiUU
Pe1 uon-resident owners in the town of
nobscot. for the year 1917, committed to me
lor collection, tor Maid town, on the 19th day
i*
ol June, l»17, remains unpaid; a il notice
Hereby given that it said taxes. lutereef and
of
so
much
not
are
paid,
previously
charges
as is suffith nt to pay the
the real estate taxe
amount due therefor, including iuterest and
be
sold at public auction at
will
marges,
Iran hall in s-il towu (the same being the
annual town
puce where the last preceding
was held) on the first
toe* ting of said town
Monday of February, 19ih, at nine o’clock a u;.
Tax on
Name of owner, description of
real tst
teal estate.
the

Warren P Hooper. Geo Veaxle field,
value #450; Cyrus Ceaih lot, value
#43 20
♦ SOi; (ieo P < ounor lot, value #900,
(ieorge M Warren, part of lot No 80,
4 80
•W a. va>ue #*25,
Aii lu chins heirs, Dauie! Grlndle lot,
6 30
•.«n e $itb. Freeiny lot, v* up #*0.
J Wes ey Gnmlle « h ale. Noah N rtr*n
farm. 7v a, value #7w0, t, (Jbas P Gray
43 20
wnarf, value #1U0.
I. W. Bowdkn, Collector of taxes for the
town ot Penooscoi for the year 1917.
Dec. 15. 1917.

SrA'K

Unpaid

UK

-'IAIN

fe..

land si'used in ihe town of
the county of UMii .ock, tor the

taxes on

>«d((«rick,

to

year 1917.
of taxes ou real estate
(•! n i« i«m .ent owners In the town of
Srrig*it.k *to>e«aid, for me ye»r I9i7, com
iii.tird i<> n*c tor c iliictioiu for said town on
f Ma
19 7. remama uni ai *; and
u.e is day
■
reov given* hit It » ild tax S. wittl
uglier h
ten si * rid
nargea, are not pr* v oualy pain.
»■’
tbe»ee*e La e taxed as ta atiffl-ieut
ueb
to pay
lie amuuui uut uie««ioi, inwiuuing
will t»e sold without
in.treat and charges,
ai puoltc auction at town
lurtb
notice
town, on the first Monday in
"iu-f in sat
February, i9.8, at 9 o’clock in the forenoou.

following hat

'I'UK

1

Name of

owner,

description of

property.

tncld int
A cbgs.

Hoses B Phillips. \ sere of laud and
cottage land, hounded on nor fi fiy
moil of Jotiu P carter, heirs of, east
Oy b* bj.iui n’s river, south by t&ggemoggui Reach, west by road from
S an e ’h corner to Eastern 9*earn*
-o p
•■r^oidtion’s wtiaif it Se 4g■'

k

G>

».

.r

.ii

4

**»>

by

descript ion.of

Mra Linda Savage is
Mrs. .''arietta Dyer.

|

visiting

Trenton woods,

containing

with

her

sister.

are

in Rockland.

Miss Adah

is at

home

from

She

carried

Carmel,

been employed.

Unpaid

#10

50

.oaii

80

90
i>e;i.g private road.
Eav.be! W
u.eraou, house on Sand of
Edwin C Coie.
4 50
onto 9 Gray, 37 acres bounded on
the co»th bv HlnehiH town me. east
-u b
*>5 laud «>| t..'ha<* P L <»**>.
y
Imiflcl Jnfic W Oricdle, went os laud
oi
hash Gray.
31 «5
fci xa staple*,. ‘4 acre Und, b. Iiouse and
narn, lanu bouuiied ou uonh -y road
iKni
beiijtmiu’s Kver on ge to
Lane's Corner, east by .and ol H N
Dority. south bs Beiiaui.u’s river,
Wt-t ot laud o: J^»hu Vv Pans,
11 38
»ot«-p.j t Snow. 3t> acres, rounded ou
ibt north bv outlet from Frost pond,
east oy road iotu
nsrg» ntvilio U> Pe
nonacol, south by
A
of
A
luuu
Hooded west by
hagaduce river;
lo acres, bounded on the north
by
Und i,t Emery LUray, ea/1 by l«ud
ot Rowland
Gurgeiu, south bv land
01 Krt-d J
Sargent, wist by iO d tioru
4 98
bargentvide to Peuoosvoc
EtOkMic L. Fbuui 80s. Collector ot
us s ol me towu of Sedgwick.
Dec. 19. 1917.

Mr. and Mrs. Samuel

Mosely

of

Chapman

Ellsworth

Mrs. A. C. Williams
last week

Capt.

was

Surry
step-father,

called to

by the death of her

Miss

Hinckley

Beatrice

of

guest of Miss Ethel VV.

I

«»l,Lt;CTOK'!t NO * 1 t. or hAl.K.
taxes on ianda si anted in tbe town
ot Horrento. in the
county of Hancock tor
the year i9l7.
rPH* following Hat of taxes on real estate
A. of uon-resirteut owner* in the town of
horrent©, for me year HUT, committed, to me
coilfction lor said town, on the lu day of
u
■»}. 1917. remain* unpaid; and notice is
hereby given that i' said taxes, interest aud
charges are not previously paid, so much of
the rtai estate taxed as is sufficient to pay
the amount due therefor, including interest
and charges, wi he sold at public auction at
town hail, in said towu, (the same being the
Place wuere the last preceding *unual town
meeting or arid town was be d) on the first
Monday of February. 1918. at V o’clock a. m.
Name of owner, description of
Tax
due.
properly.
E K Hr pkius, 1-10 of land bounded on
north by land of Greeiy & Hamlin;
W E Jackson, J B
Meyuell. heirs of
C H & w D Emery, T B and heirs of
P Mitchell. H W Dunbar, east by
laud of C E Hale, south by land of
dim Littlefield aud Z Chaffee, west
by waters of Frenchman’s bay. containing 88 acres, more or lea*,
|2 08
E T Campbell, 1-10 of above described
2 08
property.
8 E
Whiting, 2-10 of above described
4 18
Property,
William M Haynes. 2-10 of above de•cribed property,
4 18
Bowman. Annie F, east half ol lot No.
9, sec W, div 1,
1 04
John P tti'ey, lot No. 4, sec G. div I,
taxes, interest and charges,
13 20
Mary E Whittemore. east half of lot
No io, sec W. div 1,
1 30
Blanch G Whittemore, west half of lot
No. 10. sec W, div 1,
1 30
C. H. Workman, Collector of taxes
for the towu of Sorrento lor the year >917.
Decemoer 17, 1917.

Unpaid

Milbridge
Noyes last
one

school in Oak

the

holidays

a poBluffs, Mass., is

with

Mrs. Louisa

Wood.
Mrs. Thomas Powell and Miss
Florence Powell of Marlboro were guests
of Mr. and Mrs. Frank Crowhurst for the
Christmas recess.

12 80

33 68

10

60

port high school, and Miss Irene Conners
of Sullivan.

$ 278

Desert

for

burial

was

a

An

informal but pretty home wedding
place at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Linwood Sargent at 8 o’clock Christmas
eve, when their daughter Ruby Mae was
married to Clyde M.
Morrison of New
Haven, Conn. Rev. George Sparks performed tbe double-ring service.
The
with

rooms

w ere

190

l.ewia
of
estate
iaee of
Friend
Hodgdou lot, 3 a,
520;
rrg of deeds, vol 214. p
Jo) lot, reg of needs, vol 214,
40 00
1,000
p 113,
Frank 8 Hamilton. 8 K Hodgmountain
lot
and
wood
don
500
125
lot. reg of deeds, vol 483, p 285.
Heir* of FW Millikeu, '4 of
2
(0
50
Harbor,
14 a, at Ship
W A Perry, 6 a, Mitchell
marsh; 3 a, Bass Harbor
35
1.40
marsh,
John Kunkle, Little Ciolt s Is72 06
1,800
land, 100 a,
John H Kobiuson, Mountain
1 10
26
lot, 26 a,
Fred Robinson, wood lot in
00
2
50
No. 10, 5% a.
Flora Stewart, land at d buildbounded
er;
Cen
at
ings
north oy laud of Ansel Harper, south by land of Stewland of
art heirs, east by
county road, west by land of
14 0
8ft)
Stanley heirs,
F»auk Q Tibbets. land as per
4 00
100
tej ot deeds, vol 494. p 468.
Frank P Wood, 32 a, at Bass
on
bounded
Harbor head;
north b) Thurston lot. east
by Fuller & Coob lot. south
by shore, west by lighthouse
38 40
980
lot,
H. B. Bkkd, Collector of t»K, tor the
town of Tie**1001 *or the year 1917.
Dec. 17, 1917.

handsomely

red, white and blue.

decorated

Miss Minnie

SnurT'fjruM'-n

ford

i»rd
“Elood will tell.”
b.emishcs, like mur vr, v 31
oui, unless the blood is k^pt
pure. Its purity is restored and
protected by the faithful use of

BEECHAM’S
PILLS
Lvieit Sal* of Any Medicine in the World.
Sold everywhere. In boxes, 10c.. 25c.

uay
nng

Willard Rich is

Capt. W.

ana

home

Name of

owner,

description of

incid int
& chgs.

property.
Heirs of Alice Sanborn, cottage and
^ il
lot,
W Black, lot No. 1 from Orauville
1 *9
Goodwin,
<J ho Bute M. Hall. Collector
of taxes for the town of Verona.
Verona. Me., Dec. 17, 1917.

STATE OF MAINE.
Collector's Advertisement of Sale of Lands of
ATon-Resident Owners.
Unpaid taxes ou landsof non resident owners
situated in the town of Castine. in th.
county of Hancoca, loc the year 19.7.
of taxes ou r> al estate of
rpa k following list
JL non-resident owners in the town of Lasting, for the year 1917, committed to me for
collection fot -aid towu on the 9th day of
notice is
June, 1917, remains unpaid; and
hereby given that it said taxes, interest and
so
much of
not
are
paid.
pr« viously
charges
the real estate taxed as is sufficient to pay the
amount due therefor, includiug intere-t and
charges, w.ll oe sold at puoftc auciou, at
Emerson lsII, in said town, ou the first Monday of February. 19lt», at 9 o’clock in the fore
noon.
Amt of
desirlptiou of
tax due
property.
Harbor
or
Island
Ruck’s
M DChatto,
Island, socalled, near Buck’s Harbor, |26 80
8. W. Cash, Collector.
Castine. Me., Dec. 17. 1917.

Name of

owner,

wife, Eunice M. Hutchin

has left my bed and board
cause, mu t- to warn all persons
or trusting Ler at my exharboring
sga>ust
pense after ibis date*
H BKBtiftT L. Black.
sou
it

South

Br

kiville,

Me., !

ec.

San-

their return to Houllon.

Hampshire

Dustin of New

a

was

visitor in town last week.

of the Red Cross

teresting report
tion at the Copley-Pinza,
tended.

| 'Pin- Christmas enterUii"i»i«nt and tree
'at the Baptist church Bo idny evening
whs pieusing.
Sun la Claus delighted the

19,1917.

sbv

at-

Several gift* of money

and

sup-

plies were reti lie.*.
Naskcug outlined the

me.r.

Nearly

Cclgraves, secretary.

W. L.

are

the

spending

Alley,

Maurice
home

on a

Leiand

Mr. and Mrs. Oscar

and

son

Claude

of

and

now

position

bolds that

Burton Hodgkins of Kennebuuk is with
his parents, J. L. Hodgkins and wife, for

Capt.

two

weeks.

Leiand,

He is with

France.

is

who

an

engineering

Ihh(

on

tbe oil

week

at

his

home.

widow and five children.

He

leaves

a

The town loses

corps.

COREA.

E. L. Stover is borne from
after

an

Trask,

Maud

cessful school

Obed Harris has gone to Boothba
to visit his mother.
Bar

Harbor

at

w

ho

McKinley,

finished
left

on

Saiur-

daj
Rev. A.

H.

pastor of

the

Graham, who resigned at
Cousrregational church it

operation.

Arthur

Young,

near

who

was

Green Lake,

home.

Bangor.

week in Ellsworth and

Bennie and

holidays
port to-day.
the

Edmund

home,

at

v

ho spent

to

L-u.ca.o-

Retd,

returne

Miss Rena Reed has returned to her
teaching in Brewer, after spendi:., tne

holidays

at home.

Mrs. Charles Hodgiou of
Southwest Harbor visited Mr. au*. M.s.
James Rich last week.
Mr.

and

Marie

Rurnill and Liilian Webster have
Harbor high scu.-ol

returned to Southwest

after

two weeks’ vacation.

a

The Red Cross will
H. Webster

with

meet

Friday evening

ana

M
the W.

W.
f.

society will meet with her Thursday.
The W. T. I. society held its tui u«l
meeting at Mrs. Juiia brewer’s Thursday
The fo lowing offi er
were
afternoon.
chosen: president, Mrs. Abbie F. Lu ;;
I.

vice-president,

Nell

Mrs.

Ingalls;

retary and treasurer, Mis. Lena A
1

sec-

:Lo-

bins.

Dec. 31.

Thelma.
GOCLDSBORO.

Harold

You

U. S

se-im

-t,

.»!

Ccciic.

n

ernoii.

*

0:1
!o. ,u

.1

came home las.

visit his parents,

1.

uy
Mr. and Mr-. K.^nlc

ship

He returns to his

-.

to-c »y.

his brother

Irving.

Belinda Noonan of Pio-pect Hi rbor, is visiting her granddaughter. Mrs.
Harry Coffin.
Mooie, who has been very

Mrs. Emma

William Stewart.

Dec. 31.

Eudgra.
MAR1AVILJLF.

Guy Lord

is

visiting his

father in

Ban-

Henry Fros- is
.Murphy.
Mr.
t ar»v

aud

Mrs

w

orking

Albe-t

in

Oti? for Mr.

Frist

have

S.

Fine Canal Locks.
Some of the locks of the Now York
barge cunal are the finest in the world,
the five at Waterford being the greatest series of high lift locks In existence.
They have a combined lift of 169 feet,
one foot less than the total lift of every
The upper
lock in the Panama canal.
gates weigh 40 tons and the lower

Nathan Jordan

is il

1 is

son

Josepii

has been cilled home.
The
School is cio.-e 1 for the vacation.
teacher, Miss Jordan, had a Christinas
tree for the pupils and parents.
wa-

a

amity Christmas tree

Frost.
Many presents were distributed, dinner served and Santa was
on the spot.
Mrs. Carter, sister of Mrs.
Frost, was present.
Dec 30.
F.

A.

about 100 toQ8.
pi lly; itching
lor qt i k te’ief,
reco aim ude 1*

almost
*>«> n’s
at i- II

Catarrh of Throat
Miss Amalie Ruzicka,

1449

South

I coughed badly
I could not sleep
appetite. I had two doc-

in my throat, and
and was very weak.

a*

and Mrs. Georg*

istf u#iincnts

16th St., Omaha, Nebraska, writes:
"I have suffered with catarrh of the
throat. I caught cold and it settled

a

girl.

working in the
the hospi-

Dec. 24.

r:

e

and Mrs. F. W. Lunt spent Christ-

Mr.
mas

.1;upiOj ei

has
is at

is in

tal, ill of appendicitis.

Kcztn.1 «preir*
drive* v« u m d.
well
Ointment
stores.—Advt.

last

usual at the home of Mr
a suc-

for Sorrento to teach.

Henry Bryant and George Crow ley have
gone to Connecticut for the winter.
woods

to Brooks'* i L

Webster, who
Mass.,

Thire

SOUTHWEST HARBOR.
Mrs.

Capt.

went

gor.

Albert

V.

Dec. 29.

time

v.

been

regret is felt in the death of
Treworgy, which occurred

Much

|

and

employed in a good citizen, the grange a faithful
Portland, spent the holidays with her member, and the community a kind
! friend. Much sympathy is felt for the
mother, Mrs. Deanie Leiand.
Word has been received from Private family.
Dec. 30.
Tramp.
Harold M. Jellison of bis safe arrival in
Miss Lois

i*h

Wbitiusvi 1

assistant engineer’s license,

tank S. S. Pearl Shell.

were

successfully passed

examinations

the

necessary
granted a first

has

guests of O. B. Leiand
and wife recently.
Hull’s Cove

Thelma*

to-day,

business.

Edwin
in

Mrs.

Volney Coggins

U. S. S. Alabama,
furlough last week.

of

abort

ia

Mrs.

Falls, N. H.

with relatives in Hartford, Conn.

winter

was

and wife

Hwng

ill, is improving.
months.
Mrs. Henry Hovey, w ho has been LI a
Friends of James Javrin, who spends long time, is better.
the summers here, will regret to learn
George Young went to Pro«ptct Harbor
that he is ill at his home in Hampton Sunday to attend the funeral f his .-ister,

B.

Alley

soon

Bonsey are
holidays.
Everard Young is home from Bangor,
been employed a
few
where he has

past few weeks.

been enrolled the

Harbor

home from school for the

200 members

are

Duncan McDonald was home
from
Massachusetts to spend Christmas viih

SOUTH SURRY.

and

here

Reed

on

Young.

At the last

Earle Clark

at

Walter Lunt has gone to Bath to work.
His family may go later.

to

Lida Curtis will go to Bar
to find employment.

begin

K. B.
week

Princess

Une Femme.

Dec. 31.

meeting of the Red Cross the
Mrs. C.
following officers were elected:
W. Lowell, chairman; Mrs. Helen Gordon, treasurer; Mrs. Lillian Donnell,
West Franklin branch, Mrs.
secretary.
S. S. Sea mm on, chairman; Mrs. Samuel
Clark, secretary. East Franklin branch,
Miss Carrie Blaisdell, chairman; Mrs.

...

the drive.

on

children.

i»ru.»

v.

new

most

are

conven-

which
V*.

winter,

teachers.

Red Cross

and Mrs. Harvard Card left Thurs-

on

the

family

and

Harold Lawson and family
Gott house.
Dec. 24.
Schools

society was held at the chapel
Dinner was served at 12
Wednesday.
o’clock. The report from the Christmas
drive for new members was given, which
makes a total membership now of about
275. Mrs. Florence Blaisdell gave an in-

home for

Murphy

the Willard

t^veiyn

anas

F.

home for the winter.

The
Miss Agnes Kane of Sargentville.
primary school is taught by Mrs. Ladd of
Brooksville. Miss Douglass’ resignation
is regretted. During the short time she has
been in the town, her influence has been
felt for good.
An interesting all-day session of the

EDEN.

STATE OF MAINE.
Collecfoi's Advertisement of Sale of Lands of
Xon-Resident Owners.
Unpaid taxes on lauds situated in the town of
in
the county ol Hancock, for the
Verona,
year 1917.
list of taxes on real estate
following
rprfK
I,, of non resident owners in the town of
Verona aforesaid, for the year 1917. committed to me for collection for said town on
the l.sih day ot December, I9i7. remains uupaid; and notice is hereby giveu that if said
taxes with interest and charges are not pre
viously paid, no much of the real estate taxed
as is suffic ient to pay the amount due there
for, including interest and charges, will be
sold w'thout further notice at public auction
at school nouse in district No. 1. in said town,
the first Monday in February, 1918. at 9
on
o'clock a. m.
A t f

City of Ells-

Jan. l, 1915, and are legal residents of
Ellsworth. I forbid all persons trusting them
of room and
>n m> account, as there is plenty
tty
accommodations to care for them at the
B.
Mitcmkll.
Ahthcs
Farm house-

Bangor

of

wife

Eugene Gordins and family have niov d
Searsport.
Benjamin Reed, jr., and Edmund Rted
are home from Bucksport seminary.
to

been the grammar school teacher at the
village, has resigned on account of illness
Her position is filled by
in her home.

Mr. and Mrs. Burleigh Swan and children returned Tuesday to Lawrence, Mans.

nave

CAUTION NOTICE.
who

and

Flanders

Nellie Uousins

Miss

Mrs.

S? HAYWEST THE MONT.

ter.

Saturday.

Mr.

...»

...

Mrs. L. \V. Kurrili obtained thirty-four
new Red Cross members here.

they have employment for the win-

where

Schools

Mr.

GOOD BLOOD

my
for those
worth
support and
Biacs,
HAVING
WHEREAS
ueed assistance during five years beginaitiiO
Just
care

I

Desert

opened Monday.
Mr. and Mrs. L. R. Hillgrove are
from Eastport.
Miss Cassileua Perry returned to

w*.*.

a sue*

school

n

Dec. 31.

Raymond Bridges.

Percy

FRANKLIN.

day

NOTICK.

contracted with the

Rutland,

spent the holidays with Mrs. Flanders'
parents, C. C. Cousins and wife.
Misses Edith and Esther Kane and Mrs.
Annie Eaton have gone to Massachusetts,

Y.

legal Moticti.

w Tremont, touuuru uu
the north by county road,
iou' h by shore ot Duck cove.
ea»t b> land ot L S Springer,
weal by laud of James llicb,
Sarah Friend, wile of and dev

i'AUPEK

spring.

in the

member of Mount

Dec. 31.

took

Tax
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has gone to

After

Dec. 31.
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Ruby Bridges

Miss Ada

chapter, O. E. S.

MARRIED.

5 24
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Mrs.

Miss Florence Allen

Smith

hi

1

only three hours’ illness of cere- Gray, who have spent their vacation at
bral apoplexy, Mrs. Bertha Smith died home, returned to their schoois Saturday.
Little Annie May Anderson was voted
Miss Blanche M. Kingsley and Miss Tuesday, Dec. 18, at the home of her
Elizabeth Noyes, who have been visitiDg daughter, Mrs. Curtis Young, aged flfty- the most popular child under ten years, at
Mrs, Smith suffered a slight G. F. Gott’s store, and received the set of
Mr, and Mrs, J, B, Clarke in Presque Isle,
shock
two years ago at her home at furs.
returned home Friday.
A. H. Mayo and wife went to Boston
The many friends of Samuel Brooks will Mount Desert, and since had resided here
be pleased to le»rn that he has received with her daughter, .-he had made many Thursday. They will leave Tuesday for
friends here, who sympathize with the
bis diploma from the U. of M. and has a
Ajo, Arizona, to spend the winter with
She leaves a
husband, V. D. their daughter, Mrs. E. V. Morgan.
position as principal of Berwick high family.
a
a
son
Mrs.
Smith,
Young,
daughter,
school.
Mrs. Eugene Kane has gone to Beverly,
Hollis, postmaster at Mount Desert, an Mass., to visit her brothers. She will also
Mr. and Mrs. L. Munroe Orcutt enteradopted son, Albert Smith, two brothers, visit her daughter Marjorie, w ho is traintained the following guests at a ChristBion and Charles Cummings, of East
mas house party:
ing as a nurse in the Massachusetts
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel
Machias. Services were held at the home
Brooks, Leon Orcutt of Orono, Claud here, Rev. Roy Trafton of Bluehill offlc- general hospital.
Schools open to-day, after two weeks’
Sidelinger, principal of Eastport high iating. The body was placed in the tomb
I
school, Armand Joy, principal of Winter- at Bluehill and will be taken to Mount vacation. Miss Nellie Douglass, w ho has
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5

spent the holidays
M. Allen and wife.
parents,
She will resume her studies at the N. E.
conservatory, Boston, this week.

n

taught

a

eon

Herrick, who was called to
Providence by the serious iliness of her
sister, came home Saturday.
O. L. Flye returned Saturday from New
York, where he has been visiting his
cousins, Mr. and Mrs. Harry Neville.

Q.

who has

principal of

»#«
r'iven » (
/>jrClyde
I lough fro.. (. i. | brvti.h.
lie
accompanied hy a comrade, Harry StockMrs. Elmer Leach hsa gone to Boston
bridge, who was on his way to his h mo
for the winter.
in Swan’s Island.
leave
will
wife
and
A. E. Farnsworth
Henry Trask, who recently eni*ted in
to-day for Boston.
the army, spent his fifteen-days furlough
Mrs. Johnson of Islesboro is visiting
with fcis wife and other home je« pie at
her daughter, Mrs. H. M. Pease.
Southwest Harbor.
He left Wednesday
been
who
has
visiting for
Miss Ettp Bridges,
Portland, to he assigned tea training
returned
in Providence, R. 1.,
Saturday.
station.

Blaisdell of Surry isvisitiug bcr

Mrs.

Buckaport

with her

Dec. 23,

< n

few weeks.

Maynard.

Miss

Smith.

a

working for P. D ; in nortbi
wife for

is

Vt. to spend the winter with her sister,

sition in

j

Hinckley

Friend.

last

opened her school here Monday.
SMiss Frances A. Wood, who| has

Mr. and

10

Paris

1
I

in

Mr. and Mrs. Harry Thurston arrived
borne from Boston Saturday, after a twoweeks’ honeymoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Hollis Smith and Albert
Smith were called here from Mount Desert
by the death of their mother, Mrs. Bertha

spending
26

as

puJpii

tbe

a

serve

Mrs. Minnie Marks and daughter spent
Christm.ib with relatives at East Bluehill.
Lowell of

IT^f

supplied
NEWS j October,
and may
for
Elmer Marshal],
I cessful term
BKOOKLIN.

COUNTY

Mrs. Curtis Pierce.

Saturday,

Woodworth of Franklin,
who has spent her vacation at her home,

12

doing well.
are visiting

are

Allen

Mr. and Mrs. Fred

of the

Miss Feodora

!

Heira of Wm H Benson, 2 a
a rah lot;
a, A Wiswell,
wood lot,
Elisabeth Chandler, Htdgdon
estate t**g of deeds, vol 366.
p 567.
Mrs George H Fltnn, 2 a at W
Treuioni. bounded on tbe
land of H Joyce,
west by
east by laud of James Rich,
south by shore of Duck Cove,
nor*h v county road; 2 a

to

The mail-order house is advertising
for t/our buxines*. What are you going
to do about it t

Value

|

spent this week with her parents, Mr. and

Elizabeth Rosebrookc,
town’s
oldest ladies, died
Dec. 29.
Mrs.

6 62

Roy

John Thurston was in Rockland
week, where he purchased a horse.

Echo.

week.

NOTICE OF >ALE.
land situated In the town
the com; > ot Hancock,

descrip-

!

New York.

Boston and

WE8T OOULD8BORO.
whs a

fishermen

Mr. and Mrs.

Treworgy.

Albert

a. m.
owner,

—you will find remarkable relief in the true "L. F.” Atwood's Medicine. A
remedy, the old-fashioned reliability of which has never been questioned in its
60 years’ sale. Your druggist or general storekeeper will recommend this medicine when selling it
I-arge bottle. Sample free.
ll'®
For more reasons than one the true L. F. Atwood's
p'
**‘°*'
Msdldne U handy W«dicln« to hare handy.

NORTH SEDGWICK.
The smelt

Jan. 1.

S

o! property.
Byron Boyd, *a of 8Cj a, re< of
deeds, vol 214. p 78; Hi of 14 a,
g of deeds, vol 209. p 598,
Heirs of James Butler, 25 a at
'•eal <. ove. bouuded on the
north by road leading to
Moo-e I.-lano, east by land
of John Walls heirs, south
by laud of Abn:-r Lunt heirs,
weal by land of Levi B Wyman Leirs.

ant

cere-

and Mrs.

Christmas

were

guests at E. E. Coombs’.

33 acres,

tion

t

n

the

I

in
oi Tremont.
for the year 1917.
oi »-esl
rfMIB following list o’ t >t
i*
tv wu of
1 id non reaitleut own io
o-ntun ten to me
Tremont, for the year I»1
for collection, lor said town. v» the *9 h nay
of May. 1917, remains uuptid: and notice is
hereby given that if said taxes, interest and
charges are not previously pain. so much of
the real estu e taxed as .s sufficient to pay
the amount due ti.erefor. inclu iug interest
and charges, will n* sold at public auction at
Bernard hall, in said town, tthe same being
tbe place where the last preceding annud
towu meeting ot said town was held) on the
first Monday of February, i9l*L.jit 9 o’clock

Name of

Following

times your regular work with attendant worries, nervous excitement, pos*
sibly irregular, too hearty meals—have a tendency to upset the digestive sys*
Headaches, biliousness, constipation result.
To prevent these troubles; to overcome them if too busy to ward them off

at

tem:

Out-of-town guests were:
Mr. and
Mrs. Henry Morrison, Winter Harbor;
J. Hollis Orcutt, principal of the high
# 14 24
Cajpt. and Mrs. Eugene Sargent, Mr. and
j school at Limerick, is at home for the Mrs. William K. Hammond, Mrs. George
Hanna, South Goulnaooio, Mr. and Mrs.
I holidays.
Mrs.
Carroll
Dunn
and
daughter Ralph Sargent. North Ellsworth; Mr. and
26 84
P&alinc, of Gouldsboro, visited H. G. ! Mrs. Charles W. Sargent and Miss Ruth
Wooster last week.
Sargent, Sorrento; Mr. and Mrs. W. P.
Gertrude Burnham and Nellie
A. C. Williams went to Surry Saturday He wins,
Wit ham,
and returned with a horse which be has Gay, Milbndge; Mrs. Minnie
9 20
Ellsworth.
taken for the winter.
Dec. 31.
L.

business
on

veil of white

a

roses.

CLm

d

mony
Mrs.

Ray Orcutt, who is employed at North
I Jay, spent Christmas at home.
Mrs. Emily Coombs and son have been
!
visiting Mrs. Coombs’ father at Kant brook.

6 68
bootuii QDkuown,
Geo Wateon, farm including buildings. containing 85 acres, bound d as
loiio•»e: North by heirs of BeuJ Kittredge, east by State road, south by
13 88
land of CbarUs Higgins,
Chas Beal, farm including buildings,
containing tort- two acres, bounded
North by towu road,
as follows:
east and south by land of H C Smith,
18 74
west bounds unknow n,
TJ Hopkins. Col'ec'or of taxes
of the towu of Trenton.
Trenton. Dec. 17. 19i7.

taxes

wore

bride

J&AaHQhlOdtfci

a delicious luncheon was served
Morrison is a graduate of Shaw’i
business college, Bangor.
The young
couple were the recipients of many beautiful gilts.
They left Tuesday for New
Haven, where they vviU make their home

Keuduskeag.

Earl Clark

were

lace.

Svage returned Saturday to

her school at

Jacob Anderson. Orindle and March,
Heirs Russell Mouktns, fs*m and
buildings, containing forty three
ac^es, bounded as follows: North by
land of Rcdick Rea
Co ea-t St U**
ru'd, mono T J
optin', west H.s
5 iut»
/ ut g.
He rs h B Hemick, wood lot containing
tny ere*, txmnoed a* fnl-own: North
ly ianu of \»t».-<u A*h. s u h by
1 <nd ol MrsPranliDuub.tr, wisi by
l:md of L H Googins,
.Teht W Davis. boose, stable snd one
acre of
land, bounded as foil ws:
North by lan of C H Davis, Jr, east
by U H D vis. Jr. south uy la..a of R \n
H Davis, west oy State road.
17 12
Fr-.nK Spratt.farm and buildings.containing one hundred and thirteen
as fellows:
(1U) acres, bounded
Nor h by land 01 HenJ Jordm, e st
by shore, south hy and of Le oy
68 48
Dmvim. west by H (. Smith,
E»’ Roscoe Stan wood, wood lot situated in Trenton wo->ds, contain ng
668
a?1* acres, bounds, unknown
Heirs ot Ut Burrill w lot .t and containing one acre, situated ou O k
Point, bounded *s follows: North hy
land of heirs of Stephen Smallidge,
east by land of Nell ie Haynes and
Annie (Jondey. south by Oak Point
5 80
bay, west by land of J J E Rothrey,
Mrs Mary Dyer, three and one r.alf
acres of land, situated on Oak Point,
3 80
bounds uokuown,
acres
and stable,
tainlng t Hit ty
bounded ns follows; Norlh by land
of F E Gray. east
by land of D M
Grindle, south by Oak Point bay,
wi at ny town road,
Heirs John Hayues. a piece of land, in*
eluding buildings, containing ten
No»tn by
acres, bounded as follows:
land town road, east by land of N E
HnpkiuN and J Giliev, south by bay,
west by land Richard McFarland,
Heirs John Haynes, wood lot contain
log ten acres. bounded as follows:
north by land of W H & Whitney,
east by land of E J Douglass, south
by land of H B Ober, west by land of
Win McFarland,
Heirs L M Moore, a piece of land containing six and one-fourth acres,
bounded as follows: North by land
of C P Dorr, eas. by H A Trim, south
by laid of G E Fellows, west by
Ud(0 » river bar.
M C Morrison, farm with buildings,
containing sixty acre*, bounded as
follows: North bv land of A B Smith,
east by land of Whitcomb, Haynes
& Whitnev, south by land of H A
Trim, west by Union Ri\er bay.
OL Stuart, house and iot containing
bounded
one and one-fourth acres
as follows:
North by A H Trim, east
by town road, soutn by land of
Beulah Jordan, west by land of 11 A
Trim,
Aluion Harden, a piece of land containing fifteen acres, bouuded as follows:
North by land of Mrs F E
Gray, ea*' by town iosd. south by
land of J J E ttoturey. west by Union
River bay. including bou e.
A W King and B T »uw e. a iot of land
confalnii g eight acres, situaUd at
Oak
Point,
bounder! as follows:
North by land of J J E Roihrey,
south b> land of A H Griudle, east
and west bounds unknown,
Fred Osgood, wood lot situated in

week-end

a

Forrest Coomb* and Lester Orcutt

incld int
A cbg*

Phillips, a lot of land situated on
Alley's Island, containing thirty
acres, bounded *s
follows: North
by bay. east by land hei/s K C Alley,
south hv bay. west by laud of heiis

was

Bangor.

visitor In

FI B

COLLECTOR

>vre«f lihd, Mumlad

i.tti oi
‘ugo drown,
I.ciu Sirgcuttibl tu Fe
Qunsco:, aoutn by l»ud of Annie M
ooper, west by land of Hugh Frown,
Angie U.oshou. 5 acrea of land and
u-e. Is. d counted on the north by
Hi ge load. e«ai
by laud of Curtis J
Durgain. south by land of Ch*s H
Page, wea' o> land of t. baa H Page.
no

owner,

property.

owner,

n’nihi'm.
*£&»*>«<■

8. Scaounoo

where he has
Name of

lucid int
description of
proper y.
of Jamea Bowden heme
Cne H I), pert
^
( boner * undivided b.If of
820
i«hn A Ftrofiim homestead.
>'• d-Mvi. r,, h.i, of
h< roe t-»rt,
lobn A F.rob.ui
H.lneil p »ce.
f H.
northerly by l.nd 01 the
h Herrinmn. e.nierly by
cemeu ry end
biinw.fr .outberly by
of

inarch
the
played
wedding
present at the ceremony oni]
relative* and a few intimate friends. Mrs
Winifred Graves of Northeast Harbor wsi
bridesmaid and Frank Gerri-ti was H*si
man.
Elw-yu Sargunt, young brother o
the bride, was ring-bearer.
L. W. Sar
gent, father of the bride, gave his dauguter id marriage.
The bride made a charming picture in •
beautiful gown of white satin with over

There

WEST FRANKLIN.
Mrs. S.

f f jrrttftmmts

Sargent

nkw^

Mrs. Grace Savage is ill.

^pHE

mmeloVroileclIon

N.nie

pnr vty

Could
Not Sleep
No

Appetite

and had no
tors. and had taken so many different
medicines and found no help. I thought
I will have to give up; but at last
T
my mother read about Peruna, so I We
thought of trying that great medicine
Peruna. I got a bottle of it and in
about four days I almost stopped
coughing, and after a while I surely
Those who object to liquid medial
found relief, and from that time we
are not without Peruna in our home.” cine* can procure Peruna Tablets.

Now Well.
Always
Have PERUNA in the
Home.

aoDrrisiwims.

Hohenzollem loved them; end the
honor and welfare of my fatherland
stand above all else, and are the only
lodestars of my destiny. I know the
war, the events leading up to It, Its
causes, and Its progress—more than
the kaiser's government likes. I assure
you that the welfare of the German
people demand* that you come ever; French Poiiu Is Effusive in His
cannon around,
aye, that you turn your
FACTS NOT GIVEN
that you Join the gptente and march
of American
TO GERMAN PEOPLE.
with them to the Rhine and over it,
Dp to the last moment (England 1
General.
and wreat our land from the clawa of
of Hohenzol- ; even held out until noon of the 4th oi its destroyer, for now and for all time.
Bitter
August, 1914, when the German army j
FROM
hud
lernism Written tc Be Read
ready swept like a torrent over FREE MANKIND
the boundaries of the neighboring coun- AN INSANE CRIMINAL.
Germans.
There are only two possible ways
i tries on every side) the rulers, minls! ters and diplomats of England. Russia. of ending this war: Either humanity,
France and Serbia did all that lay without you, without the co-operation
Democratic Behavior of Officer* Conof the German people, will annihilate
! within human power, even to the uttribute to Popularity of American
starve
and
will
Prussian junkerdom,
most self-abnegation, In order to preTroop* in France—One InciThis fact out the German people that thus they
; serve peace for the world.
dent Set Forth.
documents con- may free mankind, for now and forthe
is
manifest;
clearly
f®r
Senseless and Extravagant
it set it forth in black and | ever, from a curse which rests upon
cerning
of
American Field
F^ndquarters.
War Plunges World Ir.to Sea
white to the gaze of the world. They them with the weight of Alpine snows;
Tears—Soldiers
and
from any insane original on a throne Nothing hag contributed more toward
Blood
are acknowledged ns authentic by the
German government, but they are nat- who. by a stroke of the pen. may the popularity enjoyed by American
Urged to Join Entente and
1
Wrest Land From Claws
tirally withheld from the German peo- change millions of men into corpses troops In France than the democratic
I witnessed
ple. No one wished to attack us, either and cripples, and ruin the industry and behavior of their officers.
of Destroyer.
a delightful sample of this the other
welfare of a nation; either this or you
then or at any later time. All that Austria could ask of Serbia with even the yourselves will assist in the tusk of day In the city In w hlcb MaJ. Gen. Rob1
slightest semblance of Justice was free- freeing mankind. PEACE WILL NOT ert Lee Bullaid hag fcig headquarters.
»
written
was
by
article
COME ONE HOUR BEFORE THIS
g ly granted.
Privileged to accompany the general to
Germans.
read
be
by
German to
at the local
a charity performance
Thus from the very beginning of the GOAL IS REACHED, BUT NOT ONE
in
Germany
It was circulated
g war the sympathy of the entire world HOUR LATER. But If this goal should theater, I was standing with him and
5i
of
German
through the efforts
belonged properly to our neighbors be reached without you and in spite of
two of his officers In the lobby during
The safest possible investment.
who
who had been so wantonly attaeked.
republicans in Switzerland
the informissipu, when a ••pollu” hove
you you will be ground down Into
overthrow
the
£ But It did not stop at sympathy: the ruin, and what is more, the people of Into view.
are working fer
Unusually high interest rates.
<i of Hohenzoilernism and the esscoundrels who govern you and control our German fatherland will be given
The Frenchman, who wore medals
£ tabiishment of a German re- ^ you. by the colossal atrocity of their over to the will of the conquerors. for valor and stripes showing he had
A copy has Just been
b public.
methods of warfare, by such brutality Then your intellectual and political
thrice been wounded, had evidently
£ received in this country and $ as in Itself to be a menace to the whole leaders, the true leaders who are not 'consumed a
goodly quantity of his
use
the
for
V has been translated
neutral world, by disregard of all es- the lackeys of the emperor, will have
wine. Afterward we learned
Buy one or more War Savings Stamps. With the stamps
country's
i>
of the press.
tablished treaties, managed step by no right and no opportunity to interl!a?e him wnte on
the agent will Rive you a certificate.
that it was his first day out of hosIN€ COMMITTEE ON PUBLIC
step to enrage-all civilized humanity pose a word concerning the future orThis
this certificate your friend’** name and address.
pital, and naturally be had celebrated
FORMATION.
to war against ns.
der of the world and of Germany. But
a bit.
makes a valuable gift, ai d will aleo help the recipient to
If
a bloodthirsty maniac should he
and
If
that
with
all
yon co-operate,
M
r>-sar.W-~
"Glad to Sec You, Old Chapl”
form the habit of “saving for Uncle Sain” as the certifilet loose on the streets those whom he your might, to carry out this purpose,
“Ah, volla des Amertcatns!* he excate has blank spaces for twenty stamps—or you can give
All the honor of the Ge-mrn people, which
themselves.
attacked
would
defend
claimed Joyously. “I'm Indeed glad to
By SIEGFRIED BALDER.
the 25c Thrift stamps in the same way.
peace-loving men woifld hasten to their Is today scorned as merely an Insen- see
you old chap!” he weDt on. shakComrades in war!
slink
timcowards
would
tool
in
the
hands
of
sate
murderers,
rescue; only
"It's
hand
vigorously.
ing the general's
For further particular*! a»k your
Three years have passed since the idly away. This is today the attitude will be restored: and more thnn that,
NOTK. If you will help the Govthe first time I’ve met an American,
Poatmaster, or
ernment also by acting a* agent for
German emperor piling.-d the world of the world toward Germany. There you will have a voice In the establishANDKKW P HAVKY.
though I heard a lot about you in hosthe Mile of these s-ecuritie*, get apand his people into this most ground- will be no peace, and justly so, until ment of the new order of the world
WEST SULLIVAN,
pital. Welcome to France! When are
less, senseless and impious of all wars, the murderer is imprisoned and shorn and of Germany. And take my word
plication blank from your PostCounty
Directory! War Savi ng»
the trendies with us?"
Into
coming
you
into a sea of blood and tears.
local
cbairmaster,
any bank, your
for It we shall have peace, and we can
of his power to harm.
With that he plunged Into a long
man
of
War
or
Trained from childhood to be a sol- THIS MURDERER IS
your
have It on such terms that the German
tSaving*,
l/xral Chairman of War Savings
ttucuuui ui ui» tfipfniruvCT, ueinncu
Committee.
Count/ Director of War Savings.
dier, brought up amid the perverted GERMAN EMPEROR.
people will be happier In the future
he said
In
which
Kngllsn,
very
good
views of the Junker and officer caste,
than they ever were before the war. But
comrades in war, ms murderer is
dreaming of the laurels of the con- the German emperor and his govern- leave us in the lurch, and >ve must rec- he had learned during a trip through
INKOH.M.M ION. There are two kinds of stamp*. War wrings Stamp*
and Thrift Stamp*
the United States five years before.
The War Saving* Stamp* vary in price from $4 12
me
as
mem,
mgnesi
queror
ment ; that is to say, the men whom he
ognize with sullen rage and acorn that
to f4 23. according to the month in which purchased.
They increase in
war conBullard
listened
General
befriended
smilingly
by
by generals.
we are the fellow countrymen of hopehimself
has
chosen
for
his
infamous
value
and
if held until maturity, January 1, 1923, they
1
every momh,
and kept right on smiling even when
tractors, and even with a financial inearn 4 per cent interest compounded quarterly.
whom
will
deluded
the
slaves,
without
lessly
upon
plan,
consulting
people,
the Poilu clapped him on the back and
terest in their profiteering, he has since and without
regard for their wishes; rest the blame for their own ruin and
S| ec s are provided on the War Sa ings Certificate for 20 War Savings
called him his "side partner" and inJ905 systematically paved the way for and these are
of
each of t bene stamps affixed to the certificate t he L nited
for
annihilation
the
he
has
seStamps.
Germany.
accomplices
he
war.
desired
this
the war. He
pervited him to have a drink.
If you fill all
States Government will pay you f&.OO on January 1. 1923.
lected after men of honor have refused FV^EPOR WICKEDLY
in
the
of
war
spat*** by affixing 20 stamps, it will pay you flOO.OO January 1, 1923.
mitted the systematic cult
“Another time, thunk you
very
F>
their services. In the spring of 1914.
~»J- J
DECEIVED YOU.
and
the
Pan-Germanists,
The 25-cent Thrift Stamps do not earn interest. When 16 of them are
Germany by
much,” said the general.
by an overwhelming vote of lack of
Comrades In war, yon hare taken an
affix* d to the Thrift Card the bolder may surrender ibe card and upon
he has encouraged it. He supported
The soldier strolled off. In two rain
the reichstag showed Its oath of
confidence,
But
the
to
paving 12 to V3 cents receive a War Savings Certificate Stamp, which
allegiance
yonr
flag.
and fomented the almost daily quaruttfs he was back again, but this time
distrust of the only man Vhose
earns interest.
"emperor, too. took an oath'-at the be- lie drew himself
rels of the other powers through the
and
at
attention
up
ture the emperor needed for mobiliFan-fierman press by his inflamma- sation and declaration of war. Beth- ginning of his reign, an oath of al- gave a flourishing salute.
legiance to the German constitution.
tory speeches. Last of all he affixed his
AH’. Well That Ends Well.
fnann-Holweg. his Imperial chancellor. The confederation which forms the
signature to the various declarations of In no modern civilised state would It
“Excuse me. sir,” he said, “they tell
German empire was established ncwar; he. Is fully and entirely responsiShe
leaves h husband, H ur
pa**»> ir.
be possible for a minister to remain In
*
cording to this cons';tntion. "TO PRO- me you're a general. Is that true?"
-ble for them. JjtffaSsff
v-.
daughters and two son*. The fun-ra. wt«
office after being openly branded by TECT THE UNITED
reBullard
that's
General
so,”
“\es,
PROVINCES
eFoP hlne fears the diplomacy of our tlie
held at the Methodist church Murday,
representatives of the people as un- AND THE LEGAL RIGHTS THERE- plied. still smiling.
R'iV. G. Mayo officiating.
neighbors, consistently anxious for fit. but in Germany any criminal may
PEXGB800T.
1
Is
can
all
I
AND
TO
PROMOTE
THE
WEL“Well,
then,
sir,
say
OF,
peace, succeeded in averting this disbecome and remain Imperial chancellor FARE OF THE GERMAN PEOPLE."
at
theatre
During the Re 1 Cross drive seventy-cue
tbe
Pastime
were
attraction
Tbe
I
you
beg
thought
your pardon.
This was the
aster from the world.
at the will of the emperor alone. Punmember* were gained be’e
nd
I’m next Saturday evening is Mae Murray in new
To guard it is the foremost. Indeed the
a sergeant, sir. the same a« I am.
policy which was falsely presented to ishment has already found him out. Antwenty-six in Cor a, sent in from i $re by
only, duty of the German emperor. If not used to jour American uniforms." ‘The Plow Girl.*'
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Mrs. J. B. Sellers.
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Chas.
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Capt.
C. Dow, Bayside, in observance of the
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protect without
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anniversary of Mr. Dow-1* birth.
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him and against him, a miserable
were guests last week of
West
Brooksviile.
of you; the side on w hich all civilized
A merry party of neight>ora and friends
wretch who betrays his country in the •
Leach.
and
Mrs.
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Mr.
nations as well as tile noblest and
gathered. Unphophone music and games
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from stupidity or from cowardice
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candidate at a special
meeting of served. The party was a genuine aurp-ise
Whoever talks of
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the danger of the AmericanizaKNIFE AT GULLET OF
back:
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tion of the Gennuns now here Is
1. Tour Ignorance: the false doc- SCOUNDRELS WHO RULE.
Several visitors were present.
in spite of hit advanced
years is in go*>d
not well Informed or cherishes
Let every man who loves the Gertrines with which you were Inoculated
The annual meeting and election of health and takes keen interest in ;be
a
false conception of our relaIn your school days In all matters of man people and the German fatherland
i officers of Penobscot chapter O. E. 8., events of the day.
In
tions.
a
hundred
Dec. 31.
history, civil life Bind politics: the pre- come over! The password which Is to j
.N.
called for last Friday evening, was uot
the American people will
years
tentious lies of 'the German press, be given at the French posts Is;
i held on account of tbe severe weather,
he conquered by the victorious
PRETTY MARSH.
whipped Into line by a military dictaREPUBLIC!
it will take plsce at the meeting Friday
German spirit, so that it will
$*** of tht death of Mrs. Vert D.
tor; yonr implicit confidence In your He wlH meet not only French and EngA full attendance is deevening, Jau. 4.
an
enormous German
present
lish and Americans, but also German
"God-given” leaders.
Smith, formerly of this plac
ws* resired.
empire. Whoever does not be2. Fear of your masters, especially patriots, whose concern It Is that our
ceived with saduess.
Much sympathy is extended to Donald
lieve this lacks confidence In
of the officers. But these hangmen of fatherland, the fatherland so shameMr**. Nathan Small idge is
N. Leach in the death of his wife, Eva
spending
the strength of the German spirthe kaiser are cowardly and hide themfti'ly and treacherously sold by Its
Torrey, w hich occurred at the E. M. U. j <«" d«y« with her mother, Mrs. Hno*,
it.—Letter of a Sew York Gerselves in time of d-'.nger behind cover.
rulers bv divine right, should not be
hospital, Dec. 12, after an operation. The at Seal Harbor.
man. Robert Thletu, to the AllShoot them down like nmd dogs 1* they annihilated; and he will be welcomed
news of her death
was a great shock to
Miaa Josephine Gray returned lot's*
deutsche Blatter, Sept. 20, 1902.
get in your way.
Iiather that they
with honor by the French If he gives
her many friends, as few* kuew she was \ tine Thursday for the winter term of
die than the hundreds of thousands of this password, and will be well treated.
not well and had gone
to the* hospital.
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of
gullet
the scoundrels who rule you,
LEVEL FAMOUS CANTON WALL coming here from Sedgwick, which was Humill of tbf aviation
Into the Jaws of death; a hunt which
and they would rather starve and bleed
corps at Pensacola*
her home. She was a kind neighbor, and
; Fla., that he has taken bi-^ dual ex*
day by day goes on.
the German people to death to the laet Thouund-Yrar-Old
In ever
Landmark
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will
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ready
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greatly animation, and is now a full-fled.t*i
3. Fear of committing an nnpardon
man than make
peace, or even make
China Give* Way to Modern
missed
by a large circle of friends. naval aviator.
ahpt crime, and of being unable to re known the object of their war. Eor
Trolley Line.
Besides her husband, she is survived by a
G.
Dec. 31.
turn home even if you escape punish
they know very well that the hour of
mother, five sisters and (our brothers, w ho
ment.
BUT THE LAWS BY WHICb
reckoning has struck for them when
San Francisco.—The thousand-year- have the sympathy of all. The (uuerul
FRENCH BOKO.
THE
MURDERERS
MAINTAlb
they can no longer suppress the truth old wells of Canton. China, which was held at the home Dec. 14, Kev. A. <».
Mrs. Wilt Kelley of Swan's Island spent
TbtclR power and make YOl beneath their martial law, and trample withheld many an onslaught of Tar- Davis officiating. The burial was at
Uay- Christmas with her grandchildren.
England's titled men and women an TRUCKLING SLAVES SHALL BE freedom In the dust. Before we make tar brigands, are being torn down to view cemetery in the Leach family lot.
The high school girls are home for toeir
BLOTTED OUT BEFORE THE WAf
peace, therefore, and tu order to make
make way for a trolley line.
In thl* war to win and are actuate*
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from
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Mias Gertrude Lunt
IS AT AN END, AND YOU WILL BE
and feelings ai
peuce, we must first reckon with them.
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Chinese
same
The
substituting
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JOYFULLY
Thomaston, and Miss SyLvia and Etta
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HOME
The nobleinei
American bathtub for the usual dip in
the humbli st Tommy.
PROSPECT HARBOR.
l>uut from Camden.
WITHOUT DISGRACE. AND MORE
Dog Saves Three.
the river.
of England have as a whole gone Inti
Williaou Temple has gone to New HaTHAN THAT. WITH THE HIGHES?
Mrs. Mary Rich died at her home here
Altoona, Fa.—A harking dog saved
This information was brought to this
the army or navy and have provei I
for the winter.
HONOR, AS TRUE HEROES ANC
Dec. 24, after a long illness. She was me
Mr. and Mrs. Scott Steele and their country by Gen. Chiang Ting Tsu of ven, Conn.,
their courage and sacrifice as evi
Frank
L.
LIBERATORS OF YOUR COUNTRY
Wakefield was home from oldest pet son on the ialatin. The funeral
baby from probable cremation reeent- the Chinese army, who is in the United
ih need in tile day's citations and casu
was held at the church, Rev. F. N. John4. Fear of Injuring our fatherland 1 r ly, when their home at Lakemont was
States to Inform the war detriment Fort Fairfield for Christmas week.
tilty lists. The women are also doini ;
1
A basket-ball
burned.
of the extent to which China Intends
game here Wednesday son officiating.
their bit. Few of England's prominen t you go over to the French and Ena
P.
D c. 31.
The
evening between the home team and
barked,
dog
whined
women are not enrolled and active!; r Hsh, and more than that If you figh t
and to operate aanlnst Germany.
on their aide, which la a mutter fo r
scratched at their bedroom door until
General Chiang says that the sur- i Mil bridge high was won by the visitors.
working In the various service league s
the family was awakened. The lower vey for the road before which the an- Score 6 to 7.
i.s'
'Ing tl.e government. The Duches s your own choice.
Rain Carries Electricity.
Comrades, I pledge you by all tha t portioo of the house filled with smoke, cient Canton walls are crumbling has
of Vheri om bus two daughters In wa :
Emma, wife of Wiliam Stewart, died
Rain carries both positive and negawe hold holy. I am a son of the Gei
been
Steele
It
will
be
had
rime
,
to
already
iminltioi
his
in
a
just
completed.
famguide
sivviee. fate is working
Friday. Mrs. Stewart hid been ill sev- tive
charges of electricity, ways ft
man people, I love them with ever
Uy to safety when (tome-’ cut off the a belt system and will follow the line eral years, an1 her suffering made the French
factory ale! the other is in the lie. I
scientist who ha* experimented
fiber
of my being, more than ever
the
on
which
walls
were
erected.
stairway.
( 'roes -er\ •€.
family and friends more reconciled to her
ki the case of the president of tfe<
Kelchsbank. Doctor Koch, and even oi
the emperor’s brother, Prince Henry oi
Prussia. On the 31st of July, 1914, hf
urged the emperor to desist from th«
war. and when he failed In hi# attempt
he flung at the emperor’s feet his commission as grand admiral and commander in chief of the German navy.
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Save what you can and buy stamps
at any bank or post office or author*
ized agency.—“SAVE AND BUY”
These stamps are U. S. Government
bonds and will pay you 4% inter
est compounded every three months
until maturity in 1923.
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